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This thesis tries to characterize the class of unmarked
stress rules. The approach I have taken is metrical: stress
is represented as a matter of relative prominence, using the
tree notation proposed by Mark Liberman. I have also assumed
two further developments of Liberman's theory. The first is
the introduction of ~ separate level of metrical feet,
allowing us to dispense with the feature [+stress}. The
second 1s a theory of syllable internal structure, which makes
it possit\le to represent distinctions of prominence among
syllables geometrically, as the difference between branching
and non-branching nodes. Using these notions, I claim that
an unmarked stress rule must construct trees that are drawn
from a highly restricted inventory of possible tree geometries,
defined by constraints on whether or not the various nodes of
the tree may rranch. I further claim that in the great
majority of cases, the labeling of the trees to determine the
relative prominence .of their nodes is carried out by one of
two unmarked labeling conventions.
Some further ideas presented in the thesis are the
following: (a) The notion of dominant and recessive nodes
"is introduced, and shown to simplify the formulation of the
unmarked tree construction and labeling rules. (b) A con-
strained theory of extrametricality is developed, which pro-
vides a better account for cases which would otherwise require
an expanded theory of unmarked tree geometry. (c) A precise
universal formulation of Stray Syllable Adjunction is proposed
and motivated empirically.
To support the theory, the stress systems of Aklan,
Tiberian Hebrew, YidinY, and English are analyzed in some
detail. Numerous other languages are discussed briefly to
illustrate how the rules predicted as unmarked by the theory
are in fact frequently attested.
Thesis Supervisor: Morris Halle
Title: Ferrari P. Ward Professor of Modern
Languages and Linguistics
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6Chapter 1: Backgro~nd
1. Introduction
This thesis is based on a line of research that is
several years old, and which has evolved rapidly since its
beginnings. I will.begin with a discussion of this work in
order to point out what I believe to be its most important
contributions, and to make things clearer for the reader who
is unfamiliar with its claims. The uninitiated are urged,
however, to read the' relevant articles, for which my summary
account will only be a poor substitute. In particular, I will
be dwelling for the most part on the large scale arguments,
which point out how a given theory captures generalizations
about language in general; rather than discussing the nuts-
and-bolts type of argument, in which a given framework is
shown to provide an -insightful account of a particular set of
facts in a given language.
2. Liberman and Prince's Theory
The seminal work on metrical theory is Liberman and
Prince (1977), which is a thorough development of ideas first
presented in Liberman (1975). Liberman and Prince proposed
a radical revision for the representation of stress. In
earlier works, stress was represented as a property of single
vowels: Trager and Smith (1951), for example, proposed four
phonemic levels of stress in English, notated in descending
order of prominence as I, A, " and U Chomsky and Halle
(1968) adopted a similar system, with integers to replace
"1
Trager and Smith's symboJ.s, and used it to great effect in
their analysis of stress in Etlglish. Liberman and Prince, by
contrast, proposed that stress is to be represented as a matter
of relative prominence among syllables, rather than as a
degree of absolute prominence attached to each vowel. Rela~
tive prominence is expressed in the theory using binary
branching tree structures, in which each pair of sister nodes
is labeled s w or w s, depending on wllich node is the
stronger:
(1) red cows
w s
V
carrot
s w
V
stress shift
s w
'y/
attain
w s
V
The labeling is intended to have a purely relative meaning
an s or a w occurring in isolation over a single syllable
would be uninterpretable. The theory handles cases with more
than two syllables by allowing non-terminal constituents as
well as syllables to be specified for relative strength, as
in (2):
(2) Pamelaf{i;j divinitywsw w\;'8/
8In (2), as elsewhere, the syllable that is dominated
exclusively by SiS is interpreted as having the strongest
stress. Words having more than one stress, as in (3):
(3) sensibility
s wsw w
'Ttf 'r! I
'v's
h~Bmelianthemum
s w s ws ~w w
, , " " /w w s
" )8S
also fit into the system: the main stress of a word falls on
the syllable dominated only by SiS, while the other metrically
strong syllables receive secondary stress.
There are some prominence distinctions in English which
this simple mode of representation can't handle: compare for
example the stress on the first syllables of banana and
bandanna or the final syl].abl-es of rabbi and happy, Panama
and Pamela. The ranking of prominence among the syllables of
these examples is clearly the same:
(L~) a. b andaIlll B
'0s 'W bananawswV' b. rabbis wV
Pamela
s w w
~V
happy
s w
V
but the degree of stress differentiation is different.
Liberman and Prince took this as evidence that the segmental
feature [+stress] must be retained in the theory, albeit with
9a greatly reduced role, and only with binary values. with
the stress feature, the examples of (4) can be distinguished:
(5) a. bandanna banana b. rabbi happy
+ + - + - f + i
wsw wsw s w s w
\;\/ \;8' V V
c. Panama Pamela
+
- t + - -
s w w s w w\s/
"J
The feature [·~·stress] also plays a rol.e in the con-
struction of the metrical trees in Liberman and Prince's
theory: trees are viewed as the concomitant of an ordinary
segmental stress rule, taking roughly the form (6):
(6) v
. .
[+stress' / Co(V(C» ve ) {[ t# ,,}IJ - 0 +8 ressJ
(applies iteratively)
With each iteration of the rule, metrical structure is
created over the syllable that has just been stressed, plus
the syllables that have been skipped over. The exact form
of the tree constructed is dictated by the constraint that
[-stress] syllables may not be dominated by s. In the deri-
vation of ~amamelianthemurn, for exan~le, the first iteration
of the rule would produce the following structure:
10
(7) hamamelianthemum
- - ... -+
s w w
'S:j
In the second and third iterations of the rule, one of the
parenthesized expressions is idiosyncratically suppressed,
so tl'la t the sub-trees have just two syllables:
(8) hamameli anthemum
+ - + --+
S W S ws w w
V V 's(j \
The prominence distinctions among the stressed syllables are
determi'ned by inco.rporating them into a higher level struc-
ture, in which only right nodes may branch. The nodes of
this structure are labeled by a very simple principle:
(9) Label a pair of s.i.ster· nc)des as w s if the right
node branches, otherwise as s w.
Rule (9) results in the distinction between hamamelianthemum
on one hand, and rigamarole on the other:
(10) hemamelianthemum
+ - + -+
s w s ws w w
., \1 ,/ f
W W s /\)s/\
rigamarole
+ - - +
s't{W/WjW
V
It accounts for the fact that in general, the main stress in
English words falls on the last stressed syllable that isn't
11
in final word position.
The second SLress in harnamelianthemum is generally per-
ceived to be weaker than the first; in segmental notation we
341
would have hamamelianthernum. This follows not from a direct
s w relationship between the two, but rather a general prin-
ciple tha t tIle prominence of weak constituents is inversely
proportional to their depth of embedding: the w that most
closely dominates ham is "one node down" in the tree, whereas
the closest node to mel is embedded under two nodes. The
single constituent structure of (9) thus represents all the
crucial information about relative promi.nence in the word.
This, in barest outlines, is Liberman and Prince's
scheme. Aside from its advantages in analyzing the details
of the English stress pattern, Liberman and Prince adduce a
number of rather general arguments for their system. These
can be reduced to two basic lines of reasoning: metrical
structure provides a more rational representation for stress,
and it provides an explanation for why stress rules behave
differently from other rules.
Metrical trees are a better representation for stress
for this reason: unlike other features, stress is not
realized locally, but requires at least two syllables to
establish a contour of prominence. This is an entirely
natural result under a theory which represents· stress as
relative prominence, but is an embarrassment for a theory
that equates a feature [+stress] with locally realized
features such as [+highl or [+coronal]. In particular, the
12
theory is at a loss to explain why non-primary stress values
such as [2stressl or [4stress] cannot occur on syllables in
isolation. In addi tion, ·the segmental theory cannot e~plain
why it is only among rules of stress assignment that numerical
feature values play a crucial role in higher level phonolog-
ical rules--among other rules, numerical features seem to be
needed only at a late, phonetic stage of the derivation.
Under the metrical theory, the phonological number two is
respected--there are only two stress values, + and -, and two
"values" for node labeling--s wand W So The multiple percep-
tual stress values derive from the occurrence of these binary
values in tree structures.
The other theoretical argument that backs Liberman and
Prince's proposals is that they are a ~tep on the way to the
goal of making phonological rules local. In most normal cases,
phonological rules affect a small, well defined section of
the phonological string. Under a segmental framework, stress
rules are a blatant counterexample to this pattern. They
often involve essential variables, as in the English Compound
Stress Rule:
(11)
Conditions: Q contains no LI stres~
P contains no ##
In addition, the stress subordination convention (Chomsky and
Halle 1968) is eminently non-local: it requires all stresses
in a domain to weaken by one when [lstressl is assigned to
another vowel. It is obvious that such a convention could
never be applied to segmental rules--for example, we would
never expect to find a language in which all high vowels
become somewhat less high phonetically whenever another vowel
is made high, say before /y/. The metrical theory allows
stress rules to be expressed in a way that is local in a
fairly clear sense: the constituents that are being labeled
may not be terminal, but on their own level they are adjacent.
Thus the English compound rule rnay be stated as labeling the
nodes of the syntactic bracketing as w s if the right· sister
branches, s w if it does not:
(12)a. law degree requirement changes
S's~/W w
s
b. law degree language requi~ement
s w s~ w
'\0:/ "8/'
To summarize, the pri.ncipal arguments for Liberman and
Prince's theory are that it expresses stress as relative
prominence, thereby eliminating the difficulties inherent in
a numerical stress feature, and it rationalizes part of the
14
apparent non-local application of stress rules.
3. Syllables and Feet
Since the appearance of Liberman and Prince's work, two
important advances have occurred. The first of these was
developed by Prince himself in an early unpublished paper
(1976), and. in Selkirk (forthcoming). The newer proposal
posits that the feature [+stress] can be eliminated from
phonological theory, given a slight enrichment of metr~cal
structure. Specifically, these authors proposed that the
subtrees constructed by each iteration of the stress ru]~--
referred to as metrical feet--be given an independent status
in the theory, so that both phonologi.cal rules and principles
of prominence interpretation may refer to them. Using feet,
the representation of the words of (5) is as follows:
(13)a. bandanna b~tllana b. rabbi happy
, 5 W wsw I I s w\/ \ ,"I F F \/
F F ,,s s w F
w s
F VV
c. Panama
s"w I
F F
s w
V
PB.J-nela
s w w
'\/
. F
The stresses may be read off the trees in a simple way: we
need only assume that the degree of subordination applying to
syllables within a foot is qreater than the promin~nce
difference prevailing between feet. Using old terminology,
15
this means tllat ea(~h foot will contain one stressed syllable,
whi'le the main stressed syllable of a word is the strongest
syll.able of ttle strongest foot.
To simplify our representations, we will henceforth use
diagrams in which the feet are separated by a horizontal line
from the ren\aining structure, which will be called the word
tree. The trees of (13) can thus be expressed equivalently
as (14):
(14)8. bandanna banana b. rabbi happy
J s w wsw .ll s w\L ~ .\1:w s s wV V
c. Panama Pamela
s w l s w w
..JL-.Vs wV
Under the new theory, the feature I+stress] ~is not avail-
able to determine the construction of trees. The theory thus
resorts to a new artifice to determine tree construction:
we restrict the type of syllables that the nodes of a well
formed tree may dominate. As an example, we can state the
stress rule of English roughly as follows:
(15) At the right edge of a word, construct the largest
possible foot, subject to the following conditions:
i. The foot is left branching, with sister
nodes labeled s w.
16
ii. The foot may not contain more than three
syllables.
iii. The rightmost weak syllable of the foot
must not contain a tense vowel.
iv. The remaining weak syllable, if there is
one, must be light; i.e. of the form C V,
o
where V is lax.
Rule (15) will construct the rightmost foot in words like
labyrirl,th, pariah, c011undrurn, and marine as follows:
(16)a. Ie by rinth
s w w
'\/
b. pa r1 ah
s w
\l
d. rna rine
---L
We will see later that there is good reason to revise this
rule, but the example should make clear how the system works.
Notice that under the new theory, the syllable plays a
crucial role. Phonologists had in fact suspected for some
time that syllable divisions can be a determining factor in
stress assignment--see for example Anderson and Jones (1974),
McCawley (1974), and Kahn (1976). An example of a typical
argument is the following: in English, short penultimate
vowels may usually be skipped over by the stress rule provided
that they precede only one consonant, as in America, Pamela,
J../
militant, vs. fraternal, amalgam, reluctant, etc. However,
there is a fairly systematic set of counterexamples to this
pattern, typified by words like discipline, algebra, recalci-
trant, and eloguent. Under the framework of Chomsky and Halle
(1968), this necessitated a fairly complex description of the
environment in which penultimate vowels could be skipped over: l
(11)
In addition to its complication, Chomsky and Halle's proposal
misses a fairly clear generalization: we can skip over the
penultimate syllatles of discipline, algebra, and eloquent
simply because under the appropriate partitioning they are
light syllables, while there is no syllable division that
could make the penultimate syllables of fraternal and amalgam
light. A rule containing the expression of (17) essentially
"recapitulates the syllable structure of the language
redundantly. That this is the right conclusion is reinforced
by the fact that Chomsky and Halle had to complicate at least
three other rules using the expression of (17)2_-surely it
would be better to provide general rules of syllabification
for· English, and allow the relevant rules to apply on the
basis of syllable divisions. We see, then, that Prince and
Selkirk's proposed introduction of the syllable into stress
rules can be motivated independently.
Let us now examine the arguments for replacing the fea-
ture I+stress] with the foot. The first argument is simply
an application of Occam's razor: various research has shown
that the foot is independently motivated because of the rules
other than stress that must refer to it--for the case of
English, see Kiparsky (1979); examples from other languages
are presented later in this thesis. If we need feet anyway,
and if they are adequate to represent stress, it is entirely
reasonable to restrict (and thereby strengthen) phonological
theory by eliminating the feature [+stress].
A second argume~t derives from a difficulty concerning
the proposal about disjunctive ordering made in Chomsky and
Halle (1968). Chomsky and Halle had proposed that the cases
under which rules are ordered disjunctively are completely
predictable: all and only those rules that are collapsible
using parentheses are orde:~ed disjunctively, with longer
expansions automatically ordered before shorter ones. The
disjunctive ordering convention produced admirable results
'{n stress rules--for example, the Main Stress Rule of English
could be reduced from three rules and three ordering state-
ments, roughly as in ·(18)::
(18) a. v [1 stress) I_Co [V ]c1 [V ] Co #
-tense 0 -tense
[ V Jl Co #
-tense
#
Conditions: a and b, band c, a and care
ordered disjunctively.
19
to the far more compact formula of (19):
v [1 stress] I"-C o ( ([ V ]c~ )[V l)c o #
-tense -tense
tIn both cases the complicating expression of (17) has been
left out.) Such a large scale collapsing suggested that the
disjunctive ordering convention had expressed a very important
generalization about phonological rules. However, difficul-
ties in the theory soon appeared: as investigation progressed,
it became clear that the disjunctive ordering convention is
necessary only for rules of accent, and that among other rules
it often produces the wrong results (see for example Howard
1972, pp. 45-46). In addition, Kiparsky (1973) pcinted out
that there are many cases in which disjunctive ordering is
needed but not predicted by the convention, in that the rules
involved are not abbreviable with parentheses.
Metrical theory solves the dilemma of the disjunctive
ordering convention by allowing us to eliminate it from
phonological theory. Under a metrical approach, a stress
pattern such as the English one is accounted for not by a
group of rules, as the schema of (19) represents, but rather
by "a single rule, which determines the construction of a foot
o~variable ~ize. Since there is only one rule, no questions
of rule ordering arise. We can now see why the disjunctive
orderi~g convention was necessary only for rules of accent
assignment, since it is only accent rules that involve the
construction of metrical trees.
20
One aspect of the formulation of (15) deserves i~nediate
revision: the stipulation that the largest possible foot be
constructed is not a peculiarity of English stress assignment,
but appears to apply in virtually all stress rules. It makes
sense, then, to abstract this condition out of the individual
stress rules, formulating it as a universal convention:
(20) Maximal Tree Construction Principle
Metrical rules construct the largest tree
compatible with their conditions.
I believe that a convention of this type was first posited
in Prince (1976). Notice that the convention plays the saIne
role in metrical theory as was played in disjunctive ordering
theory by the principle that the longest rule of a set
abbreviated by parentheses applies first. However, the two
principles are not equivalent in their empirical predictions.
As we shall see in the next chapter, there are reasons to
prefer the Maximal Tree Construction Principle.
In their original article, Liberman and Prince (1977)
claimed that a metrical theory that includes the feature
[+stress] will also solve the problem of disjunctive ordering.
They argued that once a given subrule of an abbreviated set of
stress rules has applied, the structure created concomi.tantly
would be sufficient to block the other subrules from applying,
"under the m~nimal assumption that a given stretch of string
can have only one set of metrical relations defined on it"
(p~ 283). However, in light of later research this argument
21
seems flawed. Kiparsky (1979) has shown that in the cyclic
application of the English stress Rule, the creation of
metrical structure on a new cycle results in the deletion of
whatever old structure existed in the domain of the new foot.
This finding is relevant here, because in principle the
shorter subrules of an abbreviated schema could induce the
deletion of structure created by longer rules, as in (21):
labyrinth
+ - -
s w w
's'j
(21)
labyrinth
+ + -
s w
V
labyrinth
+ + +
It would seem then, that Liberman and Prince's analysis still
requires the disjunctive ordering theory, with all its atten-
dant problems. The foot based theory avoids these problems,
since stress is assigned by a single rule rather than a
conflated set of rules.
Another argument for the revised theory stems from a
different aspect of rule locality. Most phonologists would
share the intuition that phonological rules normally apply to
the closest relevant segment to the conditioning environment,
where "relevant" means roughly speaking that the segment fits
22
the internal requirements for segments that can undergo the
rule--for discussion see Howard (1972). For example, rules
of the type (22)a. would be considered highly natural, while
rules resembling those of (22)b. would be considered bizarre:
(22)a. V -1p [+nasal] 1_[ C ]
+nas
V ~ [,.round] I r V ] C
f-round 0-
b. V ..... [+nasal] I_Co (([-t~nseJ C~) [-t~nse])[+n~sl
V -t [+round] / [. V J c V Co-
+round 0
There are two exceptions to this pattern. One is the type of
rule wtlich affects a whole string of relevant segments, as in
many vowel harmony rules. This has been regarded as an
illusory exception, since it can always be handled using a
local rule which applies iteratively to its own output. The
second kind of exception is found in rules of accent: notice
that segmental stress rules like (23):
(23)a.
b.
t+stress] I_Co (C[ V lc~) [ V 1)Co#
-tense -tense
(+stress] I r V ] Co V Co-
+stress
are far more natural than the formally very similar non-accent
rules of (22). Because of this, Howard (1972), in formulatina
23
a principle of local rule application, explicitly excluded
rules of accent, althoug~ he could provide no explanation for
this bifurcation of phonological rules. If accen-t assignment
is actually foot construction, we have an explanation: a
metrical stress rule determines the relative prominence of all
the syllables in its domain of application, rather than
assigning a feature value to a single segment-- the stress-
less syllables of the foot are affected by the rule just as
much as the stressed one, in that they are marked as rela-
tively weak. A foot construction rule therefore does not skip
over relevant segments; it simply applies to a string that is
somewhat larger than what is found in most phonological rules.
Because of this, fpot construction may be said to be local in
the same sense that segmental rules are.
I am not prepared to provide a formal definition of rule
locality here~ The matter has caused a great deal of theoret-
ical controversy (see Howard 1972, Johnson 1972, Jensen 1974,
Odden 1977). I suspect that the rather legalistic verbal
locality constraints advocated by these researchers will
eventually prove inadequate, and that the proper formulation
of locality will be more formal in nature, involving enrich-
ments of phonological representations such as the use of pro-
jections, proposed in Vergnaud (1977) and discussed below.
It seems clear, though, that under any reasonable treatment
of rule locality, the metrical approach provides a motivation
for the apparent non-local application of accent rules.
It isn't obvious to me to what extent the foregoing is
24
an argument for a metrical theory lacking the feature [+stress]
or just an argument for metrical theory in general. Liberman
and Prince's theory does seem to violate locality insofar as
it contains rules of the type (24):
But one might argue that the concomitant creation of metrical
structure makes the rule local. The foot based theory, which
involves no rule of the type (24), does have the advantage of
resolving all doubts on this score.
4. The Theory of Syllable Weight
Many stress rules, such as the stress rule of English,
draw a distinction between light syllables, having the form
Co~' and heavy syllables, which include coij, covc, and any-
thing heavier. This has always been a problem for phono-
·logical theory: the distinction is very common, but it can't
be expressed using a phonological feature, barring the use of
some ad hoc cover feature such as [+heavy]. Even expressed
without a cover feature, the heavy-light distinction seems an
arbitrary one under standard theories, since the notion of
heayy syllable must be expressed as a disjunction, i.e. as in
<'25) :
Recently, McCarthy (1979a,b) and· Vergnaud and Halle
(1978) have proposed a solution to the problem. The first
ingredient of the solution is to posit an internal structure
for syllables. This idea did not originate with generative
phonology (see, for example Pike and Pike 1947, Fudge 1969),
but its utility in formulating phonological ~'ules has only
recently been fully realized. It seems likely that syllables
are universally divided into an onset, consisting of the 8e9-
ments preceding the syllabic prominence peak of the syllable
tif any), and a rime, consisting of everything else. 3 Some
arguments for the existence of the rime constituent are the
following: (1) Generally, cooccurrence restrictions on the
segments of a syllable are more stringent between vowels and
following consonants than between vowels and preceding con-
sonants, which suggests that such restrictions apply primarily
within the rime; (2) Accent rules are almost always sensitive
only to the number of segments in the rime, not in the onset;
(3) It is probable that in tone languages, sonorant consonants
may bear tone only if they occur within tne rime, not the on--
set (see Halle and Kiparsky 1979); (4) Quantitative rules
of versification always count segments in the rime, ignoring
the segments in the onset. Arguments for the existence of the
onset are rarer, but the following may be cited: (1) The
onset is moved as a unit in spoonerisms and language games
such as Pig Latini (2) The onset is referred to in al1itera-
tive rules of versification.
It is far more difficult to motivate lower level
26
constl tuents ~1i thin tIle s~lllal)le, but this will not be
especially important here. The crucial observation that
McCarthy, Vergnaud, and Halle made is that the existence of a
rime node offers a simple way of distinguishing light and
heavy syllables: if long vowels are represented as underlying
geminate, the distinction is one of branching versus non-
branchiIlg rimes:
(26) /\Onset Rime
, I
Co V
vs. on~ime,
I 1\
eve
o
/\Onset Rime
; /\
Co V V
From this geometrical viewpoint, the grouping together of C V
o
and CoVC syllables is no longer a disjunction.
The criterion of branching is in fact especially appro-
priate to stress rules. As we have seen, buth word trees and
compounds in English are labeled by rules that are sensitive
to branching, so that it is entirely reasonable to suppose
that the distinction of branching is relevant to the construc-
tion of metrical feet. But if the rules form trees out of
syllables, how can they be made sensitive to the branching
of constituents that are syllable internal? A good way to
accomplish this has been proposed by Morris Halle: we
specify that the stress rules apply on a special representa-
tion consisting solely of the rimes of the phonological string,
to be called the rime projection. The rime projection is not
to be regarded in any sense as derived from normal representa-
tion, but is simplY'a simultaneous representation available
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for the application of phonological rules--the results of
rules that apply on the rime projection are automatically
carried over into the fll11 representation, and vice versa.
The utility of such a representation outside the domain of
accent rules should be immediately apparent: for example,
we can si.mplify rules assigning tone to sonorants, rules of
quantitative versification, and rules affecting vowels before
tautosyllabic consonants simply by specifying that ~hey apply
on the rime projection.
Let us now examine a well kno'WTI stress rule and see how
it might be interpreted under the geometric distinction of
branching versus non-branching rimes. In Latin, stress is
placed on the antepenultimate syllable of a word having three
or more syllables with a light penult. In other cases, stress
falls on the penult. This can be expressed in metrical terms
as follows:
(27) On the rime projection, form a foot at the right
edge of the word, such that
a. The foot contains at most three terminal
nodes.
b. The middle node, if there is one, is non-
branching.
c. Sister nodes are labeled s w.
Then incorporate all structures into a right
branching word tree, in which sister nodes are
labeled W 5. 4
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We will illustrate this rule with the stressings of the words
,
, - " ,peperci, inimicus, conficiunt, tenebrae, and toga. Syllabi-
fied according to the rules of Latin, these appear as in (28):
(28)a.
d.
pe per 011 b. i ni mii cus c. con 1'1 ci unt5
" ," f~ J I I IV IV IV I I I I ~OR OR 0 R OR OR OR OR OR OR
Y
"
V V I V V V V V V.. .,.
--
,. -- err ..
.. er- e.-
--
te ne brae e. to ga
I ,
" V V 'I I IOR OR 0 R OR OR
Y V V V V
... .. .. .- t:r
where long vowels have been represented as geminate. The
syllabifications of (28) can be motivated independently by
the facts of Latin versification; see Allen (1973). The rime
projections of (28) are as follows:
(29)a. e er ii
I V V
R R R
b. i i ~1 us
I I V V
R R R R
c.• on i i unt
V I I '\t
R R R R
d. e e ae
I I V
R R R
e. 0 a
I I
R R
Applying the rules of (27), we come up with the following
structures:
(30)a. e er ii b. i i ii us c. on
I V V I I V
"
\I
w s w w w s w w
~sl L\~s/
c. e e se
. . "s\'l e. 9 ~s w~
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Notice that in each case, the largest foot compatible with
the conditions of (27) has been formed, in accordance with the
Maximal Foot Construction Principle. To translate the repre-
sentations of (30) back into the full phonological representa-
tion, we simply assume that onsets form part of the same
metrical constituent as rheir sister rimes:
I
Pe per cii
V '3 \'1
wsw
\/
s
,
d. te ne brae
" 'v VS W '\"1
\s~
,..
b. i nimii ellS
I V'\y \Y
w wsw
\\/\L
,.
e. to ga
V V
s w
:Y-.
c.
~
con fi 01 unt
\Y'I \J ~
wsw w
'iL
s
It is crucial that metrical structure be carried over into
the full representation, since some rules that affect onsets
may-refer to metrical structure (see Kiparsky 1979).
I have recorded the position of the main stress in (31)
with accent marks, a practice I will follow in surface repre-
sentation throughout this dissertation. It is important to
realize that these are not part of the phonological representa-
tion--they are simply intended to make the trees easier to read~
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It is useful to reflect on the rEmarkable formal simpli-
city of a rule like (27): it contains no variables such as
Co or parentheses; and it doesn't refer to ,any phonological
features or even segments. The rime constituents it brackets
together appear to be independently necessary in phonology,
as is the device of rime projection. Surely the geometrical
approach is close to the bare minimum to which we could hope
to reduce a stress rule.
Halle's idea also has very important implications for the
construction of a universal theory of stress rules. Suppose
for the moment that all distinctions of syllable prominence
can be expressed as the distinction of a branching versus a
non-branching node. (We will show later that this is for the
most part true.) We might then be able to express all stress
rules geometrically: the set of tree construction rules
would then be basically coextensive with the set of maximal
tree shSP.e s •
In Hyman (1977, p. 37), it claimed that we have no answer
to the question of what is a natural stx-ess rule. I believe
that this is overly pessimistic, and derives from Hyman's
approach of simply generalizing about where stress normally
appears on the surface in various languages. It is far more
productive, I believe, to see what the stress rules look like
in a well articulated theory. The metrical theory of stress
is especially appropriate to such an investigation, since it
compartmentalizes the problem into a number of separate issues.
In particular, we can look at (1) possible tree geometries;
jJ.
(2) possible procedures for labeling metrical structure;
(.3) the number of separate levels of metrical structure needed;
(4) the direction in which feet are constructed by iterative
rules; and various other pos~;ible "ingredients" of stress
rules, examining in each case whether a theory can be con-
structed designating certain geometries, labelinga, etc. as
unmarked.
This is essentially the irlvestigation I have unC:ertaken
here. My results can be summarized as follows: (1) A sharp-
ly restricted theory of tree geometry appears to be adequate
to account for the great majority of the stress rules of the
world; (2) The range of possible labeling rules is broader
than the range of possible tree geometries, bu~ certain
labeling rules are clearly unmarked; (3) In the remaining
areas, such as the number of levels and directionality of
application, it is either impossible or premature to arrive
"at any conclusions about markedness .. The thesis as a whole,
I hope, brings us closer to understanding what constitutes
an unmarked stress rule.
5. Outline and Miscellanea
I have laid out the remaining four chapters of this
thesis in the following way_ Chapter 2 contains a fairly
detailed analysis using metrical theory of stress in Aklan,
a Philippine language. I have placed it first because it
constitutes a good argument in favor of" metrical theory over
segmental approaches, and because it should help familiarize
the uninitiated reader with metrical derivations in
preparation for the proposals that follow. Chapter 3 consti-
tutes the heart of the thesis, presenting and justifying a
theory of unmarked tree geometry. Chapter 4 addresses the
less involved problem of unmarked tree labelings. In the
final chapter the theory is applied to the English stress
system: we will find that the numerous apparent counter-
examples to the theory in English turn out on closer examina-
tion to confirm it.
Before proceeding I must mention three topics that are
somewhat peripheral to the main concerns of the thesis. The
first is the difficult question of how stress is phonetically
realized. It is apparent from phonetics research t'hat the cues
for stress are num~rous and variable, including pitch, dura-
tion, intensity, and other factors. Lehiste (1970) suggests
that at least for certain secondary stresses, there are no
phonetic cues for stress at all, and that native speakers
perceive stress according "to what the phonological rules of
their language predict in the more perspicuous environments.
If the reader wonders, then, just what" phonetic reality the
trees in this thesis represent, the answer is essentially
none: the trees depict a mental representation of the rela-
tive prominence of syllables and words in an utterance. This
fairly high level representation is usually realized phoneti-
call.y by the rules governing pitch, intensity, and duration
which refer to it. In English, there are other rules which
are sensitive to metrical structure and thus shed light on
it: vowel reduction and certain other seglnental rules depend
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on foot structure, and the intonational system is tightly
bound up with stress~ It is significant that the phonetic
means of realizing stress vary from language to language: some
but not all languages lengthen vowels under stress, raise the
pitch of stressed syllables, and so on. The point is that an
abstract, mentalistic representation for stress is the only
type that is workable. Given the great variability and incon-
sistency in the cues for stress, any attempt to predict these
cues directly by rule would lead to chaos.
The other principal gap in this dissertation concerns the
distinction between so called stress accent and pitch accent
languages. I assmue tentatively that the latter contain rules
that interrelate a metrical representation to a tonal repre-
sentation of the autosegmental type proposed by Goldsmith
(1976), although it -is quite conceivable that the tonal
representations themselves are metrical in nature. This
·question must be left for future research.
One question for which I will assert an answer is that
of the level of the derivation at which the rules of syllabi-
fication apply. This is an important question for metrical
theory, since it is often the structures governing syllabifi-
cation that detennine stress placement. I will fellow
McCarthy (1979a) in claiming that in the unmarked case, seg-
ments are properly syllabified in u~derlying representations,
with resyllabification occurring automatically where needed
throughout the phonological derivation. Rules are ordinarily
blocked when their outputs cannot be properly syllabified.
Exceptions to this pattern are possible, though only at the
cost of some max'kedness--for example, we must sometimes postu-
late underlying syllabifications that violate canonical pat-
terns, as for example in Hebrew CVCC syllables (Prince 1975,
McCarthy 1979a). In addition, fast speech rules typically
violate canonical syllable patterns, as in English Isey,l
for sa~ing and [ptheyDowl for potato. The consequences of
this assumption will be made clear at various points in the
dissertation.
Footnotes to Chapter 1
lIn addition, the environment / s r-son 1([«consl ) V
---- -con~ ~voc J
is required at least some of the time--see discussion in
Chapter Five.
2The rules are (as numbered in Chapter Five, pp. 239-245)
Auxiliary Reduction II (24), Pre-Cluster Laxing (20.III), u
Tensing (23.III), and Tensing before CiV (23.IV). In addition,
Auxiliary Reduction I (20.I) can be shown to require a similar
modification, although Chomsky and Halle do not point this
out.
3In some cases, there is evidence that glides preceding
the nuclear vowel belong to the rime. These cases still ad-
here to the ordinary pattern to the extent that the sonority
peak of the syllable belongs to the rime, not the onset.
4we will later have reason to revise this rule, which
is presented in the form of (27) for expository purposes.
5 I have assumed arbitrarily that Latin rimes have a right
branching internal structure. Nothing in the analysis depends
on this.
Chapter 2: Stress in Aklan
1. Preliminaries
Aklan is a Philippine language spoken on the island of
Panay. Its stress pattern is of interest because of the light
it throws on the ques~ion of whether stress rules are formu-
lated segmentally or based on foot geometry, as suggested in
the preceding chapter. My source of data on Aklan is Chai's
(1971) doctoral dissertation, a work which is primarily devoted
to Aklan morphology, and deals with Aklan phonology only brief-
ly. However, since Chai was so thorough as to record primary
and secondary stresses on virtually every example, there are
plenty of data on which to base an analysis.
The syllable structure of Aklan is quite simple: only CV
and· eve are pe~mittep, aside from certain loan words, and there
is no distinction of vowel length. All Aklan roots have at
·least two syllables, with the exceptions again occurring only
in loan words.
Before proceeding with the analysis, I must remark on the
data that it is intended to describe. The transcription used
is straightforward except for /~/, which represents a voiced
velar fricative. However, the stress data require a certain
amount of interpretation: Chairs transcriptions generally do
not show as many stressed syllables as my analysis predicts
to exist. For example, Aklan words having penultimate main
stress and a light second syllable, such as nag-da~agan
"run-actor focus-past" or rnag-m-a5d-a~hud "more than two
siblings," are predicted by my analysis to have three stresses,
ranked in this order:
213
(1) nag-da~agan
213
mag-m-a~-a"hud
wi
However, Chai's transcriptions usually record only the
, , , ,
strongest two of these: nag-qaiagan, mag-m-a~-a,hud. Only
sporadically does the second weak stress appear, as in
~ , , , , ,
na~h-i,-uha~ "go trying to take-actor-past U , nag-hi-tu?un
2
"becolne matched-actor past." Similarly, my predicted ma-nug-
3 . 1 231
?~adu "expected to plow" and na "la-?atuba, "face-actor-
, , " 2
present" show up as ma-nug-?aradu, na-ga-?atuba~, but na-ga-
3 1 " ,
pa-:n--abun "go soaping-actor-pres." shows up U.J na-ga-pa-n-abun.
In general, I will take my analysis to be correct if the
primary stress it a.ssigns c~incides with that of Chairs tran-
scriptions, and if Chai'~ secondary stress markings coincide
with the predicted weak stre~ses, taken in descending order.
2 3 1 , ,
"Thus na-ga-?atuba~ = na-ga-?atuba2 would be regarded as a
2 3 1 "
correct prediction, but na···ga-?atuba, = na-ga-?atuba~ would
not be. This procedure has some plausibility: if the analysis
is correct, Aklan is a language that is very rich in stressed
syllables. It is only natural that an economical tra:lscrip-
tion would record only the strongest among them.
2. Analysis
With this in mind let us turn to the facts of Aklan
stress. Main stress always falls on one of the last two
syllables of the word, determined in large part by arbitrary
lexical categorization of the root. We thus find roots that
are distinguished solely by stress:
(2 ) . , "seven"pJ.tu
,
pitu "whistle"
,
su~ud "room"
,
'sugud "lice comb"
When suffixes are added to a root, the stress shifts, so that
the new word usually has the same stress pattern as its
derivational source: penult-stressed roots have penult-
stressed derivatives and final stressed roots have final
stressed derivatives, as in (3):
,
(3)a. hikut
hiktft-an
,
sipa?
"cook"
"cook-referent focus-future"
"kick"
"kick-goal focus imperative"
b. ~buta~
,
buta,-an
. ,
b~sa
I
bisa-hi
"place"
"place-ref,.-fut."
"kiss"
"kiss-ref.-imp."
A few affixes which exhibit different behavior will be dis-
cussed below.
The data presented so fa~ could be analyzed in a very
simple way: we could suppose that Aklan has two main stress
rules, assigning either penultimate or final stress, depending
on a diacritic marking attached to the root of the word.
Other facts, however, show that matters cannot be this simple.
To see this, note that words which have a closed penultimate
syllable always bear penultimate stress. This in itself
could be handled by a lexical redundancy rule stating that
closed-penult roots are marked so as to trigger the penultimate
stress rule. However, the evidence from suffixation contra-
dicts this: it turns out ,that when suffixes are added to
closed-penult roots, the resulting derivatives fall into the
ordinary two categories of penultimate and final stress, as in
,
(4) a. bitbit "carry"
,
bitbit-a "carry-goal-imp."
,
hamba~ "speak"
.•
"that which said"h-as!f-amba~-un should be
b.
,
"spend"gast.a
,
"spend-goal-fut. ..gasta-hun
,
?asirtar "lucky"
,
?asirta-hi "lucky-ref.-imp. II
We can infer from this that the closed-penult roots, just like
other roots, freely bear either diacritic marking for which
stress pattern t~ey take; but that when they occur alone, a
more general requirement that closed-penult words must have
penultimate stress overrides the lexical marking. Thus it
cannot be a lexical redundancy rule that accounts for the
, ,
stress on bitbit, gasta, etc.
A different argument can be made to the same effect.
Many words in Aklan drop their last vowel when a suffix
follows, subject to the limitation that no triple consonant
cluster be created, since such a cluster cannot be syllabi-
fied according to the canonical Aklan pattern. Typical
examples of this process are as in (5):
tS) a.
b.
,
puyu,
,
puy~-un
I
, ,
pa- 19U5
~
g-in-pa-ligs-
an
"tie"
"tie-goal-fut."
"bathe"
"bathe-ref.-past"
The rule is lexically governed, as can be seen by comparing
the examples of (5) with those of (3). The point to be made
here is that although the root words of (5) must be marked
diacritically for final stress, stress is penultimate'in
their derivatives because of their closed penultimate syl-
lables. We conclude again that penultimate stress must be
assigned in these cases by a phonological rule.
The analysis to be presented here will. account for this
stress placement, but cannot be presented untiJ- we have exam-
ined the facts of secondary stress placement in Aklan. These
are as follows:
(a) Chai always records secondary stress on the last syllable
of words that have three syllables with penultimate main
stress:
, ,
(6) balibad
, "libakaw
"refuse"
(place ·name)
"play-plural"
, 1\
ka-sakay "ride together"
(b) , , 1\In a few of Chai's transcriptions, such as nag-hi-~-uha?,
, . " , ,nag~h1-tu?un, mentioned above, or pini~ (proper name), secon-
dary stress is also noted on the final syllable o~ a penult-
stressed word having other than three syllables.
(c) The stresses lying to the left of the main stress can be
described using a distinction between short and long syllables.
The long syllables are tIle closed syllables, plus two opel1
syllabled prefixes: 'ka-, a widespread nominal prefix, and ga-,
a verbal prefix having progressive meaning. All other sylla~
hIes are to be considered short. We use the terms "short" and
trlongU here rather than "light" and ~'heavy", because ka- and
ga- are strictly speaking light syllables. The secondary
stress can be described as follows: it is a~signed ~€cursive-
ly to the syllable immediately preceding a stress if that
.~yl1able is long, and two syl1ablesto the left of a stress if
the syllable immediately preceding the stress is short. This
is illustrated by the following examples:
, ,
(.7)a. nla-sig-himus
, ,
piligrusu
, ,
h-a~-ambas§-un
"will each tidy up"
"dangerous"
"that which ShOllld be said"
b. " ,na-2-hadluk
, ,
ka-hilu~-un
, ,
k-in-a-putus
. " 1g-l.n-a-pUst-an
"frighten-actor-pres."
"state of drunkenness"
"wrap-instrument focus-past
posterior"
"wrap-ref.-pres. n
, ,
c. ma-pa-,-isda?
, ,
s-u~-ugu?-un
, ~
?atuba~-an
, ,
mag-m-asd-a!)hud
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"go f i s11ing-actor-fut. "
IV servant"
"genitals"
"Incre than two siblings"
.. ."". , ,Not1ce that in k-~n-a-putus and g-1n-a-pust-an, the heavy
prefixes ka- and ga- attract stress despite being split by
an infix. In general, if a word contains two syllables that
under the provisions of (c) should receive secondary stress,
only the one on the left is marked as stressed by Chai:
(8 )
, ,
na-ga-E.~-rnanila?
, ,
ka-gasta-hun-an
~
" ~y
nag-ka-sakay
"go to Manila-actor-pres."
"expenditures"
"become co-passengers-actor-
past"
My suspicion, however, is that both syllables should be re-
garded as having some degree of stress, at least at some stage
of the phonological derivation. There are two reasons for
this: first, the second stress often does show up in the
transcriptions, as in (9):
(9)
.... ,
na-ga-pa-n-abun
, , ,
p-in-a-ka-ma-bakas
, , ,
nag-k-in-a-lisud
"go soaping-actor-pres."
"fastest"
"worry-actor-past"
In addition, the algorithm of (c) works only if it can use
the hypothetically stressed syllables as starting points in
the counting off of short and long syllables: for example,
in rn~-?uSi1-u~t':s-un "fussy" the count must start at the
hypothetically stressed syllable ~ug in order to come out
right, while the initial stress on m~-t-in··amar-~n "being
lazy" will be placed properly only if we assume that stress
is placed on the third syllable of the word as well.
I will ~ow show how a fairly simple metrical "analysis
can account for all of the above observations. For the moment
discussion will be confined to words having final. main stress.
These words need appear with no special marking in the lexicon;
the stress rules alone as formulated below can account for
them. The first rule that is needed is one that constructs
the metrical feet:
(10) Foot Construction
GOlng from right to left on the rime projec-
tion, assign feet containing at most two rimes,
labeled w s, such that
a. weak nodes do not branch.
b. weak nodes do not dominate the rimes of the
~
prefixes ka- and ga-.
It is clear that (10) will place a stress on the word final
syllable, and will then place further stre~ses across the
word, skipping over short syllables if they immediately pre-
cede another stress. The process is illustrated below in the
" ,derivation of na-ga-pa-n-abun. The rime projection of the
word is as follows:
(11) a II a a un
I I , i V
R R R R R
where the underlining of the vowel of ga- indicates its spe-
cial status a~ a long but light syllable. The first itera-
tion of the rule produces a bisyllabic foot on the last two
rimes of the word:
(12) a ~ a a un
. "w s
V
The second iteration can only produce a non-branching foot,
since if the foot had two rimes its weak node would dominate
the vowel of the strong prefix ga-:
(13) a ~ If ~ UJl
I w s--- \"
.The final iteration of the rule draws one more foot, so that
all the syllable~ of the word are now incorporated into foot
structures:
(14) a a a a unt s I \,<s
The word tree is now constructed, using a rule that happens
to be identical to the word tree rule for English:
(15) Construct a word tree that is right branching,
labeling right nodes as strong if and only if
they branch.
Rule (15) constr\lcts the following tree for fla-ga-pa-n-ab'un:
(16)
Translated back into the full representation, it appears as
follows:
(17) " , . ,na-ga-pa-n... abun
t • • '"
W S r W s
,/ V
w w s
'\)s/
Since the final foot of the word tree is branching, it is
labeled s, as is the node that dominates it. Thus the strong
syllable of the final foot, bun, receives main stress, as it
is dominated exclusively by s's. The syllables ga and pa,
being either the strongest or the only elements of their feet,
receive secondary stress. Note that under the ordinary inter-
pretation of trees as assigning greater stress to weak feet
that are less deeply embedded in the tree, we would expect
the stress on ~ to be stronger than the one on ·pa. This is
borne out by the stressing that Chai assigns to words of
, t'-':
parallel structure, suc:h as na-ga-?atuba~ "face-actor-pres.,"
in which the weak stress we would expect to find on the
syllable corresponding to pa has been omitted in Chai's
transcription.
.....,
The rules (10) and (15) assign the correct stressing
(within the limits of the transcription) to all the words
presented so far having final main stress. To clarify the
metrical structure, I have dra~m in only rime internal
structure within the syllable:
(18)a.
b.
,
pitu
I I
W s
\l
, ,
bisa-hi
I I •J W s
"
w s
V
, . ,
(similarly sugud, bisa)
( . . , ~ )s1malarly gasta-hun
" ,c • s -ug-ugq. ? -un
, " "wsw s
\/ \.1
w s
V
d 'k·' ,• nag- -~n-a-lisud
v '-:-. ¥J wsw s. V V
, "
e. ma-t-in-amar-un
• • " VI wsw s
--L V V
(similarly ?attba~-~n,
k ·' , )-~n-'a-putus
Consider now what happens when the rules apply to a
.' , , f·
word having a closed penult, as In gasta, ?asirtar. The lrst
foot to be assigned in this case must be monosyllabic, since
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if it were branching its weak l1.ode would dOIrLinate a branching
rime:
(19) gasta
~
?asirtar
I V l
The remaining foot and the word tree are then constructed:
(20) "gastav ,
-U
s w
V
Since the final foot does not branch, it is labeled as weak,
and the greatest prominence is assigned to the preceding foot.
Thus the assignment of primary stress to closed penults is an
automatic consequence of the rules and structures independent-
ly needed to account for stress assignment in other contexts.
Note that the secondary stress on the final syllable of
. "?asirtar is also correctly predicted. The analysis does pre-
diet secondary stress on the last syllable of gasta, and in
fact on the last syllable of all Aklan words with penultimate
primary stress. As I have mentioned before, this final
secondary stress shows up sporadically in Chai's transcrip-
tions. It is usually omitted where there is a stronger
secondary stress and in bisyllables.
The words not yet dealt with--those that have root
governed penultimate stress--present two problems: how to
mark them in the lexicon so that main stress will reside on
the penultimate syllable, and how to capture the principle
48
that the stres:sing of derived words follows the stressing of
their roots. The first problem can be solved by requiring
that these wordd undergo the rules presented so far with a
non-branching foot already resting on their final rimes, as
in (.21):
(21) hikut
I
F
libakaw
I
F
The foot construction rule (10) then applies to the remaining
rimes of the word, organizing them into feet:
hikut
il
libakaw
, I v
W'>{S L
The penul timate stress is then accounted for by the wor(l tree
rule, which will mark the penultimate foot as strong, since
its partner on the right doesn't branch:
,
hikut
il
s W
~/
, ,
libakaw
W S Y~
s w
V
Once again, the predicted secondary stress accords quite
generally with Chai's transcriptioI1S in three syllable words,
and with sporadic transc~'iptions in the two syllable words.
There are a number of ways to insure that derived words
in Aklan copy the stress pattern of their roots. I will
assume here that the relevant roots in Aklan are marked with
a diacritic feature [+Penult Stress], abbreviated [+PS],
49
whi.ch percolates to all th~ segments of the word, along the
lines of the proposal in Chomsky and Halle (1968, pp. 377-
378). The feature value [+PS] is implemented in the phonology
by the following rule of foot construction:
R --.[+Ps] R /.....JI
F
that is, form a non-branching foot over a rime marked [+PS]
when it is word final. For example, the root hikut is marked
in the lexicon as [+PS]. This feature marking percolates to
the segments of the suffix in the derived form hikut-an. Both
forms receive a non-branching foot by rule (24):
(25) hikllt
~_..L
hikut-an
~L
Penultimate rnai.n stre55 then follows f:~orn the deri",.,ation
illustrated in (21)-(23).
Armed with these rules, we can correctly provide the
stresseF for the examples presented earlier. In all of the
cases presented below, the root is marked [+PS] , resulting
in a monosyllabic foot be~ng created word finally.
~26)a. ~hafbBt
s w
V'
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b. h-ag-ambag-un --..
...--.-...-1
similarly
, ~
ma-sig-himllS J
.. ,
piligrusu
c. h-ag-ambag-an-uny
___,_---L
.......
, ,
h - ag - amb B.g - an-un
, v· I lwsw s
. \/ ~L
w~s/w
e. ma-?-ug-ugtas-un ~
. [ , ~ma-?-ug-ugtas-unI , " IW S
w wsw
"'~/s
f. p-in-a-ka~ma-bakas ~
- 1
, , ~
p-in-a-ka~ma-bakas
, .--:- "1wsw s_L~I \/
w wsw
'" >/s
Of particular interest among the above examples are those of
(26)b., in which a long syllable induces a blatantly
clashing stress pattern.
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Our analy~;is provid(~s a solution to the problem of
allowing all roots to be marked for penultimate or final
stress whj.le still assigning penultimate stress to all closed
~penult roots in isolation. For example, thp root hamba&,
with penult stressed derivatives (h-a0-~mb~~-un), is assigned
the same stress pattern as g~sta, with final stressed deriva-
, ,
tives (gast~-hun):
(21) ham~
t+PS]
..,
hambe.g
1I
,
hambag
-ll
s w
V
gasta
gasta
JJ
,
n
s w
V
Rule (24)
Foot Construction
Word Tree Construction
despite the difference in their underlying representations.
In either case, the heavy pe~ultimate syllable will no~ be
incorporated into the following foot, owing to the conditions
on foot formation.
~here is one class of words that is stressed incorrectly
under the analysis as presented thus far--words having three
syllables, with penultimate main stress and a long initial
syllable:
(28 )
, ,
ka-ba0a y "hOllsemate"
~ ,
nag-ka?un
, ,
mag-ma~hud
"eat-actor-past"
.. two mutual si.blings"
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These words have final secondary stress, even though the
analysis predicts that the strongest weak stress Will be
initial:
To correct this we must formulate another rule to destress
the initial syllables of these words. Under a metrical theory,
destressing rules are formulated as rules deleting feet, or
more precisely, removing the hierarchical organization that
dominates the rimes. We will express destressing rules here
~s rules which remove the label F, with any conditions on the
material the foot dominates indicated by placing the relevant
material below the focus bar. TJsing this notation, Aklan
destressing may be expressed as follows:
(30) Destressing
F ~ / #
T
where a represents a syllable. The effect of (30) is to
remove a non-branching foot on an initial syllable whenever
the following syllable is metrically strong. It applies to
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nag-ka?un as follows:
(31) nB.g-ka?un ~
--LL.L
w 8 WV'
neg-ka?un
-U
s w
V
By a convention we will develop later, the unattached syllable
in (.31) is adjoined as a weak member of the followi.ng foot:
, ,
nag-ka?un
W'LS L
s w
V
resu~ting in the same stress pattern as words with short
initial syllables, such as hik~t-~n, ?asirt~r.
I have mentioned above that certain suffixes in Aklan
form words that have their O~'1n stresc pattern, rather than
"mimicking the stress of the root. An example of this is the
"substantival" suffix -an, which is '.lsed -to form nouns and
adjectives. Substantival ···an invariably induces penultimate
stress, as shown here:
<'33) a.
,
" "bother-goal-fut. ..?awat-un
\. ~
"chores"ka-?awat-url-an
b. -b' "companion"71. a
· , h' 2 "companions"?J.ba- an
, .
"toxin"c. dal~t
, ,
dalit-an ';toxic"
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The me'c:rical theory offers a very simple explanation for this:
we need assume only that substanti.val -an is itself marked
with the diacritic [+PS] so that rule (24) will always assign
it a non-branching foot. The derived forms of (33) will thus
have a final non-branching foot early in their stress deriva-
tions, and will receive penultimate stress by the regular
application of the rules.
Another suffix, also taking the phonetic form -an, marks
the instrumental voice in the imperative. It displays a
pattern opposite to that of substantival -an, always having
final main stress.
(34 ) I
, ,
."varni t"suka suka-han
, , ,
"dispose"tapuk tapuk-an
"
, ,
"sharpen"tahas tahas§-an
We assume here that words ending in this suffix are marked
as exceptions to rule (24), so that they will not receive
word final monosyllabic feet. They will accordingly receive
final stress, as in (35):
(35) tapuk-an
[+Ps]
" ~tapuk-"an
" vt -w S--L~_
w s
V
Rule (24)
tree construction
The only exception to this pattern is in words that have
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closed penults, which may arise thro~gh the effects of the
vowel dropping rule. These receive penultimate stress, as
the rules \'-'ould predict: E~st-an "wrap-ins't. -imp. "
Aklan apparently relies on stress to help disambiguate
three otherwise homophonous suffixes: substantival -an in-
duces penultimate stress, instrumental -an induces final
stress, and the remainirlg -an,. wtlich marks the refet·ent voice
in all verbal forms but the imperative, i~s regular.
Aklan is rich in reduplicated forms, many of which are
stressed irregularly (as is often the case with reduplication).
Although I lack the data to account for most of these, the
following example will show how the necessary morphological
stress rules can be fitted into the larger pattern. Typically
when a prefix is reduplicated in Aklan, it receives a second-
ary stress which dominates over syllables that o~would expect
under the analyBis to have stronger stresses. Thus we have
(36 ) , ,nag-ka-ka-sakay
, '
nag-pa-pa-manila?
" 'nag-pa-pa-ligus
"become co-passengers··actor-
past"
"cause to go to Manila-actor-
past"
"cause to go take a bath-actor-
past"
versus the expected
" ,
nag-pa-p &-J~igu.s
W S
ww
, " ,(31) nag-ka-ka~sakay nag-pa-pa-manila?
.--.. -......-..a..-....- J _
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One explanation for this would be th~t reduplicated prefixes
are accompanied by an exceptional metrical foot, labeled s W,
to be assigned by the following rule:
(38)
Condition: a. = b
This foot would figure in the derivation of nag-ka-ka-sak(~,
for example, as follows:
(39) nag-ka-ka-sakay ~nag-ka-ka-sakay~nag-ka-ka-sakay
1 't l '"S wsw
___________.....1 v:
w wsw
" " I
'" /9S
The Destressing rule (30) would then remove the non-branching
foot on nag, since it immediately precedes a met~ically strong
syllable:
<4°) nag-ka-ka-sakay
\iU
'W' S w
'v's' Wsw~'sl
, ,
Similar derivations would occur for nag-pa-pa-manila? arid
,. ~
na'g-pa-pa-ligus.
3. Theoretical Consequences
The theoretical importance of the analysis presented here
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lies in its superiority over a segmental account of the same
facts. Let us review the principal phenomena which any
analysis must account for: these al:~e <.a) the assignment of
main stress to one of the last two syllables of the word, as
determined by the root; (b) the consistent assignment of
penultimate main stress to words with closed penults;
(c) the placement of secondary stress on the final syllable
in words with penultimate main stress; (d) the recursive
assignment of secon~ary stress to the left of a stress by the
algorithm of p. 41; (e) the relative prominence of the
the
secondary stresses as measured bYAregularity with which they
show up in Chai's transcriptions. I will present here the
best segmental analysis of these facts I can think of. Ob-
viously,the strength of the argument depends on comparing
my analysis with the best available straw man.
The effect of rule (24), which assigns a final mono--
syllabic foot to words marked I+PS] , can be duplicated by a
rule of the form (41):
We-can then formulate the main stress rule as in (42):
(42) Main stress
V ~ rl stress) / _ (Co [1 stress)) Col
When (42) applies in its longer expansion, the vowel that
earlier bore [1 Etress] is reduced to [2 stress~ by the stress
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Subordination Convention:
(43) bisa-hi
1
bisa-hi
libakaw
[+PS]
1
libakaw
1 2
libakaw
Rule (41)
Main Stress
The invariant penultimate stress found in words with closed
penults can be derived using a rule like (44):
<44> Post-Cluster Stressing
V --+ [1 stress) / CC_Co#
This rule will feed the Main Stress Rule as follows:
(.45) hamba~
I+PS]
1
hamba~
1
hamba)lf
1 2
hamba~
gasta
1
gasta
1 2
gasta
Rule (41)
Post-Cluster Stressing
Main Stress
We now need a set of rules to assign the secondary
stresses to the left of the main stress. These stresses, it
will be recalled, are applied iteratively, to the syllable
inuned5_ately preceding ar!otller stress if it is long; otherwise
to the syllable that is two syllables to the left~ This can
be done using the disjunctive ordering convention, as in (46):
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(46) Secondary Stress
v [2 stl'ass) I C ( VC) [ 'T J (iter-
--- 0 [-D) +st~ess ative)
where !+D] is the diacritic attached to the vowels of ka- and
ga-. A typical derivation would be the following:
(47) ma-?-u~-ugtas-un
[+PS]
1
ma-?-u5!i-ugtas-un
1 2
ma-?-u~-ugtas-un
212
ma-?-u~-ugtas-un
2 212
ma-?-u~-ugtas-un
Rule (41)
Main Stress
Secondary stress
Secondary Stress·
, ,
In some words, such as h-a~-arnba~-un, this rule will provide
too many secondary stresses:
1 2
C48 ) h-as-amba~-un Rule (41) I Main Stress
2 1 2
h-as!-ambaS!1-un Secondar~l Stress
2 2 1 2
*h-a~-amba91-un Secondary Stress
After rule (46) has applied to place stress on the second
syllable, its shorter expansion will still be applicable, so
that stress will incorrectly fallon the first syllable. In
order to correct this, we need an additiOlia.l rule, which will
remove the stress from initial short sylla~les when they are
immediatel~' followed by another stress:
(49)
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C-stl'ess) / #Co f_1 c [ v' ]
[ -DJ +stress
The rule must be made sensitive to syllable weight to avoid
2 212destressing the first syllable of forms like nag-ka-sakaYi
and it must be sensitive tc the feature [+D] in order to avoid
2 2 1 2destressing the first. syllable of examples like ka-?awat-'ull-an.
Several more rules appear to be necessary under the seg-
mental analysis. The first is an analogue to the Destressing
rule (30), destressing all initial syllables preceding the
main stress:
<5°) V --+ {-stl'ess] / #Co_Co [1 V 'J
stress
This rule callnot be collapsed with (49), since it applies
without regard to syllable weight. A second rule is needed
to account for the relative prominence of the weak stresses,
as measured by their frequency of appearance in Chai's tran-
scriptions:
<51) [2 stl'essl ---+ [3 stress] / (2 stl'essl P_
Condition: P contains no #.
Finally, rules are needed to account for the pattern of
stresses found in reduplicated prefixes, discusser on pp. 55,
56. I will not attempt to formulate these rules here.
Having presented what appears to be the best possible
seqmental analysis, we turn to a comparison of its merits
with those of the m~trical theory. There are essentially
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three arguments supporti.ng the metrical approach. The first
concerns the naturalness of ~he rules. The segmental analysis
requires a Main Stress rule of the form (52)=
which is a rule that is not attested in any other language
I know of. By contrast, the metrical analysis uses rules for
constructing and labeling trees which are widespread among the
languages cf the world, as we shall see.
The second argument concerns the need for a special rule
under the segmental analysis (rule (44») to account for the
invariant placement of main stress on closed penults. Under
the metrical theory, this is an automatic consequence. of the
restrictions on foot geometry and the word tree labeling rule,
which are both needed independently: the constraints on foot
geometry are crucial to the assignment of secondary stress,
'and the labeling of the word tree is motivated by the stress
pattern of words marked [+PS] in the lexicon. The metrical
theory is able to provide a unitary explanation ·for two
phenomena which must remain unrelated under other theories.
The third argument concerns the need under the segmental
theory for a rule destressi~g initial short syllables preced-
ing another stress. Under the metrical theory, such syllables
are automatically made stressless, since the relevant environ-
ment is precisely the one in which syllables can be made the
weak member of a foot. The destressing rule seems a parti-
cular blot on the segmental theory since it requires reference
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to the same division of syllables into CV vs. eve and e'l that
[+0]
the secondary stress assignment rule refers to--the coinci-
dence suggests that the destressing rule is simply an artifact
resulting from the wrong formulation of the secondary stress
rule.
The reader may wonder if the Destressing rule might be
justified on the basis of a. general tendency for languages to
avoid stress clashes; i.e. adjacent stressed syllables. There
are'two arguments against this: first, however general the
tendency to avoid stress clashes is, it is not especially
· 1 . ' , ,strong 1n Ak an, as examples l1ke na-ga-p-an-abun and
n~g-hi-~-6h~? suggest. Second, we have seen that in Aklan,
secondary stresses tend to be stronger if they occur on the
left, so that of two initial clashing stresses, we would
expect the second, not the first, to be removed 0
We conclude from these arguments that the metrical theory
is to be preferred to the segmental one: in several cases, it
brings us close to an explanation where the segmental theory
can provide only a description.
It is worthwhile to ask why the metrical analysis has the
advantage here. Generally, the stress pattern displayed by
secondary stress in Aklan can be described using two different
foot shapes: we can construct binary feet labeled either s w
or w s, stipulating in either case that rimes dominated by w
may not branch, and that construction must proceed from right
to left:
, ~ ~ , ~ ,
#VV" 'VI tv1~w ~yW I SJ 1 • • •
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b. " , "#v'l' I'VIlJ Wyq W~ I
,
IV
W S
V
• • •
The stress .patterns so derived are nearly identical. It is
only at the ends of a sequence that the difference becomes
crucial: for example, if we add an initial non-branching
rime to (53):
(54)a.
b.
", , " ,
#IVVI' IV' ,V
1J SyW Sy I VW1
"" , " ,
#'VVI'IVIIV
w\lS I wys Wy 3 Jw'!Ls
• c •
• • •
we find that the two analyses make differing predictions. In
the case of Aklan it is the predictions of (b) that are correct.
Our choice of (b) is reinforced by the finding that it can
also automatically account for the occurrence of main stress
on closed penults, as well as for the occurrence of final
penultimate
. secondary stress in words with main stress.
"
Consider now which of the rules of a. and b. can be
translated into segmental notation using disjunctive ordering.
It is clear that (a) can be translated into the rule (55):
(55) V -t [...stress) /_C 0 (VC) [ V ]
...stress
(itera.tive)
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In general, metrical rules that construct feet going in the
direction "strong nodes first" can be replicated in segmental
notation, simply by placi nq in parentheses the material tllat
may be dominated by weak nodes in the metrical rule. The
Latin stress rule of Chapter 1, for instance, translates
segmentally into (56):
However, a rule like b., which constructs feet in the direc-
tion "weak nodes first," can be duplicated only with quite
complex notation and rule orderings. We see, then, that
although the principle of disjunctive ordering determined by
parentheses and the Maximal Foot Construction Principle can
be employed for very similar descriptive purposes, they are
not equivalent in what they can describe. The Aklan case is
one in which the Maximal Foot Construction Principle provides
a superior description, thus suggesting that the increased
power made available by the metrical approach is in fact
needed. A parallel, though less intricate case will be
presented in the next chapter.
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Footnotes to Chapter 2
IThe root Eutl.1~ "wrap" undergoes a sporadic metathesis
rule, which applies to clusters derived by vowel dropping
whose first consonant is coronal or glottalc
2The fhl of ?iba-han is epenthetic, appearing whenever
two vowels come together through suffixation.
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Chapter 3: Tree Ge~netry
1. Tree Geometry as the Central Part of Metrical Theory
In this chapter we will discuss the central claim of
this thesis, which is that the metrical theory provides a
simple and illuminating answer to the ques,tion of w11at is a
natural stress rule. I want to show that ·the characteristic
stress rules which occur in language after language are all
derivable using a fairly simple rule schema, in which a
number of parameters may be set independently of one another.
It will be seen that the various possible combinations of
different settings are attested in numerous languages. Fur--
tIler, a number of possible rule types proposed in previous
versions of metrical theory will be seen to be unnecessary,
as the phenomena they are designed to account for are better
reanalyzed under the more restrictive framework developed
here.
As we saw in Chapter 1, a set of metrical stress rules
constructs a hierarchy of metrical trees, typically consisting
of a foot level and word tree level, although as we shall see,
the number of levels is not always two. In addition to the
number of levels, other aspects of the rules may vary. The
rules may be iterative or non-iterative, and if they are
iterative, the direction in which they apply is variable. The
shape of the structures created may vary: in particular, the
metrical structures may differ in the maximum that i.s placed
on their size, in whether they are right or left branching,
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and in the restrictions on what their terminal hodes may
dominate. Finally, the procedures for labeling the metrical
structures may vary.
A EEiori, we could imagine theories of universal grammar
that would constrain or partially predict anyone of these
aspects of stress assignrnent--in fact theories have been pro~
posed for most of them. l I will argue here, however, that the
principal content of the universal theory of metrical struc-
ture lies in the area of tree geornetrx- I will try to show
that th~ stress systems of a large number of languages can
be described using a very small inventory of metrical struc-
tures defined by their maximal size and by geometrically
stated constraints on what the metrical nodes may dominate.
The widespread utility of this system will suggest that it
forms the core of universal metrical theory, defining the
notion of an unmarked stress rule.
The other aspects of metrical stress assignment vary, I
believe, in the degree to which their properties are con-
strained by universal grammar. It appears that the option of
whether a tree construction rule is iterative or not, and the
direction in which it applies if it is, are entirely free,
determined on a language particular basis. The labeling of
the trees seems to have an intermediate status: considerably
more variation is found than in tree geometry, but clear
unmarked norms and certain absolute constraints are discern-
able. The universal patterns found in labeling will be dis-
cussed in Chapter Four.
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The purpose of this chapter is the more important one:
to·outline and support a restrictive theory of tree geometry.
In order to present this theory clearly, a few preliminary
matters must be discussed. The first point is that the theory
is intended to capture the notion of a natural stress rule,
rather than a possible one. I have little doubt that there
are a fair number of stress systems that cannot be described
strictly within the limits of the theory to be presented.
What I am claiming is that such systems wi.ll not be especially
numerous, and that there will be no systematic class of coun-
terexamples to the theory--in other words, there will be no
tree types outside the proposed inventory that are required
in language after. language. By contrast, all the tree geo-
metries argued for here can be supported by several, if not
dozens, of examples. A useful analogy is provided by seg-
mental feature systems. A set of features is intended to
capture natural classee of speech sounds, with naturalness
expressed as the inverse of the number of features needed to
describe a given group of segments. The fact that numerous
phonological rules must refer to classes of sounds that must
be regarded as unnatural under currently advocated feature
systems is not held by lnost generative phonologists to be
reason for abandoning features altogether, since a far greater
number of phonological rules can be expressed concisely using
features. In order to show that a feature system must be
changed, it is necessary to show that a proposed revised
system systematically makes better predictions than the old
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one. The claim made here, then, is that the foot inventory
is the optimal notation for natural stress rules, although
not all stress rules are necessarily natural.
2. The Problem of Syllable Quantity
One issue which any metrical theory must address is how
to represent distinctions of prominence among syllables for
rules that are sensitive to such distinctions. This question
is far from resolved, and the proposal I will make here is
only tentative. It appears that there are two basic ways in
which syllables may be categorized for the purposes of
quantitative rules, plus an assortment of marginal, rarer
systems. One of the common systems is that which opposes
v -light syllables (i.e. CoV) and heavy ones (CoV, evc qnd
heavier), as in Latin. This opposition is accounted for nice-
ly by the theories of Vergnaud and Halle (1978) and McCarthy
(1979a,b) , discussed in the introduction: if we have the
stress rules apply on the rime projection, the distinction
is one of branching versus non-branching rimes. The grouping
together of long vowelled syllables with closed syllables,
which must be expressed as a disjunction under segmental
tlleories, is united under the metrical theor~{ provided that
long vowels are represented as geminates:
A /\ /\(1) o R va. 0 R 0 R
I ! I 1\ ,
"CoY C V V C vo0 0
:
It is interesting that virtually no rules of tree
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construction are sensitive to the structure (or even presence)
of the syllable onset. To a~count for this, I will assume
that all unmarked stress rules apply on the rime projection.
The other comnon quantitative opposition of syllable
types is that of long vowels and diphthongs versus short
vowels. The proper representation of this opposition is not
agreed on in the literature. McCarthy (1979a), in discussing
the stress system of Tiberian Hebrew (which is based largely
on vowel length), suggests that Hebrew syllables which have
long vowels are parsed into onset and rime differently than
those with short vowels, as follows:
A ~ A(2) 0 R 0 R 0 R
I A A I I I
c vv cv c c V
Under this analysis, only syllables with long vowels have
. ~ranching rimes, so that the relevant criterion for the stress
rules is the same as before. However, McCarthy presents
little evidence other than the behavior of the stress rules
to support the parsings of (2). A priori, his solution
seems undesirable, since it forces us to give up a generaliza-
tion governing the division of syllables into onsets and rimes:
as far as evidence such as constraints on syllable structure
can indicate, the onset-rime boundary is always placed so
that the sonority peak of the syllable falls within the rime.
Further arguments against McCarthy~s proposal are presented
in Section 7 of this chapter.
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A better solution is available within the resources of
metrical theory. Vergnaud (1977) has suggested that. in addi-
tion to projections defined on constituent structure, such as
i the rime projection, phonological theory should include pro-
jections consisting of all the segments that share a given
value of a feature or set of features. The value of Vergnaud's
proposal lies in its potential for expressing the local natu~e
of many phonological processes in a formal way, as adjacency
on a projection. F~r example, by using the projection of
[+syl] segments, we can express vowel assimilation rules
locally, without the use of the cumbersome notation Co.
Among stress rules, the [+sylJ projection provides exactly
the distinction among syllables that we need; as (3) .shows:
( 3) S:{llable (+syl] Syllable (+sylJ
Projection !:!:.Q.jec tion
/\ ~/\
0 R R 0 R RI I I I 1\ 1\
c V V C vv VV
V:"'~ •
/\ /\
0 R f 0 R RI 1\ I l\ Ac va v c vve vv
Just as in the previous case, the proper distinction of prorn-
inence is expressed as the difference between a branching and
a non-branching node. Unlike McCarthy's proposal, this theory
still allows us to maintai.n the more plausible division
between onsets and rimes.
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The p~oposal to use the [+syll projection in stress
rules is not inconsistent with the assumption made above that
all stress rules apply on the rime projection: we can assume
that in the relevant languages both projections are in effect
simultaneously, filtering through the segments that meet the
requirements of both. (Since [+syl] segments are universally
absent from the onset, the rime projection will be vacuous' in
this case.) We can view the rime projection as a universal
domain for prosodic rules, with some language specific rules
selecting the I+sylJ projection as well.
Our proposal depends on the hypothesis that vowel length
carl always be expressed underlyingly as gemination. To be sure I
there are languages in which there is no explicit evidence to
this effect. However, as far as I know no one has ever pre-
sented evidence showing that length must be represented under-
lyingJusing a feature. There is no reason why the feature
theory should have the preferred status of the null hypothesis,
especially when there exist languages in which long vowels are
quite unambiguously geminate.
One other h"ypothesis made here is ,that in languages in
which diphthongs pattern with long vowels for purposes of
stress, the weaker halves of the diphthongs are phonologically
[+syl], so that they will be included in the projection.
Again, it is difficult to find evidence to bear on this claim,
although the one case I know of is a confirming instance: in
YidinY, discussed in Chapter 4, the glide /y/ appears in the
diphthongs juy/, /iy/, and lay/. In the segmental rules of
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YidinY, /y,/ patte~'-ns exactly like a c.onsonant, so that it
must be marked as [-syl]. In the stress rules of YidinY,
which are sensitive to the distinction of long VB. short
vowels, the diphthongs in /y/ pattern as short, which is just
what we would predict if the stress rules apply on the [+syl]
projection, as (4) shows:
<4> Full Representation
Value of
feature [sy11 :
1\
o R
I I
d a
- +
A
o R
I "d a a
.. f-+
A
o R
I A
d ay
- +-
R
I
a
+
R
A
as
+~
R
I
a
+
I Sllould point out that if there are exceptions to this hypo-
thesis, the weakening of the theory they would entail would
be slight. Imagine, for example, a language that patt.erned
like YidinY in all respects, except that diphthongs counted
as heavy for the stress rules, so that their glides had to be
included, If such a language were found, we would just allow
stress rules to invoke the I-cons] projection as well as the
[+sylJ projection. However, in the absence of any such
counterexamples, we will stay with the stronger theory and
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assume that the two unmarked project~ons for stress rules are
the rime projection and the [+syl] projection.
Aside from ,these two unmarked distinctions of prominence,
there remains a motley group of rarer prominence distinctions
which s·tress rules appear to treat in essentially the same
manner. Perhaps the most important of these is diacritically
marked promine~ce, exemplified by the analysis of Aklan in the
previous chapter. It will be recalled that the Aklan prefixes
ka- and ~ behave as if they were metrically heavy, even
though they never occur in closed syllables and apparently do
not }~ve long vowels. To account for them, I assume a univer-
sally available diacritic [+H], which causes stress rules to
treat a rime marked with it as if it were branching~
There are two stress rules I know of which refer to a
prominence distinction in which closed syllables count as
heavy and open ones as light, regardless of vowel length •
. These are the Main Stress Rule of Tiberian Hebrew, discussed
in Section 7 and McCarthy (1979a), and a stress rule of
Seneca treated in Stowell (1979). The most tempting analysis
of such cases is to say that the stress rules apply to a
representation that follows the conversion of underlying gemi-
nate vowels to phonetic long ones. If this is true, the
relevant distinction for the stress rules would ~gain be
that of branching versus non-branching rimes:
(5) R
1\
V c
versus R
J
V
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However, it is unlikely that this could be correct, since the
Hebrew rule in question is ordered before another stress rule
which treats syllables with long vowels as heavy, hence as
geminate under our theory. A more likely alternative derives
from a proposal made by a number of workers (for example
Pesetsky 1979, Safir 1979) to the effect that syllables may
contain labeled constituents below the rime level, which are
called nuclei. Using this proposal, a set of rimes of the
form V, vv, ve, vvc ,might be assigned the structures of (6):
(6) R
I
N
I
V
R
I
N
1\
V V
R/,
N C
I
V
R
/,
N C
A
V V
The closed syllable-open syllable prominence distinction can
then be captured by. stipulating (at some cost in markedness)
that branching within the nucleus does not count for the
. purposes of the stress rules. The utility of the notion of
a nucleus is illustrated by its use in Safir's (1979) analysis
of Capanahua stress. In Capanahua, a syllable counts as heavy
if it is closed by a consonant other than glottal stop. Safir
accounts for this by grouping glottal stops together with
vowels in the syllable nucleus, so that the ~yllable rime has
the structure of (7):
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This structure can in fact be motivated i.ndependently by the
behavior of the segmental rules of Capanahua.
The remaining unusual prominence distinction of which I
am aware counts as heavy those syllables marked for high tone
or pitch register. This distinction is found in Fore
(Nicholson and Nicholson 1962), Galin (Bunn and Bunn 1977),
and according to the analysis of Halle and Kiparsky (1979),
proto-Ind~Europeanand a number of its daughter languages.
I assume that in sucp languages the diacritic I+H] is attached
to those syllables marked for higher pitch.
The overall picture is this: in the great majority of
cases, syllable prominence is determined on a basis that is'
clearly interpretable as geometric; i.e. the heavy syllables
are those whose rimes branch or whose rimes branch on the
[+sylJ projection. ·Many of the exceptional cases can be
interpreted geometrically if suitable assumptions are made,
such as the existence of a nucleus node whose branching is
ignored by the stress rule. The remaining exceptions, dia-
critic prominence and high tone prominence, cannot be inter-
preted geometrically, but behave in stress rules in a way
entirely analogous to geometrically defined prominence, as we
will see. The existence of these marginal examples raises
the question of whether our assigning primacy to distinctions
of branching \flaS right in the first place: might not the
distinction of having a branching rime or a long vowel form
just a subpart of a more general, though vaguely defined
notion of "prominence"? This may be true, but on the basis
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of presently available evidence I believe there are reasons
to retain the more restrictive hypothesis. First, if we us~
the criterion of brallching to establish syllable prominence,
we can simplify rules that label metrical structure, in that
branchings within the sylJ.able become formally equivalent to
branchings in the metrical structure created by rule. The
great utility of this equivalence in formulating metrical
rules will be made clear below. Second, the branching cri-
terion is relevant at levels other than the foot: the
labeling of the word tree is often sensitive to whether the
feet it dominates are branching, as we saw in Aklan. Similar-
ly, the labeling of compounds in English is sensitive to whe-
ther right nodes branch into words, as Liberman and Prince
t1977) point out. Compare, for example, the labeling of the
compounds law degree requirement changes and law degree
language requirement:
(8)a.
b.
,
law degree requirement changes
s w w w
'/s,
s
,
law degree language requirement
s w s ~w
\,/ '-.s~
It seems unlikely that any generally applicable definition of
prominence for syllables could be extended to these cases,
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wt~ch under the criterion of branching are equivalent.
Finally, a theory employing a non-geometrical definition of
prominence would be hard put to explain why the cases in which
prominence is definable as branchi~g are by far the most com-
mon. All these factors suggest that branching is the central,
unmarked criterion of prominence, and that the cases of promi-
nence that are not definable as branching are marked, subsi-
diary phenomena, treated by analogy with the branching cases.
3. A Theory of Tree Geometry
In this section I will present a restricted inventory
of unmarked tree shapes. Before discussing the theory, it
will be helpful to clarify what I regard to be the correct
formal characteri?ation of tree construction rules. A well
formed stress rule, I would argue, applies to a string of
terminal nodes, brackets them together into the appropriate
binary branching tree, and labels the result with a category
name ~. An example is the following: for the rule of
foot formation in Latin, "the terminal nodes are the rimes of
each syllable of the word, and the constituent created is
labeled with the category name Foot. The word tree rule then
takes as its set of terminal nodes the foot just constructed,
plus any remaining rimes, and creates a single constituent
labeled Word Tree. In general, the terminal nodes for a
given rule will be the largest prosodic constituents present
in the appropriate projection at the point in the derivation
where the rule applies, whether they be rimes or trees con-
structed earlier. What this means is that ·metrical rules
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usually do not break up previously existing constituents; they
can only bracket thenl together. The empirical evidence for
this claim will be examined later.
The category names are crucial in determining the geome-
trical relationship of the various trees to one another.
Generally, if two trees of the category ~ are constructed by
two separate rules, or by successive-applications of an itera-
tive rule, they will respect one another's boundaries, rather
than one dominating or deleting t~:e other. This can be seen
in the behavior of the foot construction rule of Aklan:
when the rule applies, it respects the foot boundaries created
before, either on its previous applications or by the earlier
lexically governed foot construction rule (2~. By contrast,
if two rules construct trees bearing different category names,
the rule applying later treats the trees constructed by the
earlier r~le as terminal nodes, so that one tree forms a con-
. stituent of the other, as in Latin word tree construction. We
will see later that other modes of rule interaction are some-
times found, but the cases presented here should be regarded
as umnarked.
With these preliminaries out of the way, we are now
ready to propose a universal unmarked inventory of metrical
trees. A priori, it seems clear that an inventory is more
likely to be the correct one if relations of s~nmetry and
parallelism hold among its members. Thus the best way to
specify an inventory is not by means of a list, but with a set
of parameters that may be set independently. One parameter
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that we have seen already is the criterion of syllable proI\i-
nence: metrical structures may count as prominent either
branching rimes, long vowels, or occasionally other, aspects
of the syllable. In addition, many languages draw no dis-
tinctions of prominence at all, so that all syllables are
treated alike. We will assume that such languages simply
ignore all branching within the syllables, so that all
syllables are counted as light.
The discussion of the other ingredients of a stress rule
will be made clearer if we adopt the terminology of dominant
versus recessive metrical nodes: we will say that any pair
of sister nodes contains one dominant node and one recessive
one. All metrical rules must specify whether in the structures
they create it is right nodes or left nodes that are dominant.
The single node of a non-branching tree is counted as
dominant, for reasons we will see below. Using this terminol-
. ogy, we can now state the principal constraint on rules of
tree construction:
(1) Recessive nodes may not branch.
The constraint (1) has two important consequences. First,
metrical rules may only create structures that are uniformly
branching: when right nodes are specified as dominant, a
right branching tree, i.e. of the form (2):
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•
•
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will be created; since a tree having any left branching
would contain a branching recessive node. The specification
of left nodes as dominant will similarly create a left branch-
ing tree. The second consequence of (1) is that if a stress
rule pays attention to distinctions of prominence among syl-
lables, all the recessive nodes of any structure the rule
creates must be non-branching. For example, in the metrical
feet of Aklan, left nodes must dominate a light syllable,
i.e. a non-branching rime. This can be accounted for by
stipulating that in.Aklan feet, right nodes are dominant.
We have not yet stated the principle that determines the
. possible sizes of metrical trees. I believe that among the
unmarked trees, only two sizes are possible: maximally
binary and unbounded. These can be produced by specifying
either that dominant nodes must be terminal, or that they are
free. It should be clear that if dominant nodes must be
te~minal, the foot will have at most two nodes: any tree
that contains more than two terminal nodes would have either
a non-terminal dominant node, or a branchi~g recessive node,
which is forbidden by (1).
There is one more parameter that may be set freely among
the unmarked stress rules: we can specify that dominant nodes
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must branch in order for a tree to be formed. Notice that
this specification will only pe relevant among the feet that
are sensitive tc prominence distinctions among syllables .. If
a rule constructs feet that are insensitive to syllable quan-
tity, the dominant terminal node of a foot will necessarily
be counted as non-branching, so that no foot could be con-
structed such that all of its dominant nodes branched.
Let us now summarize the above parameters of tree con-
struction by incorpora'ting them into a general schema, as
follows:
t3) Tree Construction
a. Project rimesy Optionally form a subprojection
of I+syl] s~gments within the rimes.
b. Select either right or left nodes as dominant.
c. Form the la~gest possible binary branching tree,
such that recessive nodes do not branch.
Optionally, it may be specified that
i. All terminal nodes are counted as non-
branching.
ii. Dominant nodes must be terminal.
iii. Dominant nodes must branch.
The possible outputs of (3) will be made clearer if we develop
a notation for foot structures. Let I denote a non-branching
terminal node, v a branching terminal node, and' ~ any terminal
node, using the appropriate projection if the node in question
is a rime. We can then express the inventory of possible
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•
•
•
•
•
structures as (4) :
<4> e.. x X x x b. x X x x x ••• • •• x· x x x xV V
(left (right
nodes nodes • -.
dominant) dominant) • •• •
c. X I I X d. x, I I I • • • • • • I I , I X
V V
" •• .
•
e .. v , , v f. vI I , ,... • • • I , I I v
V V
The schemata of (4) represent maximal structures; i.e. the
largest trees (possibly infinite) that the relevant rule" could
in principle construct. A well formed structure for a given
. rule can be read off the schemata of (4) simply by omitting
any number of recessive nodes. For example, the first schema
of (4)c stands for the pair of structures in (5):
(5) x I x
VI
while the first schema of (4)£ represents the infinite set of
<'6) :
(6) v v J
V
v I I
'</
v I I 1 •••
'«/.
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In the actual application of the rules, the appropriate struc-
1:ure is selected by the Maxi~al Foot Constructioll Principle,
which has been incorporated into the rule schema of (.3).
Notice that the two structures of (4)a are identical, but
can be di3tinguished once they have been labeled. I assume
that the ul"unarked labelirlg convention, which may be overruled
in specific cases, is that dominant nOGes are labeled strong.
Since SIS and wls are interpreted relatively, this makes all
recessive nodes weak. Sample labelings are
(1)a. x x
s w
V
b. x x
w s
V
(I'ight nodes dominant)(left nodes dominant)
c. x
s w
V
In what follows, I will often state a tree construction rule
without directions for labeli~g. In these cases it is to be
assumed that the unmarked labeling' convention applies, making
dominant nodes strong.
Of the marked tree structures not included in the foot
inventory, only one is common enough to justify mention here:
this is the degenerate, or non-branchi~g foot, which we found
to be necessary in the an?lysis ot Aklan. Degenerate feet
also show up in the stress rules of English and other
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languages_ (Note that degenerate feet are defined as maxi-
mal!l non-branching, rather than non-branching whenever the
configuration of terminal nodes forces them to be so). We can
fit degenerate feet into the theory by allowing tree construc-
tion rules to stipulate, at a cost of some markedness, that
recessive nodes are suppressed.
Let us now adopt some terminology to render the verbal
formulation of metrical rules less prolix~ We will say that
a tree is left dominant or rigllt domina'nt according to whetller
left or right nodes have been selected under the provisions
of (.3)b. In most cases these terms can be translated into the
older expressions "left bra.nching" and "right branching. H A
tree will be called quantity sensitive if the option (c.i)
is not selected; that is, if terminal nodes that branch under
the appropriate projection are in fact counted as branching.
Trees constructed under option (c.i) will be called guantity
insensitive. Finally, if the size of the tree is limited by
invoking option (c.ii), it will be called binary, otherwise
it will be called unboundeda
Orie more expository convention will be adopted here: we
will stipulate that if a foot construction rule mentions a
pr~jection, then it constructs quantity sensitive feet. This
should cause no confusion, since it is only the quantity sensi-
tive rules in which a projection has to be specified.
4. Exemplification
In justifying a foot inventory as the unmarked one, a
minimal requirement is to show that all the members of the
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inventory are attested in a fair number of languages. Ideal1~
one·- would show that all possible combinations· of pararneter
values are attested, although in practice the best one can do
is to show that a wide enough variety of cases is found that
the remaining gaps are probably accidental. I am aware of the
peril of working with a large sample of larlguages, which is
that one· is forced to deal with limited and incomplete data
for most of them. It is very often the case that analyses
that seem plausible on the basis of limited evidence turn out
to be wrong when further data are gathered. My hope is that
safety can be found in numbers: that if, for example, we find
numerous languages in which stress is reported to fallon the
last long vowel a~d on the first vowel in words with. no long
vowel, then a fair number of these languages will turn out
actually to llave such a stress rule when they are examined in
greater detail.
4 •.1 Binal.·y, Quantity Insensitive Trees
These structures appear to be extremely common, as they
form the basis for ordinary alternating stress rules, of which
many can be found. We will examine here four of them, with
the object of showing that the selection of dominant nodes and
the direction of assignment may vary independently.
In Maranungku (Tryon 1970), primary stress falls on
initial syllables, with secondary stresses falling eve~y other
syllable thereafter, as in tIl:
,
(.1) a. tiralk "saliva"
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~ ,b. merepet "beard"
, ,
"the Pleiades"c. yangarmata
d. ' \. "langkarateti "prawn"
, " ,
"kind of duck"e. welepenemanta
These facts fallout from the following metrical analysis:
(2)a. Going from left to right, construct binary,
quantity insensitive, left dominant feet.
b. Group the feet into a left dominant word tree.
The unmarked labeling convention making dominant nodes strong
will label both feet and word tree as s w:
, , ,
e. welepenemanta
s wsw s w
\l V ~L
s w w
'sV
d.
,
tiralk
s w
V
, "langkarateti
s wsw I\.L ~ ......
s w w
's(j
b.
, ,
merepet
s w L
-)1
s w
V
c. , "yangarmata
s w S 'W
~L V
s w
V
In Warao (Osborn 1966)., main stress normally falls on the
penult, with secondary stresses falling on alternating syl-
lables before the main stress:
(4) a. ' '.' ~ "verily to climb"yapuruk~tanehase
b. ' '" '. "the one who ate"nahoroahakutaJ.
.'
,
"he finished it"c. y~waranae
d. , " ,enahoroahakutai
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lithe one who caused him to
eat"
This would require construction from right to left of binary,
quantity insensitiv~ left dominant feet, with a right branch-
ing word tree. The resulting structures will be as in (5):
, , , ,
yepurukitanehase
s wsw s wsw
V \1 \l V
w w w s
"" ~sl
s
b.
-. ~ , ,
nahoroahakutai
s w sw s w sw
_~ V \1 '1._
W W \-f S
\~sl
s
c. '" ,yiwaranaeJ S W swV \L
w w s
'v's/
These trees must be adjusted when the word has an odd number
of syllables so that stress will not fallon the initial syl-
lable. This can be accomplished by. a simple destressing rule
of the form (6):
(6) F ....., 9J /
T
That is, remove feet which do not pranch. Syllables so
destressed will be incorporated into the word tree by a rule
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to be di.scussed later. The surface forms of (5) c and d will
look like thi.s:
(7)c. , ~yiwaranee
wsw sw
~ V
w s,/
s
d. , " '.enBhoroallakutaJ.
wsw sw s w sw
\1 'J.. ~ Y..
w w w s\ ;s~
s
/
s
In Weri (Boxwell and Boxwell 1966)., main stress is
assigned to final syllables, with secondary stresses assigned
to each preceding alternate syllable. This follows from the
construction of binary, quantity insensitive, right dominant
feet from right to left. The word tree is quantity insensi-
tive, right dominant, and unbounded:
(8)a. ,,Intlp
w s
V
"bee" '- ,b. kvllpv
J \l
w s
V
"hair of' arm"
, ,
c. ~lvamlt
w sw s
--.V \I
w s
V
"mist"
, , ,
d. akynetepe.l "times"
Jwsw s. V ~
w w s·\)/
Southern Paiute (Sapir 19301 illustrates the fourth
possible case: here the right nodes of the feet again are
dominant, but the feet are assigned from left to right. With
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a left dominant word tree this results in main stress falling
on the second v'owel, and secondary stress 011 al ternating
vowels thereafter. There are a number of complications in the
Southern Paiute rule which aren't relevant enough here to mpxit
extended discussion. The count of vowels is often obscured
on the surface by rules that insert and delete vowels in syl-
lables containing a glottal stop. The rules must also be
formulated so as not to construct feet over the final vowel.
A proposal to handle this will be presented in Section~of this
chapter.
A more important problem with the Southern Paiute system
is the claim made by Sapir that it is based on a count of
moras, not of syllables. This would pose problems in stress-·
ing words like (9):
(9)9.
b.
, ,
mantcaAqaA
w sw sw
,/ V
s w
,/
s
~ ,
maroOqway' iq e\vA
w sw s L W
V 'v' ..
s w w
\s~/
s
"to hold out.. one I shands"
fI(I) stretch it"
since the surface syllable bracketing would contradict the
bracketing of the metrical feet:
(10)a. AmantcSAqaA
w sw sVV
b. " . Imaro~qway 3:qWA
w sw sVV
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This is ~ problem for our theory, in which tree construction is
envisioned as a process of bracketi~g together constituents
that already exist on a lower level. Fortunately, ,it appears
that the "moras" of Southern Paiute must be regarded as
separate syllables in underlying representations. For exalnple,
some of the allophonic rules for vowels, as in tIl):
(ll)a. a -. 1\ / ~Co-­
b. i! --. i / _Coi
apply only to one "half" of a surface long vowel, so that
(ll)a will convert aa into Aa and (ll)b will change ±~ to fie
Since allophonic rules typically treat long vowels as units,
it is probable that VV sequences count as bisyllabic at the
. time (11) applies. The vowel devoicing rules of Southern
Paiute, which devoice certain metrically weak vowels, similar-
ly treat surface long vowels as bisyllabic. These facts sug-
gest that the formation of long vowels from adjacent vowels
is a fairly late phonetic rule. The existence of such rules
is.supported by analogous cases in which the syllable merger
is optional. For example, Blake (1969) reports that in
Kalkatungu, the relevant unit for stressing is the syllable,
., ,
but that adjacent vowels stressed~ VV or VV may in fast
speech be heard as single long stressed vowels. A similar
process is described for Macedonian by Lunt (1952). We
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conclude that our hypothesis that syllable bracketings are
respected by tree construction rules is not refuted by the
facts of Southern Paiute. It is too early to know whether
more convincing counterexamples will show up, but it seems
best to retain the 3trongest hypothesis consistent with the
facts.
Numerous other examples of binary, quantity insensitive
foot assignment can be presented. In Garawa (Furby 1974),
main stress falls on the initial syllable, secondary stress
on the penultimate, and tertiary stress on alternating sylla-
bles preceding the penult. However, non-primary stress may
never occur on syllables directly following the main stress.
This suggests the following analysis:
(12)a. Assign a binary, quantity insensitive, left
dominant foot at the left edge of the word.
b. Group the remaining syllables of the word into
similar feet, going from right to left.
c. Form a left dominant word tree. Remove
non-branching feet.
This will produce the following structures:
(13)a.
,
yami "eye"
s w
V
,
b. punjala --+ punjala "white"
s w l S W w¥ 14 's'.J
V
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, ,
c. wat jilnp a~u
s WSW
~I ')L
s wV·
"armpit"
"at your
own many"
1 33. 2
~ nefti, inmukunjinami~a
s,ww sw swsw
's,/ \/ \J \L
S ttl w w
,.//s,
s WSW
V V
w w
s w J S WV V
s w w
\~/
s
\
s
d.
The destressed syllables in (13)b and d are adjoined to the
preceding foot by a universal convention, whose operation will
be explained late~. Notice that the ranking of the secondary
stresses in (13) is predicted by the principle that the p~omi-
nence of weak feet is inversely proportional to their depth
of embedding, assuming that stresses weaker than secondary in
Garawa are indistinguishable from one another.
It is :.interesting that quantity insensitive binary tree
structures need not always be feet; i.e. they need not direct-
ly dominate rimes. Stowell (1979), drawing on work by Phil
.LeSourd, describes Passamaquoddy as having a stress pattern
in -which the metrical feet, rather than the syllables " al tel.--
nate in prominence. Main stress falls on the strong syllable
of the penultimate foot, with secondary stress on alternating
feet before it. Thus in Passamaquoddy, there must be three
metrical levels: the foot (which will be described lateI'),
the quantity insensitive binary structures dominating the
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foot, and a right dominant word tree.
A very large number of languages are described as having
penultimate stress--see, for example, the list in Hyman (1977),
which contains 77 members. (A caveat here is that many of
Hyman's examples can be shown to be categorized inaccurately.)
These la~guages might well be described as having binary,
quantity insensitive, left dominant feet constructed at the
right edges of words, with right dominant word trees, as in
(14) :
(14) /••• xxxxxx
wwwwsw
\~f
. ,
s
•~
•
However, this is not the only possible analysis for a penulti-
Ornate stress language: one could also erect a single un-
bounded, right dominant, quantity insensitive foot, labeling
dominant nodes as strong only if they branch, as in (IS):
(1$)
,
••• x x x x x x
wwwwsw
~s~'
s
In some cases, there will be evidence available from other
rules to decide the issue, but in others the question must
remain open: the analysis of (14) has the advantage of not
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requiI:i~g a marked labeJ.ing convention, while that of (15)
can dispense with the extra rule needed to construct the word
final foot. However, even if all penultimate stress languages
are analyzed as in (15), the unmarked status of quantity in-
sensItive binary feet is secure, owing to the great number of
cases in which such feet must be constructed iteratively.
4.2 Unbounded Quantity Insensitive Trees
I have little to say about these metrical structures.
Typically languages in which they are assigned have initial
or final stress, since there is nothing to prevent an un-
bounded foot that is insensitive to quantity from encompassing
the entire word. Hyman (1977) lists 114 languages with
"predominant" initial s·tress and 97 languages with "predomi-
nant" final stress. To be sure, many of these languages have.
secondary stress which must be accounted for by assigning foot
structures other than unbounded quantity insensitive ones,
but a fair number do seem to have just plain initial or final
stress.
In languages that have word trees ti.e. the vast majority
of stress languages), the word tree must be unbounded and
quantity insensitive, since no other type of tree under the
theory is guaranteed to assign a prominence value to all the
feet or syllables of the word, presumably a necessary require-
ment for stress rules. A few languages are descri.bed as
having a number of equally prominent stresses, for exampl~e
TUbatulabal (see below), Nirgil (Manning and Jaggers 1977),
West Greenlandi.c Eskimo CSchultz-Lorentzen 1945), Angula
."
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(Rirton 1977), and Auca (Pike 1964). This suggests that the
constructiop of a word tree is optional in universal grammar,
but that its absence is marked.
4.3 Unbounded, Quantity Sensitive T~ees
Feet of this Eort can account for a stress pattern which
is often discussed in the literat~re, that of Eastern Cheremis
(see for example Kiparqky 1973, Ingemal1n and Sebeok 1961,
Itkonen 1955). In Eastern Cherernis the vowels fall into two
categories, termed full and reduced. I assume that this dis-
tinction is underlyingYone vi vowel length: i.e. of geminatio~
This assumption can be motivated in two ways: first, the full
vowels are phonetically longer than the reduced ones; and
second, there are apparently no languages having an under-
lying three-way distinction of the type reduced vowel:full
short vowel: full J.ong vO\'1el. This would follcw automatically
from the assumption tha~ both the full-reduced and the long~
..
short distinctions must be represented underlyingly as
geInination.
Stress in Eastern Cheremis falls on the last full vowe~
of a word, and on the initial vowel if the word contains only
reduced vowels. This pattern can be captured as follows:
(16)&. Projecting (+syl) segments witllin the rime, form
a left dominant, unbounded foot at the right
edge of a word.
b. Form a right dominant· word tree.
Some examples of the application of this rule are as foLlows:
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(17)8. "11 .., , "1 sitU b. S ' ., "his hats ncaam , laapaazamW-L w s w {ace.)11~a '\;!,.
, ,
c. puUgelme "cone" d. k1id'st8~a "in his hand"
s w w s w w w
's\L ~"/
-
,
e. t91eztln
s w w
-!L_
Umoon's"
We have no information on secondary stress in Eastern Cheremis.
The foot construction rule may well be iterative, assigning
secondary stress to long vowels and initial syllables pre-
ceding the final foot. An interesting aspect of the Eastern
Cheremis foot is its interaction with a rule of vowel harmony,
. whose effects are ignored in the representations of (17) (for
discussion see Hayes 1979a). Briefly stated, Vowel Harmony
assimiJlates a reduced vowel in backness and rounding to the
last preceding full vowel, or else the initial vowel in
words lacking full vowels. More perspicuously, we can say that
Vowel Harmony applies within the foot. Since Kiparsky (1979)
has shown that segmental rules may be sensitive to foot bound-
aries, the vowel harmony facts of Eastern Cheremis provide
independent support for the constituent structure assigned by
the rules of (16).
The well known counterpart to Eastern Cheremis is found
in the Eastern Perreyak dialects of Komi, in which stress falls
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on tht9 first "heavy" vowel, and on the final vowel in words
without heavy vowels. Such a stress pattern is simply the
mirror image of the Eastern Cheremis one, formed by reversing
the specification for dominance in the foot construction rule,
applying it at the left edge of a word instead of the right,
and reversing the dominance of the word tree as well.
There are several other languages whose stress patterns
have simple analyses requiring unbounded, quantity sensitive
feet. These are described briefly as follows:
(IS)a. Koya (Tyler 1969)
Primary stress falls on the initial syllable,
secondary stress on closed syllables or syllables
with a long vowel.
Analysis: Feet are unbounded, assigned on
the rime projection. Both feet and word trees
must be left dominant •
.
I
b. Huasteco (Larsen and Pke 1949)
"
Stress the rightmost long vowel, otherwise
the initial syllable.
Analysis is as in Eastern Cheremis. A rule
assigning intonation contours to words apparently
applies within the domain of the foot.
c. Chavash (Krueger 1961)
Stress the last full vowel, otherwise the
first syllable.
Analysis is as with Eastern Cheremis and
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Huasteco.
d. West Greelllandic Eskimo <'Schult.z-Lorentzen 1945)
Stress syllables with branching rimes and
final syllables.
Feet are right dominant, constructed on the
rime projection. Apparently there is no word
tree.
A fair number of additional cases will be presented I.a ter in
this chapter and in ·Chapter 4.
4.4 Binary, Quantity Sensitive Trees
We have already seen an example of this type of tree in
Aklan. We can reformulate the Aklan foot construction rule
in our universal framework as follows:
U9) Going from right to left on the rime projectioll,
construct feet in which
a. Right nodes are dominant
b. Dominant nodes are terminal.
This will produce the correct inventory of feet, as follows:
(2f) CVCV(C)
w s
V
CV(c) 1~ in the environment / fc~c _
Recall that two prefixes in Aklan,· ka- and ga-, behave in the
SaIlle way as closed sylJ.ables for purposes of stress. We can
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account for this behavior by marki~g them with the diacri.tic
I+H] mentioned above, which qauses them to be treated as
honorarily heavy. More specifically, we can propose the
following:
(21) Rules of foot construction must treat rimes marked
I+H] as dominant nodes.
It should be clear that in a language like Aklan, in which all
rimes are gathered up into feet, the principle (21) will insure
that any rime marked [+H] will receive stress. However, the
diacritic [+H] should not be equated with the feature [+stressJ.
For example, there might be languages in which stress falls on
the rightmost rime marked [+H] , with no secondary str.ess--a
good candidate for such a language would be Catalan, as
described in Mascaro (1976). To describe this pattern, we
would have a left dominant foot constructed at the right edge
. of a word, plus a right domi.nant word tree, as in (22):
R R R
(+H] [-HI (-HI
s w VI
'/s
s
/'
s
/
s
R{..H]
w
R
[-HI
w
R
[+H]
w
(22)
This would suffice to make all rimes marked I+H] stressless
except the rightmost one: these rimes would be recessive
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nodes, but within the word tree, not the foot, so that (21)
is 'not violated.
As I pointed out in Chapt~r 2, feet in Aklan are assigned
in a way that cannot be duplicated with segmentally based
disjunctive ordering notation--the feet are right domi..nant,
but are ass~gned from right to left. This pattern is not
unique to Aklan, as a very similar stress system is found in
Tubatulabal (Voegelin 1935). Aside from certain complications
discussed in Howard ·(1972), stress in TUb~tulabal falls on
(a) final vowels; (b) long vowels~ (c) short vowels lying two
syllables to the left of a stress. To handle this, we can
assign binary, right dominant feet on the [+syl] projection,
going from right to left:
b.
c.
d.
" Itaahawilaap
• , v
W S
"i'''l~ ,P1.t Pl.t .dinat
• I I V' , f
wsw s w s
\t V V
, ,
ponihwin
I I •J WVS
"in the summer"
"he is turning it over
repeatedly"
Uhe will meat-fast"
nor his own skunk"
As Voegelin claims that the stresses are all equally prominent,
we assume that there is no word tree. Just as in Aklan, cer~
tain short vowels in Tubatulabal receive stress regardless of
their position. This can be handled as before, by marking
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these vowels as I+H], forcing their ~yllables to appear in
domi.nant position. An example of a vowel markecl [+H] is the
final vowel of the stem tuguwa- "meat". The effect of this
marking can be seen in the examples below:
tuguwa-n
[+H]
~ ,
-. tUg1;lwan
I , •
J w s. 'l __
, "
-. tu~wayin
, • I •
DLL
IIhis meat-ob j. n
We can also fj.nd a fair number of cases in which binary,
quantity sensitiv'e feet are assigned in the direction "domi-·
"nant nodes first--i.e. , the direction in which the metrical
analysis can be duplicated using the disjunctive ordering
convention. For example, in Creek (Haas 1977), the tonal
accent is predictable in a large class of words. Vergnaud
and Halle (1978) formulate a metrical rule to place the accent
which uses binary, quantity sensitive feet. Stated in our
framework, the rule is as follows:
l25)a. On the rime projection, going from left to right,
form binary, right dominant feet.
b. Incorporate the feet into a right dominant word
tree, labeling dominant nodes as strong if and
only if they branch.
This analysis provides the correct stressings as follows:
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(26)a. ir~
• •w s
::-L
"dog"
I
b. iroci
• • I
~
S W
V
"puppy"
"to tie
each ot.her"
" axe"
"two to
walk"
,
poco3wa
W\L'fJ l
s w
V
d.
,
yakanhoyita
t \1' • • ,
W 8 W 8 l\I \J
wswVI
f."women"
~
i tiwanayipita
, , . . , . .
W8WSto:S l~ \L \/
w wsw
"';81
8
,
hoktaki
J \l
w s
V
c.
e.
A number of metrical analyses presented in the literature
posit foot construction rules quite similar to that of Creek.
Stowell (1979) presents an analysis of stress in Passamaquoddy
based on work by Phil LeSourd, in which the rule of foot con-
struction is essentially as in (21)a. The only difference is
that the rule is sensitive to the prominence distinction of
full vs. reduced vowels rather than heavy versus light syl-
lables. This can be captured under our theory by representing
the full vowels as underlying, geminates (they are phonetically
longer than reduced vowels), and having the rule apply on a
[+syl] ·projection. The Passamaquoddy rule is especiall.y
interesting because of its interaction with other rules. A
rule of vowel deletion drops reduced vowels whenever they are
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weak within a foot and precede an obstruent. Since this rule
would be extremely complicated to formulate without reference
to foot structure, it provides independent support for the
metrical analysis. The other interesting aspect of the Passa-
maquoddy system is that the feet are not directly incorporated
into a word tree, but rather into an intermediate level of
structure (described above, p. 93), which is then incorporat~
into the word tree.
There exist other examples of iterative assignment of
binary, quantity sensitive feet •. Pesetsky's (1979) metrical
analysis of Menomini provides an interesting case of the role
of metrical structure in determining vowel length. It employs
a foot construction rule identical to that of Passamaquoddy,
to which Menomini is related. The stress facts of st.
Lawrence Island Eskimo (Anderson 1974) also appear to requi.re
a rule of this type. An ingenious account of the recessive
. ~ccent rule of Ancient Greek appears in Steriade (1980). The
feet constructed here are left dominant, assigned iteratively
from right to left. Two further examples, the Vowel Reduction
rule of Biblical Hebrew and the stress rule of Cairene Arabic,
will be discussed below.
Not all rules assigning feet of this type are necessarily
iterative. For example, in Ossetic (Abaev 1964), stress falls
on the first vowel vf a phrase if it is long, otherwise on
the second vowel. This suggests the analysis of (27):
(27)a. At the left edge of a phrase, form a binary,
right dominant foot on the [+syl] projection.
l04L\1
left
b. Form aAdominant word" tree.
Examples of the application of (27) are as follows:
c.
,
suudzaag
.lw
s-;J
~
satn a&fsiir, ,
wsw\1_ .
s
"burning"
"grapes" d.
~
rosa tars
~wsJ
·'do not be
afraid"
"red
flag"
This pattern is overridden in definite nouns, where stress
is always initial:
(29)a.
,
bae laas "a tree"
~
b.· b~laas "the tree"
This can be handled by suppressing foot construction, rule
(27)a, in definite nouns. The word tree construction rule
will then supply these nouns with initial stress.
Rotuman (Churchward 1940) is the mirror image of Ossetic:
stress falls on the final vowel if it is .long, otherwise on
the penult:
~(30) taka
;
hununuka
~
maroo
,
kararaa
"lie down"
et gasp for" breath"
"to be taut"
"snore"
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The analysis is the same as in Ossetic, except that the
dominance of foot and word trees is reversed, and the feet
are ass~gned at the right edge of the word.
A caveat is in order concerning the last two examples:
as we shall see in the next chapter, they are amenable to an
analysis in which the facts are accounted for by tree
labeling rather than foot construction, just like the case of
penultimate stress. But the unmarked status of binary quanti-
ty sensitive feet is e'stablished anyway by the iterative
examples presented in this section anti below.
4.5 Trees in Which Dominant Nodes must Branch
In a number of languages that place stress on the left-
most or' rightmost heavy syllable, the default case that
applies in words that don't have any heavy syllables is the
. opposite of what we have seen before: we get final stress if
stress goes on the rightmost heavy syllable in words that have
one, and initial stress if stress would otherwise go on the
first heavy syllable. The latter pattern is found for example
in Khalkha Mongolian (Street 1963), where the prominence dis-
tinction among syllables is that of long versus short vowels~
Our account of such stress systems is based on an idea of
Vergnaud and Halle (1978): we require in certain stress sys~
tem& that if any foot is to be constructed, all of its
dominant nodes must branch. The possible feet of Khalkha
would be as in (31):
i
i
{
2
1
I
j
I
~
i
1
I
1
~ '
:1L
:\
'!
I
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(31) v
t
! V
W S
V
I I I V
W W W s
.,\;~
I I. 8 I V •••
w w w w s\\'J
s
Feet which don't dominate a long vowel are excluded. If such
feet are constructed at the left edge of a word in Khalkha,
the correct stresses appear with a left dominant word tree:
"fugitive"
b. b • Iarl.aad
I • V
W W S
'y"
"after holding"
c.
,
xoyardugaar
, • , v
W W ,w s
\:'
s
"second"
"1'rom one's own hand"d.
,
gfraJls8vawsw
¥d
If a word consists solely of 'light syllables r then no foot
may be constructed, since such a foot would llave a non-
the
branching dominant node (rightmost one). Thus the only,.
metrical structure that is created is the word tree, which
must always be quantity insensitive & Initial stress results,
as in (.33):
,
ali
s w
V
"which"
,
b. xotobar,
8f1W(jWW
'9
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"leadership"
~ number of languages have stress patterns similar to
Khalkha, and woulo be stressed using the same approach:
(34)a. Yana (Sapir and Swadesh 1960)
Stress the leftmost syllable with a branching
rime, otherwise the initial syllable.
Analysis: same as Khalkha, except on rime
projection.
b. Agl1acatec Mayan (McArthur and McArthur 1956)
Stress the rightmost syllable with a long
vowel, otherwise the final syllable.
Analysis: mirror image of Khalkha.
c. Fore (Nicl"iC'lson a'ld Ni("holson 1962)
Stress the first syllable having a high tone,
otherwise the first syllabl~.
d. Golin (Bunn and Bunn 1977)
Stress the last syllable having a high tone,
')then-iise tile last syllable.
Note tha': th~ l~tter two languages have a marked
criterion of syllable prominence, nigh vs. low tone. ACCOloding
....-
to Halle and Kiparsky (~979), Proto-IndoEuropean and several,.,
of its oaughter languages had dccen~ rystems of the type
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presented in this section, although certain complications
preclude discussion llere. In addi tion, we will see later in
this chapter that secondary stress in Tiberian Hebrew is
govarned by the corlstruction of feet similar to those of
Aguacatec.
Since there appears to be good evidence for allowing
stress rules to require that dominant nodes branch in un-
bounded feet, the logical question to ask is whether the
same constraint is ~bservabl~ in binary feet. The answer
appears to be yes: for example, in the native vocabulary of
Yapese (Jensen 1977), stress is final except in cases where
the final vowel is short and the penultimate vowel is long~
This suggests the. following analysis:
(.35)a. At the right edge of a word, form a binary,
left dominant foot on the [+syll projection,
in which the dominant node must branch.
b. Form a right dominant word tree.
Words like sa~lap '~expert", mag12a'a? "wedding" will have a feot
constructed at their right edges, and thus will receive penul-
timate and final stress respectively.
,
sQalap
v ,
S w
\/
b.
,
magpaa?
wl
'va
,
In words like pa?ag "my hand", no foot will be constructed,
since such a foot would necessarily have a non-branching
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dominant node. Th~ word tree thus assigns them final stress:
(37) ,pa?ag
w sV
stress patterns of the Yapese type are attested else-
where: for example, the mirror image stress pattern is re-
ported for Gurkhali (Meerendonk 1949), Malayalam (Mohanan y
oral presentation 5/79), and the Waalubal dialect of Band-
jalang (Crowley1978).2 In addition, a rule of binary foot
construction in which the dominant rtode must branch has also
been proposed by Pesetsky (1979) in his analysis of Menomini
vowel length.
This concludes the presentation of stress rules-in
which the trees generated by the procedure of Section 3 are
used in their simplest form (othez cases, employing other
formal devices, are presented below). It can be seen that
. each proposed foot structure is supported by a fair number of
cases. It is encouraging that the other ingredients of
foot construction, such as the criterion of syllable promi-
nence, the direction of branching, iterativeness, and the
direction of assignment by and large may vary freely for a
given foot geometry. It is a natural consequence of our
theory that these factors should be incependent. Because the
metrical theory breaks down a stress rule into a set of
ingredients, it captures the underlying similarity amonq a
very wide set of stress rules by pointing out their identity
at the geometric level.
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5., Feet with Extra ~"irlal Nodes
The literatllre cor1tains a fair number of proposed stress
rules that appear to form systematic exceptions to the theory
presented in the previous section. The most famous of these
is the stress rule of Latin, discussed in Chapter 1:
(1) Latin Stress
a. Stress the penult if it is heavy, and in
bisyllables.
b. Otherwise stress the antepenul.t.
The Latin rule seems to require construction of feet having
the maximal form of (2):
(2) x I X
S W W
~sV
in other words, maximally ternary feet in which the middle
node must not branch:
(3)a. ,refectus
v
s 'W
V
b.
,
- .refec:Lt
" ys w
V
c.
,
reficit
, I "S W W
~v'
But the type of foot involved would be impossible under the
theory of the previous section, which allows only binary
feet, and further claims that if a foot is quantity sensi-
tive, all of its recessive nodes must dominate a light syl-
lable. The Latin rule is not an isolated case. For
example, McCarthy (1979a) pro~oses essentially the same rule
III
for Damascene Arabic, and the geographically remote Arabic
dialect of the Sudan (Worsley 1925) displays the Damascene
pattern as well. In addition, the Chimwi:ni language
(Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977, Kisseberth and Abasheikh
1973 1 Goodman 1967) appears to have possessed a Latin-like
stress rule at some stage of its history. For the present
language, Kisseberth et ale postulate a complex set of
vowel shortening rules, which have the collective effect of
shortening all vowels except the one that would be stressed
by a rule of the Latin type--i.e. the penult if it is heavy,
otherwise the antepenult. It is not clear whether modern
Chirnwi:ni vowel shortening is a metrical rule, since stress
now follows a different pattern and borrowings have obscured
some of the shortening ruleso But the historical existence
of a Latin-like stress pattern as the source of present day
shortening is quite likely.
Before accounting for this set of putative counter-
examples, it will be necessary to present two further sets,
the first of which involves unbounded feet. McCarthy
(1979a,b) describes the stress facts of Classical Arabic
essentially as follows:
(4)a. Stress the rightmost heavy syllable that is
non-final.
b. Oth~rwise stress the initial syllable.
The foot structure McCarthy uses to account for these facts
is (in our terms) lert aominant, quantity sensi~ive, and
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unbounded, with all recessive nodes forbidden to branch
eXgept the rightmost:
(5) x, I I I ••• X
swwww w\:((/
s,
~
•
..
Some examples are:
"ke!~­
chiefs"
If date"
~
balahatun
, • I V
S W W w\'.. /
s
\
,
manaadiiluu
w w ~ ~
\/'1-
s
d.
b."book ll
"kingdomll
k - ~J.taabun
w ~ ~\7L-
, .
mamlakatun
" , , vS W W w
's: /
s
c.
(6) a.
There are other languages which might be described in the
same way, for example Dongolese Nubian (Armbruster 196m,
Mountain Chererni -., and Hindi (the lattel:' two are described
below) •
The final group of putative counterexamples consists of
languages that assign stress at most thrBe syllables from the
beginning or end of a word. For example, in Macedonian
(Vergnaud and Halle 1978, Lunt 1952) and in Par.nkalla nouns
(Shlirmann 1844), stress is placed initially in bisyllables
and on the third syllable 5.n longer words. Simi~.arly, in
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Winnebago (Hale and White Eagle 1979), stress is final in
bisyllables and on the third. syllable in longer words, prior
to the application of other rules. These stress patterns
suggest that the inventory of unmarked feet might have to
be expanded to il ...clude quantity insensitive ternary ones
as well:
(1)a. x x x
s w w\JJ
b. x x x
w w s
'v"
Parnkalls, Macedonian
Winnebago
In class lectures, Morris Halle has proposed an·unmarked
foot inventory that is somewhat larger than mine, which is
designed to take care of the above three cases. It includes
all of the foot schemata included in the inventory of Section
3, but extends the inventory in two directions: ternary feet
are allowed; and among the quantity sensitive feet, it is per-
mitted for the least deeply embedded recessive node to branch
at the rime level--in other words, the leftmost n~de of a
right branching foot and the rightmost node of a left branch-
ing foot may optionally be made free. Halle's inventory is
summarized under (8) (p. 1].4), with the new additions ou't-
lined. (Only the left branching version of each foot schema
is illustrated.)
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(8) Halle I s Proposed Foot InVEtl1tory
Bil1ary TernarY: Unbound~.!!
I. Quan'tity Insensitive xx xxx x x x x x •••
V V
•
•.
II. Quantity Sensitive
A. Least Deeply
Embedded Races ..
siva Node is·
Free
1. Dominant Nodes (x x) xl x XI I I I ••• x
Needn't Branch V V
2. Domin~V],t Nodes v x v , x
Must Branch \1
'<I
B. No Recessive
Nodes may BI·anch
x!l1. Dominant Nodes x J , x I I I I •••
Needn t t Bre..nch \/ VI Y/I
..
•
•
2. Dominant Nodes v I v , I V , I , ,...
Must Branch V
'<I
•
•
.'
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The new additions, in particular x I X, X I I I 4 ••• x,
'<IV
..
.
and can handle stress rules such as those of Latin,
Classical Arabic, and Macedonian respectively, but at a
substantial cost, since the theory's definition of what
consti t'ltes an unmarked stress rule has been widened
considerablylf
I will show here that a better theory is available, one
which accounts for the same facts, but which retains the
smaller foot inventory and predicts a far smaller number
of unmarked stress rules. To begin with, observe th~t some
of the additions to the inventory that Halle proposes are
completely unattested: I kno\'l of no languages wllose stres~)
patterns could be simply described using feet of the form
foot
. x • , or v t I. The A v x could be used in certain stressV V V
rules, but in each such case other devices are available to
capture the same facts. The remaining feet share a property
in that they can be decomposed into a foot taken from the
inventory of Section 3, plus an extra free node tacked on:
(9) a. x X X =
V
x x ..... x
V +
x
c. I ••• x
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I •• • + x
There are other conunon charac'teristics, too: fOI:· exarnple,
the feet with free final nodes appear never to be assigned
iteratively, but only at the right or left edge of a word.
(The one putative exception to this generalization is dealt
with later in this chapter.) Furthermore, the feet are
oriented at the word edge so that the free final node domj.-
nates the final or initial syllable. All these observations
conspire to suggest that Halle's augmented feet having free
final nodes are simply the ordinary feet of the more
restricted inventory applied in a way such that a word ter-
minal syllable has been skipped over. To give an example,
the initial stages in a Latin stress derivation should ap-
pear as in (10):
(10)" l'e!'ectus
--L
ref'ecit
.-L
re.ficit
• •s w
V
in which ordinary binary quantity sensitive feet have been
assigned, rather than as in (11):
(11) refectus
~ ~
V
refecit
" vs w
V~
refic'.t
• , v
S W w\s'L
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2
as Halle would suggest. An encouraging clue that this is
the right approach is provided by the placement of secondary
stress in Winnebago, which, it will be recalled, has third
syllable main stress. The secondary stresses in Winnebago
fallon every second syllable after the main stress, rather
than on every third syllable. This supports the idea that
the initial foot is constructed as binary, skipping over the
initial syllable, since in this way the construction of all
the Winnebago feet can be formulated as a single rul~, con-
structing binary, quantity insensitive feet with right nodea
dominant from left to right:
(12) haakitu j ikshanac ,
wsw s w s
V V V
, '- ,
haakitu jikshana
, c
~s'S \j \1
w
"I pUll it taut-declarative"
The formal device that is needed to allow word terminal
syllabl~s to be skipped over has in fact already been proposed
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in the literature: Liberman and Prince (1977) and Nanni
(1977) suggest tllat certain syl:Lables may be extrametrical,
or temporarily excluded from consideration by the stress
rules. Liberman and Prince and Na~ni use extrametricality
to account for certain irregularities in the labeling of word
trees in English. Here it will be extended to account for
the constrl\t::tion of the feet. Let us defi.lle tIle marker
[+extrametrical] as a diacritic feature attached to rimes
which causes stress rules to treat a rime as if it wasn't
there a In other words, [+extrarnetricall rimes are skipped
over in foot construction, and feet which branc~ into an
extrametrical rime plus anot11er tE~:mir.al constituent are
counted as non-branching. The claim made here is that
extrametrical rimes may be found only at the edges of a
stress domain; ieee at word edges in languages with word
stress and phrase edges in languages with phrasal stress.
We can tentatively formulate the rule schema for extrametri-
cality assignment as follows:
(13) R --t [ +ex) /
--1
[---
An extrametricali t}' rule causes tIle imrnediatel.y following
rule to ignore the rime marked (+ex]. In Latin, for in-
stance, the extrametricality rule has the form
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We will use parentheses to indicate that a rime has been
marked as extrametrica1. The application of (14) to the
forms of (11) will thus result in the following representa-
tions on the rime projection:
e eo
, V
R R
(us)
V
R
b. e ee
I V
R R
(it)
V
R
c. e i (it)
I I V
R R R
Using our customary representations, in which the rime pro-
jection is rlot made explicit, we will place pare11theses
around an entire syllable to indicate that its rime is
extrametrical. The representations of (15) are thus the
equivalent of those of (16):
(16)a. refec(tus) b. refee(cit) c. refi (cit)
The metrical rule that applies to the representations of (16j
constructs a binary, left dominant foot at the right edge
of a word. Because the word final rime is extrarnetrical,
however, the foot is actually constructed starting at the
second rime from the right, as in (17):
(17)a. refec(tus)1__ b. refee(eit)l~
c. refi(cit)
• •s w
_v
Once an extrametrical syllable has been skipped ov'er by
a stress rule, it must be joined to the tree in order to
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receive a prominence interpretation. This can be done by
a universal convention, formulated as in (18):
(18) Stray Syllable Adjunction
Adjoin a stray rime as a weak member of an
adjacent foot.
(18) will require some modification later, but is adequate
to handle the cases presented so far. I assume that (18) is
a universal convention rather than a phonological rule: it
applies whenever its structural description is met, once the
foot construction rules have applied. The possibility of
reapplying Stray Syllable Adjunction several times in a deri-
vation will later be seen to be important in the stress
analyses of Tiberian Hebrew and English.
The need for a Stray Syllable Adju~ction convention can
be established independently of its role in adjoining extra-
metrical syllables, since segmental rules often introduce
new syllables into a derivation after the stress rules have
applied. These almost always receive no stress, a pattern
which is predictable by the convention (IS). One example
is provided by a vowel copying rule in Macassarese (van der
Tuuk 1971), which takes the form (19):
(19)
v [~l #
1 2 3 1 2 . 1 3
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Words which undergo (19) have antepenultimate stress, while
the remaillder of the Macassarese vocabular~l exhibits penul.-
tinlate stress. This will follo\~ if we assume that stress is
derived by the construction of a b~nary, quantity insensitive,
left domiIlant foot at the right edge of the word, before rtlle
(19) applies. Aftet- the appli.cation of (19), the resulting
stray syllables are adjoined by Stray Syllable Adjunction
as weak members of the preceding foot, resulting in ante-
penultimate stress .. English also has syllables that are
introduced by phonological rules, such as Sonorant Syl1abi-
fication (Liberman a.nd Prince 1977, p. 297), and a. rule dis-
cussed in Chapter 5. These can also be joined to the tree in
the proper way by Stray Syllable Adjunction. In addition,
the convention can also properly attach syllables created
by Dorsey's Law in Winnebago, discussed in Halle and White
Eagle (1979).3
Returning now to the Latin derivations of (17), we can
derive the correct surface forms by means of Stray Syllable
Adjunction and the construction of a right dominant word
tree:
(20) refec(tus)1___..
refectus
~ *\L
refee(cit)
--.-L-
refeecit
v v
S w
\/
refi(cit)
• •8 W
V
reficit
, , \I
S W W
's'~ •
Foot Con-
struction
Stra"y
Syllable
Adjunc-
tion
,refectus
_l. v "wsw
\7
,
reficit
, • v
S W W
's'v'
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Word Tz-ee
Constz'Uc-
tion
Similar analyses apply to languages like Classical Arabic
and Winnebago: the foot found on the surface having a free
extr1betrical node is derived by marking a word terminal rime
as extrametrical, forming a foot from the standard inventory,
then applying Stray Syllable Adjunction.
Let us now examine how the extrarnetricality theory
avoids some of the disadvantages incurred by expanding the
foot inventory. First, we have an explanation for why feet
which have the surface forms of (21):
(21) a. X I X
'<I
b. x x x
'<I
c. X J I I ••• X
...//
are never assigned iteratively, since under the new theory
their final nodes form part of the foot only because the rimes
they dominate were earlier marked for extrametricality, which
may only happen at word edges. In addition, we have accoun~
ted for why all Winnebago feet that are assigned in other
than initial position are binary, rather than ternary, since
only the leftmost one can be derived using extrametricality.
Finally, we avoid having to postulate unmarked feet that are
either extremely rare or unattested, in order to impart
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symmetry to an expa,nded foot inventory.
There are also some positive arguments supporting the
extrametricality analysis. Consider, for example, the stress
pattern of Mountain Cheremis (Rarnstedt 1902). In this lan-
guage, stress is based on the distinction between the full
vowels [i,e,a,a,o,u,6,li] and the reduced vowels, which I
will denote as [£] and [A]. As the full vowels are phoneti-
cally longer than the reduced vowels, I will assume that they
are represented undE\,rlyillg1y as geminates, so that the appro-
priate distinction for the stress rules can be represented
as tha t of branching vs. non-branchi.ng nodes on t.he [+sy].]
projection, as in Eastern Cheremis. The stressing of single
words of Mountain Cheremis is quite similar to that of Clas~-
cal Arabic: stress falls on the last full vowel of the word
that isn't in final position:
(22)
,
aapaaxaa
I
aayArteemtn
., , x.1l\staarAktaa;:)
,
kaan 'E s£r
~
aaYArl\ktaas
,
pAlaaraane.stESE.
"pod"
"especially"
"cause to weaken"
"sorrow"
"to let free"
"comedian"
I assume, then, tha t stress is assigned to these \vor:"ds in the
same way as in Classical Arabic: first, the rightmost rime
is marked as extrametrical, then a left dominant foot is
constructed on the £+syl] projection at the right edge of
the word. Stray Syllable Adjunction then applies, and a
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right dominant word tree is constructed:
lAstaarAk(taas)
v IS W
V
v 'lAstaarAktaa.s
v. v
wsw w
'S~
s
When all the non-final vowels of a word are reduced,
the stressing is not as regular; we find:
(24) y{pl.zaa
, ....t.p traa
'_r .,
pJ\I1Ar t A S 1\
,
SE.mir£,ktaas
. ,
tSt.tlr&ktaas
"friendly"
"maggot, moth"
"brittle"
"cause to overthrow"
"cause to tremble ll
I will assume tha t in such words, Olle of -tIle reduced vowe].s
is marked with the diacritic [+H] so that it will occur as
~he dominant terminal node of a foot. Other analyses may be
possible, but nothing in what follows depends on this.
The interest of the Mountain Cheremis data lies in the
stress shifts that are found in compounds and certain close-
knit syntactic phrases. In such groupings, the second ele-
ment is stressed in the ordinary way; but stress in the first
element falls on the last full vowel--even if the vowel is
in word fillal position:
(.25) a.
,
kaareem
,
ooliitsaa
,
kaarefim-
ooli-itsaa
"hilly riverbank"
"street"
"street leading to a riverbank"
,
b. saa/raa
,
paasaalkaa
saaclrla-,
paasaalkaa
c • PO'oC'" t aaC5
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"smallpox"
"residue"
"pock marks"
lishoulder ornament of a woman's
d.
,
kaa?l'aakaa
., ~ :it
'ooe 1\ taali.-
kaa?l'aakaa
,
fJUUSA
~
P£rts£
, ,
PUUSA -p £rtsL
blouse"
"bent"
'~end of shoulder ornament"
"thin"
"grai.11 II
"meager, dried out grain"
These stress shifts have a very simple and natural interpre-
tation under a theory using extrametricality: we need only
assume that the domain of the foot construction rule is the
simple word, whereas the domain of the rule marking the
rightmost syllable as extrametrical includes compounds and
the relevant set of close-knit syntactic phrases. The deri-
vations will go as in (26):
kaa?l'aa(kaa) ~
____1__
AOOCAlsacI~ v , v
S W w
's\L
kaa?l'aakaa
v v
wsw
V
s
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ws
A ., I ~ ,~ rOOCAtaac-kaa?l~aakaaw"rLw Sw
\
__V
8 S
/
s
poocAvaac-ka&?l'aa(kaa)
~L_ .J--.
Thus in Mountain Cheremis, theOextrametricality rule can be
shown to be an enti ty independent of foot construc,tion, as
it applies in a different domain.
The Hopi language, as discussed in Jeanne (1978), pro-
vides a different sort of argument for extrametricality.
stress in Hopi is manifested as high tone, which the·stress
rule must associate with short vowels and with both of the
~ ,
underlying "halves" of a long vowel, i.e. W (Ken Hale, per-
sanal communication). On the surface one also finds long
vowels with falling tOfle,
,
i. e. vv. However, Jeanne dernorl-
,
strates that these are derived from V? by a rule applying
after stress assignment, which replaces the glottal stop with
a low pitched vowel identical in quality to its left neigh-
bore The Hopi rules may thus be regarded as rules of stress
placement, with the tonal realization of stress implemented
by other rules. This is in fact the approach taken by Jeanne.
The basic stress pattern of Hopi is a natural one under
our framework: stress falls on the initi~l syllable if it
is heavy, and the second syllable if the initial syllable is
light:
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(27)a. 1',taavo
, ~ .
naat~hota
" . YpaawJ..k a
~b. ?acvewa
l' ·estav1
,
cayhoya
~
c. qott>soIopi
~
caqapta
. , ~
melooni
"cottontail"
"to hurt oneself"
"duck"
"chair"
"roof beam"
"child (diminutive)"
"headband"
"disk"
"melon"
The metrical rules would be:
(28)a. At the left edge of a word, form a binary,
right dominant foot on the rime projection.
b. Form a left dominant word tree.
The tone assignment rule is then formulated to assign high
tone to the strongest syllable of a word.
c.
;/
melooni
, "W'tj
This works nicely, but there is a glitch that must be ac-
counted for: bisyllabic words always receive initial stress,
even if their first syllable is light:
I(30) koho tI~yood11
l'
wari
l~ho
"to run"
"bucket"
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The problem can be resolved simply by marking final syllables
as extrametrical, as in (31):
(31) ko(ho)
ko(ho)
•J_
Ikoho
s w
\!
qotosom(pi)
qotosom(pi)
, .
w s
V
,
qotosompi
wsw w
-'I- / /
's,J
Foot Construction
Stray Syllable Adjunction
Word Tree Construction
We thus have another case in which extrametricality is neces-
sary for a descriptive purpose other than accounting for feet
outside of the unmarked foot inventory. Hopi is not the only
case of its type, as other languages have similar stress
placement. For instance, Rora (Strong 1913~14) has the same
stress pattern as Hopi, except that only syllables with long
vowels, rather than all syllables with branching rimes, are
counted as prominent. Sierra Miwok (Freeland 1951) also dis-
plays a pattern like that of Hopi, although the facts are
made more complicated by a rule of detressing--for discussion
see Hayes (197gb). Finally, the absence of stress on final
vowels in Southern Paiute (see above, pp. 89-90) can be
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accounted for by marking final rimes as extrametric31.
One question I haven't addressed is how monosyllables
are to be stressed in languages that mark rimes as extra-
metrical. The most intuitively plausible answer would be to
say that monosyllables receive stress simply because they are
the strongest (albeit only) element of their word tree. This
would require that segmental rules which are sensitive to
foot boundaries, such as the cases discussed in Kiparsky
(1979), must be sensitive to word tree boundaries as well,
as a default case. ~lhether this solution is empiri.cally
adequate must await future investigation.
6. Other Kinds of Extrametricaltiy
Mohanan (oral pJ:-esentation, 5/79) describes the stress
facts of Hindi in the following way. Categorizing the Hindi
rimes as light (V), heavy (Ve, VV), and superheavy (VVC, Vee),
he states the pattern as in (1):
(l)a. Stress a final superheavy syllable.
b. Otherwise stress the rightmost non-final heavy
syllable.
c. Otherwise stress the initial syllable.
Some examples are
(2) a.
b.
,
kamaal
,
raajiiv
, .
raaJan
. I .l.nSaan1yat
"wonders"
"lotus"
(proper name)
"humanness"
,
keesariyaa
,
c. kama!
, . .par.1cJ.taa
1numati
"saffron colored"
"lotus"
"female acquainto,nce"
"permission"
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The basic pattern seems to be one of stresgi~g the rightmost
heavy syllable, but with a different definition of "heavy"
for final syllables: VVC and vee are opposed to lighter
rimes, rather than branching rimes being opposed to non-
branching ones. Two proposals have been made in the litera-
ture to handle this phenomenon. McCarthy (1979a,b) deals
with similar facts in Classical Arabic and other Arabic
dialects. In the case of Classical Arabic, we find that the
superheavy syllables (CVVC and CVCC) differ from all other
syllubles in receiving stress in final position. McCarthy
observes that only word final syllables in Classical Arabic
may be superheavy, whereas all the other syllables must have
one of the forms CV, eve, or CVV. This suggests that the
canonical rime template in Arabic allows for only two seg-
ments at most, and that the final C of a superheavy syllable
is only later adjoined to the preceeding, properly syllabi-
fied segments. If this is so, McCarthy points out, we can
profitably regard the superheavy syllables as containing two
rimes, an ordinary one plus a degenerate (,.lle consisting of
a single consonant. Under this proposal, final superheavy
syllables will receive stress just as heavy penults do, since
the rime structures are equivalent after the final rime has
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been made extrametrical:
(3) eve (C) I CVV(C)
-
.. eve (CV), cvv (eve) etc.
A proposal along the lines of McCarthy's might well handle
the Hindi stress pattern. Mohanan points out, however, that
superheavy syllables are not restricted to fiIlal posi tion in
Hindi, so that there is no distributional evidence for the
underlyingly non-syllabified status of the final consonants
in ,such syllables. "A better solution, Mohanan suggests,
would be to extelld the device of extrametricali ty so that
it could mark the final segrnents of Hindi words as extra-
metrical. The analysis would then need just an ordinary rule
assigning a left dominant, unbounded foot on the rime projec-
tion at the right edge of a word, as in (4):
<4> kamaa(l) insaaniya(t) psricita( a) (+seg] .--,.
[+exl/_1wor~
kamaa(l) insaaniya{t) ~paricita( a) Foot Construc-
----L v I , .... I , , , ••• tionfIj. s w w s w w w'Sif 't! / /
'8V
,
kamaal
w~
\/s
,
insaaniyat
v , v
wsw w
~
s
Word Tree
Const:ruction
Itcan be seen in (4) that final rimes count as branching only
if they contain threp segments. Notice that no adjunction
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rule is needed to attach ttle extrametrical segments to their
preceding rimes: they are already attached. The extrametri-
cality rule simply specifies that they are to be ignored
for purposes of tree construction. The analysis using seg-
ment extrametricality can also handle the facts of Classical
Arabic, since its stress pattern is the same as that of Hindi.
Which of these two proposals is correct? The right
answer may be both. Sfriade (1980), in her detailed discus-
A
sian of Anci.ent Greek accent, suggests that Greek must have
a rule rnaki!lg final consonants extrametrical in order to
assign accent within words, but that Is/'s occurring in #sC
and Cs# clusters must be counted as separate rimes in order
to account for the clitic accent pattern. This treatment of
/s/ is a natural one, since esc clusters don't occur word
internally.
Another example of segment extrametricality is found in
. Meadow Cheremis (Levy 1922). This dialect shares the normal
. Cheremis stress pattern of stressing the rightmost non-
4
reduced vowel, as (5) shows:
,
(S)a. pvvrgliii
,
iizii
,
eerlaa
laatt~S
d'iiiile~r
~
b. jaamta
. , '"Jaasmar
,
kaantaanes
c. j~~lla~
lut.~kada
o~m;)za
However, lax mid vowels in absolute final position may also
be skipped over, as in (6):
,
(6) keelgytf
,
noock:>j
I
te-gtllE£
,
duum~ :)
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,
naarenc£.t
, v
woolgenct.£
The requirement that the lax mid vowels be in absol\lte
final position is illustrated by the contrast between
~ ~ ,
keelgYtf and laatlts. The word &E9(~1~£ also points this
out: the rightmost /ff/ may be skipped over, as it is in
word final position, but the /££/preceding it may not.
These facts suggest that in Meadow Cheremis, lax mid vowels
(or more precisely, the second "halves" of them) are marked
as extrametrical in the environment / 1 The
word •
stress pattern may then be derived by the construction of
a left dominant foot and a right dominant word tree, as in
Eastern Cheremis:
,
duum~(:> )
" ~/S W
v:
I could find no examples in Levy's grammar of words con-
sisting solely of reduced vowels. However, examples like
~ , ~ ,
kan'i£, l~b~rgEE, t~gadt£ and k.stalgjJ suggest that Meadow
Cheremis differs from Eastern Cheremis in that it requires
dominant nodes in the foot to branch--these 'examples would
accordingly have no foot erected over them, but would be
given final stress by the word tree.
We have now presented or cited evidence for making rimes,
segments, consonants, and certain vowels extrametrical. The
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question naturally arises of whether the theory has been
fatally weakened by these new devices: C01.11d not a clever
use of extrametricality allow us to express unattested stress
rules that the system is designed to exclude? I believe the
answer is no, because extrametricality rules may be con-
strained in two crucial ways. As we have already seen,
extrametricality may be assigned only at the edge of the
stress domain. In addi tion, it appears that only consti tllents
need ever be marked.as extrarnetrical, and. that extrametrical-
ity rules needn't ever refer to the internal structure of the
constituent being marked, other than its feature specifica-
tions. Because of this, it would be impossible for an extra-
metricality rule to refer to syllable quantity. I believe
these restrictions are sufficient to preserve the predictive
power of the theory, although their empirical validity must
be checked by future research.
7. Stress in Tiberian Hebrew
A potential counterexample to the claims made here lies
in McCarthy's (1979a) ingenious and valuable study of stress
in Tiberian Hebrew, the language of the Old Testament as it
was phonetically annotated at Tiberias in about the sixth
century A.D. I will devote a fair amount of space here to
a reanalysis of McCarthy's data with two purposes in mind.
First, the reanalysis will support the metrical framework
proposed here insofar as remaining within the framework re-
sults in a more satisfactory account of the facts. Second,
the reanalysis makes interesting claims about the nature of
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Stray Syllable Adjunction, which will have important conse-
quences for the analysis of English stress in Chapter 5.
We will begin with the problems of Hebrew syllable
structure. Hebrew syllables come in three varieties, which
may be classified in the same way as the syllables of Arabic:
light (CV), heavy (eVe, CVV), and superheavy (CVCC, CVVC).
Just as in Arabic, the superheavy syllables occur underlying-
ly only word finally, and are assigned by McCarthy a struc-
ture with two rimes.(VC or VV, plus e), which we will adopt
here unchanged. McCarthy parses the remaining syllables as
in (1):
(l)a. C V
I I
o R
V
b. CV C
V I
o R
V
c. C VV
I V
o R
V
The odd man out in (1) is h, where the vowel is grouped with
the initial consonant in the onsetc Since (l)b violates
what is a good candidate for a linguistic universal (that
the sonority peak of the syllable always falls within the
rime), it is a relief to find that this structure is by no
means crucial in any of the phonological rules that McCarthy
proposes: its main purpose is to express the. prominence
distinction between long and short vowels as that of branch-
ing vs. non-branching rimes. As we have seen, this can be
done using more normal syllable structures by having the
relevant rules apply on the projection [+syl]. There in
fact is good evidence that the syllable structure of eve
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must be eve, since there are two rules in Hebrew that refer
I V
o R
V
to the more conventional notion of branching rime, which
opposes CVV and eve to ev. These rules are Pretonic Lengthen-
ing, which-lengthens lei before the main stress only when a
light (CV) syllable precedes it, and Vowel Redllction (Mc--
earthy p. 51), which is discussed below. McCarthy must state
these rules in a rather complex way in order to fit them into
his theory of syllable structure, even though the distinction
they refer to is a widespread and highly natural one. We
will therefore assume that the syllable structures of
Hebrew are as in (2):
(2)8. C V
I I
o R
V
b. C VO
I V
o R
V
c. C VV
I V
o R
V
d. C VCtC e.
bX t
V
C VV+C
I V I
ORR
V
and that rules based on the distinction of vowel length apply
on the .[+syl] projection.
Main stress assignment in Hebrew as McCa.rthy describes
it is somewhat marked, although expressible in the formalism
presented here: at the earliest level of representation,
main stress is assigned to the final syllable of a word if
it is closed, otherwise to the penult. This can be expressed
under our theory by the construction -of a binary, leftdorninant
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foot at the right edge of the word. The rule must apply on
the rime projection: with the stipulation that nodes dominat-
ing long vowels are not counted as branching. (Perhaps this
is due to the presence of a nucleus node in Hebrew syllables
-~see Section 2 above.) Some examples are
(3)a.· katab
J
b. katabta
v IS W
V
c. katabtii
" IS W
V
d. yaquum
v I
SW
'Y
In the transcriptioris, I have ignored the" effects of a rule
of Spirantization (McCarthy 1979a, pp. 64-67), which wilJ.
not be relevant here. Observe that in yaquurn the foot that
has been constructed is binary, dominating the two rimes of
the syllable quum: It should be noted that McCarthy's
ana.lysis of main stress, which assumes that a rinle is prom-
inent if it ends in a consonant, will place stress on the
final consonant of yaquum. It thus requires an adjustment
rule to avoid a phonetic absurdity which isn't encountered
under the new system.
The feet constructed in (3) are incorporated into right
dominant word trees, as in (4):
· <4> a.
,
b. katabta
wsw
'v~
,
c. katabtii
w~¥w
,
d. yaquum
w sw
V
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After a number of segmental rules apply, we encounter the
rule of Vowel Reduction. This rule reduces the vowel of a
~. light (CV) syllable whpnever it immediately precedes, or
is separated by an even number of CV syllables from, a
heavy syllable. McCarthy formulates this as a metrical
rule: in our terms we form binary, right donlinant feet
(which McCarthy calls f structures), going from right to
left on the rime projection. vowels that are in a weak posi-
tion in a foot then.reduce, and in many cases later delete:
(S)a. malaakiim ~
w wsw
\\~F
'\;8'S
malaakiim --.
Vli
W S\l P
~¥-F
/
melaakiim
I
malakeehem
,
?agammiim
--"_"w~--t-f
\
F
~s
s
?agammiim ~
w s lit\, -
w sw P
~¥-F
b.
. c. ?aga.mmi1m -.-.+
w w sw\fF
s
Notice how the ~ stnuctures are in~egrated into the struc-
ture already created: they are placed underneath it (above
it, in our inverted diagrams) forming a new level of struc~
ture, with the structure of the higher levels preserved as
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much as possible. McCarthy does not label the separate
levels of structure, but this seems to be a fair interpre-
tation of his claims. The most interesting aspect of
Vowel Reduction is its ability to apply to the main stressed
vowel if the segmental conditions are met:
,
katebuu
f
F
In such cases, the stress shifts to the final syllable. As
can be seen, this is an automatic consequence of McCarthy's
formal apparatus.
It turns out that the trees assigned by the rules so
far must be modified to account for the placement of secon-
dary stress and for certain stress shifts. All example of the
. latter is a Rhythm Rule (McCarthy, p. 158), which moves the
main stress to the left under the following conditions:
(a) The syllable off of which stress is retracted is word
final, and not superheavYi (b) The syllable onto which
stress is retracted must have a long vowel, and must be
the closest such syllable; (0) The following word has ini-
tial main stress; (d) The two words must occur in a certain
syntactic context. If these conditions are not met, the
stress stays where it is, or is removed by another rule.
McCarthy ·suggests that the Rhythm Rule be formulated as a
rule labeling the branches of a new metrical structuLe, which
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is left branching, unbounded, and sensitive to the distinc-
tion between long -and short vowels. The terminal dominant
nodes of the structure must branch, and the only recessive
node which may branch is the rightmost. This pattern is
summarized as (7):
(1) v I I I I •••X
The Rhythm Rule has the effect of labeling this foot so that
dominant nodes are strong. Some examples are the following:
, ,
-.., t aamnuu Iii
• ", vsw wS'yI
(a)a.
b.
c.
, ,
qaaraa laaylaa
, ,
tee9aazab ?aares
•
, ,
taamnuu 111
•
~ ,
qaaraa laaylaa
v '"S W
V
, ,
-. tee9aazab ?aares
" . .s w
V
, , , ,
d. ?arzee ?eel --. ?arzee 'leel
~
, ~ -d , ,e. laasuud saY1 .-. laasuud sayid
• • • v • •sw
V
, , , ,
t. l.;saheq boo ........ lasaheq boo
• • • •
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In qaaraa, tee9aazab, and taamnuu, the stress shifts off of
the final syllable because the foot is polysyllabic. In
?arzee, the only foot that may be constructed keeps the
stress on the final syllable. The same is true of laasuud:
•
notice that the behavior of this word with respect to the
Rhythm Rule supports McCarthy's claim that its final syllable
contains two rimes. If it had just one rime, then the Rhythm
Rule would be free to retract stress off of it, in the same
· 9' b 'way as ~n tee aaza . ?aares •
•
Finally, it can be seen that in
,
18saheq, no foot is constructed, because there is no branch-
• u
ing node in the word. The stress accordingly remains in
final position.
How does the foot constructed by the Rhythm Rule fit in-
to the metrical structure created by earlier rules? The
simplest answer would be to say that the Rhythm Rule foot
is only constructed when the proper context for the rule
is met, i. e. when there is a following initial stressed wOl:'d
in the proper syntactic environment. If the Rhythm Rule
applies, the old structure that dominates material covered
by the new foot deletes, but otherwise would remain intact.
McCarthy suggests, however, that the new feet of the Rhythm
Rule must alwa~ be constructed, and that the old prominence
relations of the syllables are maintained by labeling the new
feet in the appropriate way_ We can thus speak of Foot Con-
struction and the Rhythm Rule as separate rules: Foot Con-
struction interprets the prominence relations of the old
tree using a new bracketing, and the Rhythm Rule simply
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relabels the last foot of the word, as in (9):
(9) tee9aazab
t-1 W--l
\/8
s
tee9aazab
v I
~ WV 8
W S
V
Foot Construction
, .,
tee9e.azab 1aares
J ~~* ·
W S
V
Rhythm Ru'le
The reason behind McCarthy's proposal is that under his
analysis r three other rules are sensitive to the same foot
structure, none of which is rest.ricted to applying within ..
the context necessary to the Rhythm Rule. For the moment,
we will confine our attention to the rule that assigns second-
ary stresses. The basic facts of secondary stress in Hebrew'
are as follows: secondary stress is assigned iteratively,
falling on the second syllable to the left of the main stress
or a previously assigned secondary stress, provided that this
syllable has a long vowel. If its vowel is short, secondary
stress falls on the closest syllable to the left that does
have a·... long vowel. If there is no such syllable, no (further)
secondary stress is assigned. Some examples are as in (10):
(10)
,
m~ehassittiim
..
, ,
tee9aazab
, ,
h~a?asrii?eelii
, ,;
meehattahtoonoot
•
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~. ,baar11soonaa
Under McCarthy's analysis, the secondary stresses res~lt
franl the iterative construction from right to left of
feet identical to those used in the Rhythm Rule. Some
examples should make it clear how this wotks. The deriva-
tion of meehassittiim, as follows, is straightforward:
.. ..
(11) meehassittiim
w w w·· s w
\7-
s
/
s
~ ,
meehas§ittiim
., ~ • •• V I
s's:;] V
W"VS
early rules
reformation into teet .
, ,
The stressing of tee9aazab requires that the final syllable
retain the strong label that it had in the earlier structure:
(12) tee9aazab
W W 1~\~s
" ,~ · tee9aazabv ,J WvS
w s
V
~ . ., ,
The stressing of baar~1soonaa:
(13) '., ,bVrij.so"ona.j1
wsw s
_V. V
w s
V
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shows tha t the labeling convenotion for the feet can~ot simply
be "label donlinant nodes strong." Instead, we must say that
recessive nodes are strong provided that they branch, in
order to get stress on rii instead of baa. Notice that be-
cause of this labeling convention, a singl~ foot in a word
..... -. ;
like haa?asrii?eelii will contain two relatively strong, ..
hence stressed, syllables:
(14)
McCarthy's labeling procedure appears to cause trouble in a
, ,
word like meehattahtoonoot:,
(15) *" "meehattahtoonoot
y , I." ",s w w s sw
'S:w~ .~
w s
~
as we get an unwanted stress on too. However, the indepen-
dently motivated Rhythm Rule, applying word i.nternally, re-
adjusts the leftmost foot to its proper form:
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(16)
" ,Notice that the Rhythm Rule cannot apply in baariisoonaa and
h ' ? ' :'. 1 .'. · h 1 f d' daa.asr11?ee 11, S1nce t e re evant oot oesn t prece e a
syllable with main stress.
Recall that under McCarthy's analysis, a superheavy syl-
lable cOlltains two rimes, so that such a syllable should be
able to constitute a foot on its own, thus receiving stress
even if it directly precedes another stressed syllable. As
the following example shows, this prediction is true:
I
"j
j
!
{
(17) , ,t aBlT1l1uu.
'ttl' vBW S
w~.
McCarthy's analysis also accounts for why vowels inserted by
a rule of Postguttural Epenthesis induce secondary stress on
the vowels that precede them. McCarthy proposes that Post-
guttural Epenthesis is a metrical rule, inserting a short
vowel after a laryngeal or pharyngeal glide that closes its
syllable. The inserted vowel harmonizes in quality with the
preceding vowel, with which it is bracketed in a binary tree,
as in (18):
(18)a. ya9mod --. ya9B.mod
s w
V
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b. yehzaq --., yehezaq
s w
V
c. ho9mad --I/J ho90mad
S' w
V
Apparently the trees constructed by Postguttural Epenthesis
count as branching nodes, so that they may occur as the head
of a metrical foot, as in (19):
(19) na9seWJ.La
Main Stress Rule
Postguttural Epenthesis
, ,
na9a.se
. , .
:ii"
Foot Construction
The secondary stress assigned to the preguttural vowel then
follows from the ordir.ary interpretation of the feet.» Notice
that the foot structure of (19) is confirmed by the fact
that the vowel preceding the guttural consonant may receive
stress by the Rhythm Rule:
(20)
, ~ , .
"bal ...na9ase ?eres --.. bal-na9ase ?eres,
•
,
. . • , I
•W s, Jl S W S W W~ :Sl
s s
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McCarthy's ingenious analysis of secondary stress would
appear to justify the claim that the entire word is re-
analyzed into feet of the type assigned by the Rhythm R\lle.
It is also a serious counterexample to the proposals of
thiR chapter: we have tried to restrict the inventory of
unmarked feet so as to exclude feet of the form (21):
(21) v I t ••• x
except in word terminal posi.tion, where they can be construc-
ted with the aid of extrametricality. In order to allow for
McCarthy's trees, we would have to permit rimes to be marked
[+ex] in word medial position before another foot, by a rule
that alternated in -its application with the various itera-
tions of the foot construction rule. Such an analysis would
be undesirable because of the otherwise unattested ordering
principle it would require, and because it would eliminate
much of the predictive power of the extrarnetricality theory,
reducing it to a notational variant of Halle's. It is a good
idea, then, to try to find holes in McCarthy's analysis, and
to-propose an alternative that stays within the limits of the
general theory.
One serious question about McCarthy's analysis arises
from his claim that when the metrical trees created earlier
in the derivation are converted into foot based trees, the
relative prominence relations may be carried over through
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the labeling, as in (22) :
(22)84 , , ,tee9aazab ---1 tee9aazab
\/ ~W w 1. 'W s~\~S w sV
, ,
b. kaatabtii --+ kaatabtii
"
I V ,
"W S W W S w~¥ ~ 8\/
, ,
c. yaaladt
-+ yaaladty ,
v "w sw w sw
'vf \s;L
For example, in the output tree for tee9aaz~b, the labeling
convention for feet would normally label the rightmost 'foot
s W, since the final syllable dominates a short vowel. Mc-
earthy claims (p. 157) that the actual labeling of the final
. syllable as stroflg results from its having been labelea. strong
in previously created metrical structures. l-t is not clear
what McCarthy means here: if the construction of the new
foot wipes out previously assigned structure, then what
McCarthy proposes must be a global rule, since it must refer
to. information that is available only at an earlier stage
of the derivation. I assume that such rules must be excluded
a priori owing to the weakening of phonological theory they
involve. Suppose instead that foot construction erects a
new structure in parallel with the old one, with the stipula-
tion that surface prominence relations are read off of the
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structure that was more recently assigneds Such a theory
would not involve global rules, but the 1.abeling procedure
,
for the new tree would be complicated. For example, in (22)b
the syllable tab in the derived tree is marked as relatively
strong with respect to the syllable kaa (violating the ordi-
nary labeling rule) presumably because in the underlying
tree the constituent tabtii is relatively strong with respect
to kaa. Further, the constituent kaatab in the derived tree
must be marked as r~latively strong with respect to the syl-
lable tii (again violating normal labeling), because in the
earlier tree the syllable tab is relatively strong with
respect to the syllable tii,
The same problems are found in
(22)c. It is not at all clear whether rules of this sort
should be allowed in me'trical theory--I' know of no precedents
. 'for them.
One way out for McCarthy would be to say that when
earlier metrical structure is deleted, the labels sand w
remain attached to the terminal nodes, as in (23):
(23) kaatabtii
v ,
wsw
~-¥
kaatabtii
wsw
kaatabtii
" , "wsw
's~
'I'his theory, however, would of'gate the most valuable claim
of metrical theory, which is that stress is a matter of
relative prominence-- the labels sand w standing alone in
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(23) are clearly notational variants of the old feature
values [+stress] and [-stress]. The theory also encounters
difficulties when both nodes of a foot have been labeled
strong earlier in the Qerivation. This would happ~n, for
instance, when a stressless penult occurred as the strong
element of a f structure determining Vowel Reduction, as
in (24):
malekeehem
w w s s
malelceehem
• • v " ?1w w s s
~\/\L
Main stress Rule
Vowel Reduction
deletion of metrical structure
Foot GonstI~ction
A binary tree having two strong elements is obviously some-
thing that any theory should exclude.
We conclude that McCarthy's theory suffers serious
problems in communicating information about relative promi-
nence from old structures to new ones. In searching for a
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new theory, a good observation to begin with is that all the
rules that refer to McCarthy's unbounded feet (i.e. the
Rhythm Rule, secondary stress assignment, and two other rules
to be mentioned later) never need to refer to any structure
lying to the right of the main stress. This suggests that
the correct results might be obtained if we allow the new
feet to be constructed only in the part of the word lying
to left of the main stress. Retaining the position of the
main stress would then be no problem, si~ce the primary
stressed rime would head up a foot, equivalent to the newly
constructed feet, at the right edge of the word.
How, then, do we allow the feet to be constructed only
to the left of the main stress? The best strategy seems to
be to delete all of the old metrical structure which is in
pre-stress position, then assign feet only where no metrical
structure already exists. The deletion rule that is re-
quired turns out to be quite simple:
(25) Deforestation
Delete all metrical nodes that are commanded by
an s on their right.
The notion of command used here is the ordinary one: we say
that A commands B if the node immediately dominating A also
dominates B. Some examples of Deforestation are the
following:
(26)a. tee9aazab -t tee9aazab
w W-l L~\~s
b. kaatabtii
-+ kaatabtii.'
v I
W S W S w\v'! V __
c~ kaataabtii ~ kaataJlbtilS I ., I VW W W sw w
JJ- ff~_s
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F
.-..._.....-...--- f
W\/8
e. yiktabuunii -ItJ "v'tJ 1
wsw f
'y¥-F
wayyis?alu\l
....--......1
yiktabuunii
s w
V
I have assumed some tree pruning in (26)c and e, though
nothing crucial depends on this. Deforestation, it can be
seen, has the effect of making the strongest element of the
tree into the dominant terminal node of'a left dominant foot
at the right edge of the word.
The use of command in phonological rules has some
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good precedents. For example, Kiparsky (1977) shows that
command plays an important part in expressing the possible
realization of iambic pentameter in English. Similarly, the
English Rhythm Rule may be expressed as changing the labeling
of two sister nodes from w s to s w when the node which they
share is commanded by an s on the right, as in (27):
,
kangaroo rider'sSv L W
w s
V
s
"w
,
saddlo --Ji
s
,
kangaroo rider's
8 W I W
~L....L
s w
·V
Once Defores~ation has applied, we can erect the rest of
the metrical structure tlsi.ng the following rules:
(28)a. On the projection [+syl], form unbounded lefty
dominant
feet in which dominant no~~s must branch .
. b. Eform a right dominant word tree.
Some examples are:
(29)a. tee9aazab ~ tee9aazab
l lU
w w s
'y)/
b. laafluud --. laasuud
'Y • J'~Jsw
_\I
w s
V
c. meeha~8itt1imIt.'" ,f!W
V
~ meehass1ttl1m
v T • ." •S W w· S ".;l
_'S~t/ \L
w s
V
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d. W8YYOO1l12'UU --to WElnOomruu
1 W Ll
w s
, ,I'
s
e. w8yyiktob ~ wayy~}ktob
'L I ,W w 1
- ~\~s
Using these t~~es, the Rhythm Rulp has a new formulation:
(30)
./\
w s
FF
!
A
s w ,
F F / X1- in the appropriatesyntactic context
The informal notation used here says to reverse the w s
labeling of two sister feet when (a) they occur before a main
stress in the appropriate syntactic context; (b) the second
of the feet is non-branching; i.e. dominates but one rime.
Some examples of the application of the Rhythm Rule are:
(31)a. , , , ,tee9aazab ?aares _.) tee9aazab ?aareslLL • .lLL •
v w s w s wVs' \/Sl
, ,
b • WQYYOomruu 100
• --.r I "
w S\l L
w s
'Is
, ,
-+ WQTYoomruu 100
, .". VWSv L
s w
\/
e
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Recall tha~ the Rhythm Rule must never retract stress off
of non-final syllables or superheavy final syllables. This
follows from the requirement in (30) that the final foot
must be non-branching for stress to be retracted off of it.
, , ..
Words like laasuud, ~aaquumuu accord1ngly w111 not undergo
•
the Rhythm Rule.
,
laasuudJ"V
w s
V.
b. ~yaaquumuuJ ~J
w s
V
The Rhythm Rule must also be constrained to retract stress
only onto long vowels. The formulation of Foot Construction
accomplishes this: if a word has no long vowels before the
main stress, there won't be any foot to the left of the word
final one:
,
tlayyiktob
. , .
W W .L\\,3
Since the Rhytfun Rllle can only reverse the labeling of
sister feet, it will not apply to words like (33). We will
see in the next chapter that this property of the Rhythm
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Rule need not be written into the rule, as it follows from
a more general principle governing labeling rules.
As we saw before, the only case in which the Rhythm
Rule can move stress onto a short vowel is when this vowel
heads up a branching structure created by Postguttural Epen-
thesis, as in na9ase. To account for this, we need only
assume that the structures Postguttural Epenthesis creates
are counted as terminal nodes for the purposes of foot con~
struction. As such~ they will escape Deforestation, and
will count as terminal branching nodes, so that they can head
up feet:
na9ase
SyW L
, y,'
na9tlse
SVW L
w s
V
Main Stress
Postguttural ~~enthesis
Def'orestatioll
Foot Construction
Rhytlun Rule
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Notice that the ability of the structures created by
Pastguttural Epenthesis to attract stress by the Rhythm
Rule provides a nice argument for the general claim that
prominence distinctions based on vowel length are repre-
sented as the distinction of branching versus non-branching
nodes: it is only under the formal criterion of branching
that we can es·tablish the equivalcrlce of 101"lg vowels with the
more literally branching epenthesis structures for purposes
of Hebrew accentuation.
In some words, the tree drawn by the rules established
here will d~terrnine the secondary stress with no adjustment:
(35)s. b. , ."",na9ase, . .aWl~I .
w s
V
. However, the analysis will often produce monosyllabic feet,
with erroneous adjacent stresses resulting:
<'36) , *"meehattahtoonoot
v I I. Y ,
S W W sw, ,
s
w w s
'Is
What is needed is a destressing rule, to get rid of the un-
wanted monosyllabic feet:
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(31) Destressing
F
W
I ."
In words, (37) means that non-branching feet are removed in
weak position. It applies to rneehattahtoonoot as follows:
•
, "meeha.ttahtoonoot
v' I· U1S W W sw
"~.
Stray Syllable
Adjunction
~ meehattahtoonoot
v • " yo v.
D t i s,'s(;W s\;as ress ng. ~ L
w s
, ,
m~ehattahtoonoot
Y' I •• V ..."
s'<:V ~
w s
'v/
After the foot dominating ~oo is deleted, the resulting stray
syllable is adjoined to an adjacent foot by the Stray Syl-
lable Adjunction convention.
A modification of the theory is suggested by words like
'9 'b ~ ,~. 1 ·~ db='e ~ ~tee aaza ., haa?asrJ.1?ee J.1 , arl aarJ.J.soonaa. Here we have
two or three adjacent monosyllabic feet, so that if De-
stressing applied to them simultaneously we would get the
o 0' '0 0 0' 0 0 a ,
incorrect *tee9aazab, *haa?a~tii?eelii, and *baarii~oonaa,
instead of the observed alternating patterno A simple way
around the problem is to apply Destressing directionally
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from right to left. Each time Destressing applies, the re-
sulting stray syllable must be adjoined to the foot on the
left, causing that foot to branch if it didn't already. A
stressed syllable that precedes the destressed one will thus
be rendered immune to destressing, with an alternating stress
pattern resulting:
(39) tee9aazab haa?asrii?eelii baarii~oonaa Foot Con-
I 'I i ..-----.vs~· J '( Y '(.--Ll.-L _ ....1-.L.-.L struction
W~s#S W'0:;s,S W"0;s'S
tee9aazab haa.?asrii1ee111 baariisoona.a Destl'cessingy v I s~ v v L "v
-L-L \L 1 _
wsw w s ww sV V s/ \)s/
, ",' ,tee9aazab haa?asrii?eelii baarii§oonaa
vvwv La ", v v V "V " "S sw S w LIs W L\L V . --1_ V .
wsw wsw w sV 's/ "Vs/
Stray
Syllable
Adjunction
, ~
baarii~oonaa Destressing
" y v v
W SVW L
w s
's/·
As far as I can tell, this solution will always provide
the correct secondary stress pattern for Hebrew words. How-
ever, it requires that we sharpen our formulation of Stray
Syllab.le Adjunction. Earl~ier (p. 120), we claimed that Stray
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Syllable Adjunction adjoins a stray syllable to an adjacent
foot, without specifying what happens when there are two
adjacent feet available for adjoining to. We can see that
in Hebrew, Stray Syllable Adjunction must always adjoin
to the foot on the left, so that the foot preceding a de-
stressed syllable will be rendered branching and thus no
longer destressable. A logical way to guarantee this is to
say that Stray Syllable Adjunction is structure preserving,
in the sense that it always applies so that structure above
the syllable level will be uniformly left or right branching.
The following reformulation will accomplish this:
(40) Stray Syllable Adjunction (revised)
Adjoin a stray rime as a recessive node of an
adjacent foot.
In other words, adjoin the stray rime as a right branch of
. a preceding left dominant foot (as in Hebrew, Latin, or Clas-
sical Arabic); or as a left branch of a following right domi-
nant foot (as in Winnebago or Aklan). If a syllable cannot
be adjoined according to the specification of (40), it is
left alone and later incorporat~d into the word tree. I
assume that all syllables adjoined by Stray Syllable Adjunc-
tion are labeled as relatively weak by the unmarked labeling
convention that marks dominant nodes as strong.
Can this version of Stray Syllable. Adjunction be motiva-
ted independently? Apparently yes, as is shown in the dis-
cussion below of English, and in the following two
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observations about Hebrew. Consider the metrical structure
which our foot construction rule will assign to a word like
yillaah'em: there will be two feet, one constructed over
•
heem by the early Main Stress Rule, and one produced by
•
foot. construction over laa:
(41) . yillaaheeIll
~.v,Sll. .-JL.
The initial syllabl~ yil doesn't belong to a fc)ot, since it
contains no long vowel. It therefore is stray, and according
to our old Stray Syllabl.e Adjunction convention, it shou.ld
be adjoined to the adjacent foot laa:
yillaBheem
I v·" IW S sw
'L Y
w s
V
. 'But this would cause the initial foot tiD branch, protecting
it from Destressing and incorrectly predicting secondary
stress on laao The new Stray Syllable Adjuuction convention
fixes the problem: yil could not join up wj~th laa because,
as a left node, it wouldn't be recessive. The foot domi-
nating laa accordingly remains monosyllabic, and destresses
as needed:
(43) yillaaheem
· y · SW
W Li
cw s
,/
s
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We can make the initial foot of (45) branching by attaching
tion convention comes in handy is in the assignment of
, ,
taamnuu
sj I
w s
V
taa m nuu
l-l
w s
"-./
<44>
(45)
tha·t wiJ_l aut.omatically attach stray rimes in Hebrew to the
We now turn to an argument for why the present analysis
The second place where the new Stray Syllable Adjunc-
should be preferred to McCarthy's. McCarthy notes that in
certain cases, the degenerate feet produced under his
foot on their left, which (40) does.
the degenerate rime m to it with Stray Syllable Adjunction.
This requires a formulation of Stray Syllable Adjunction
[+syll projection, in which the degenerate rime ~ in (45) is
not included:
secondary stress to superheavy syllables (in practice, to
immediately before another stress, as in (44):
feet. However, i~ our framework the feet are assigned on a
The theory should explain this readily: these syllables don't
CVVC syllables) a These syllables, it will be recalled, dif-
fer from CVV syllables in that they may bear secondary stress
destress because they contain two rimes and count as branching
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analysis must be interpreted as representing secondary stress,
a s· ill ( 4 6) :
(46)
However, when the Rhythm Rule applies to (46), retracting
stress to the penult, the secondary stress mysteriously dis-
appears:
(41) ,tee9aazab
~ v ,
-.I Sv.W
w s
V
Some further examples show that monosylla~ic feet in Mc-
earthy's analysis systematically do not represent a second-
ary stress just in case the following syllable is stressed:
(48) .,-?aadaam
J\t
w s
V
, , ~
uumeehattiikoonoot
l v' " v v·S wsw sw\1 V ~
w w w s
~~s/
s
A totally ad hoc principle must therefore be added to Mc-
earthy's system in order to make this interpretation. Under
the revised analysis, the absence of secondary stress in the
relevant positions is the natural consequence of the De-
stressing rule. The principle needed to interpret the
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metrical structure is the same as it is in all other
languages:
, , ,
(49)a. tee9aazab b. tee9aazab 'laares
--.UL lU •
w w s w w s
~s· ~'
, ,
tee9aazab ?aares Rhythm Rule
lLL •
w s w
'v's'
, "
, ~
tee9aazab tee9aazab ?aares Destressing
" v • '" V \ •8\LW L w s w\;'f-w sV
Notice that Destressing also neatly gets rid of the unwanted
secondary stress on zab in (49)b.
The new analysis is thus superior to McCarthy's in two
ways: it allows the position of the main stress to be
carried over from earlier structures in a coherent way, and
it needs no ad hoc principle for the interpretation of mono-
syllabic feet. 5 To make our claim of having a better analy-
sis stick, however, we must analyze the remaining phenomena
in whi.ch McCarthy claims feet play a role. The rule of
Imperfect Consecutive Stress Retraction is a morphologically
governed rule with effects identical to that of the Rhythm
Rule. It can be restated in the new framework just
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as the Rhythm Rule was, as a rule shifting stress between
feet. McCarthy observes that Imperfect Consecutive Stress
Retraction and the Rhythm Rule are not ordered adjacently,
so that Foot Construction must be regarded not as a rule,
but a convention that continually reinterprets the promi-
nence relations of the tree in terms of permissible feet.
I will assume an identical procedure here.
The Perfect Consecutive Stress Shift rule changes
verbs in the morphological category perfect waw-consecl1,tive
from penultimate to final stress, as in wah~dduu~w~haddtiu.
The rule is blocked whenever the penultimate vowel is long,
as in w.~a'abuu, w~haala~kti~. McCa:t:thy expresses this dis-
tinction by formulating stress shift to apply whenever the
last two syllables do not constitute a foot; i.e., as in
(50) :
(50) (8 W)cc. / per1'ect consecutive, g, :F f'oot
~
w
This is exemplified in (51):
, ~(51)a. w8had[duu) --I' w"hadduu
W S --L ~\-!-F~ w F
s" s,.."..
b. ., ~ ] IIwa[saabuu --+
w s w
'v¥ F
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Mc..'Carthy clai.rns that his analysis of. Perfect Consecutive
Stress Shift further suppc.lrts llis theory of Ilebrew toot.
structure l in that it unites the restriction on the stress
Shi=t rule with the structural requirements found in other
Hebrew stress rulEs. However, it appears that in some cases
th~ analysis simply will not work: consider the derivation
,
of the perfec~ consecutive form w~haalaktii from the earlier
w9haal~ktii. Under the most obvious interpretation of
McCarthy's formalism, the rule will apply correctly only if
there is some constituent ", not a foot, which encompasses
the last two syllables of the word. If the foot structures
of Hebrew are as McCarthy claimg, this is not so:
w9haal~ktii
• ¥ • V
W wsw
:sL
s
Notice that it would not ba pos~ible to correct the problem
by allowing the s in McCarthy's rule to refer to non-terminal
~)nstituents. If we relabeJed the subtree dominating
haalaktii from ~ w to w s, the stress would indeed shift
from lak to tii. But such a relabeling is not allowed, since
haaluktii is a ioot.
Even if we ignore the problems posed by what ( ) ist4:-
S11pposed "...0 represent, the rule produces the wrong results.
Under McCarthy's notation (~~. 158-159), whenever the label-
ing of a node is changed from w to s, its sister node is
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automatically changed from s to w, since metrical labeling
is intended as purely relative. In the metrical structure
of wahaalaktii, the sister node of lak is in fact ha~, not
tii. Thus whell lak is relabeled by the rule (50), we would
expect stress to shift to the left, not to the right, pro-
ducing the incorrect result *w9hfalaktii. Clearly, some ~d
hoc modification would be needed to mak~ the rule work pro-
perly under McCarthy's theory. Because of these complica-
tions, it is hard to see how McCarthy's account of the rule
could constitute an argument in favor of his theory of foot
structure.
The theory proposed llere offers a simpler formula tion
of the rule: we need only assume that in the relevant mor-
phological categories, the rightnlost foot of the word is
relabeled so that the dominant node is strong if and only
if it branches on the projection [+syl]. This stj.pulation
. insures that stress will be shifted to the right only off
of syllables containing short ,rowels, as in (53) :
(53)13..
, ,
wehadduu .-, w~hadduu
. •
., . • vW S W W W s
t,¥ ~'
,
b. w8haalaktii --,)
· J I "wsw
"1-.
w s
,/
s
,
wahaalaktii
oW 1 w~~
w s
'/s
It
,
d. w.lhaalaaktii
• v " v
W 1 s)Jw
w s
,/
s
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As we will see in the next chapter, labeling rules of this
sort are in fact quite cornmon.
We conclude that there are good reasons for preferring
the revised analysis over McCarthy's, and as far as we can
determine, no cogent reasons for preferring McCarthy's analy-
siso We have shown, then, that McCarthy's proposal does not
constitute a co·unterexarnple to the restricted foot inventory
presented here. As a postscript, I want to point out that
the revised analysis not only doesn't need feet of the type
McCarthy proposes, but must also expJ.icitly avoid them.
Imagine for the moment a hybrid analysis in which the right-
most foot of the word is constructed by the Deforestation
rule of (25), but in which secondary stress is assigned
using feet that resembly McCarthy's, except that labeling
is always "dominant nodes strong." In words like
meehattahtoonoot, the new analysis would simplify the deri-
•
vation, since the alternating secondary stresses could be
assigned directly, without the use of Destressing:
(54) , ,meehattahtoonoot
v • '. v v.S~<:(jW ~
w s
V
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But the destressing rule would be needed anyway to get rid
f h d d ·· ,~,o t e unwante secon ary stresses In words l1ke tee9aazab
~ "., ,~ tee9aazab, ?aadaarn ~ ?aadaam, etc. More important, the
Rhythm Rule and Imperfect Consecutive Stress Retraction would
now produce the wrong results, as in (55):
(55) tee9aazab
'6V~ L
w s
V·
, ~
*tee9aazab ?aares
v v ,
8V W L
s w
V
This should be compared with (49)b, in which rnonosylJ.abic
feet are preserlt earlier in the derivation. The data pro-
vided by the stress shift rules show that only the feet of
the restricted inventory can account for the facts of
Hebrew. The analysis is an example of how restricting the
resources of the universal theory can often lead to better
analyses of individual languages.
8. COnCl\lSion
In this chapter I have tried to maRe a case for a rather
small universal unmarked inventory of tree geometry. The
argument has followed two lines: showing that all the
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structures of the inventory are broadly attested, and demon-
strating how some of the more obvious counterexamples can be
better reanalyzed using other formal devices such as extra-
rnetricality or destressing rules. There is a third line of
argunlent which I have been forced to omit, since it involves
proving a negative. This is to show that there are no
systematic counterexamples to the theory, i.e. tree geometries
that are outside t~e proposed inventory and must be used in
the description of ~any languages. In the absence of thor-
ough analyses of all the stress languages of the world, I can
only assert my belief that the claim is true, and invite
other researchers to prove me wrong.
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Footnotes to Chapter 3
IFor tree sizes and shapes, see Vergnaud and Halle
(1978), McCarthy (1979a), Stowell (1979). For theories
linking the direction of foot branching with the direc-
tion of assignment, see McCarthy (1979a), Pesetsky (1979).
Both of the latter theories are counterexemplified by the
analysis of Aklan in the previous chapter.
2Malayalam and Banjalang also have secondary stress,
which falls on long vowels. This can be derived by con-
structing an additional layer of metrical structure be-
tween the binary feet and the word tree. The trees in this
layer would be left dominant and unbounded, constructed on
the vowel projection. The word tree would be left dominant
(examples from Malayalarn):
c.
(i) a. - Iparaati
t " ,~ W'!1
3
2
3
, -"b. paaraayananlv , •
s w w
1 ' ,s
2
s w
3 V
,
, - ,
d. mr~gamadaadirasaaY~l~
, I .-" -1 , V ' )
sww s v:w s ww
2 'S>! '8\1 "'::1
3 s w w
's/
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Notice that the level 1 feot forms the dominant terminal
node of the level 2 tree structure in (i)a and b. In (i)c
and d, neither of the first two syllables has a long vowel,
so that only level 2 and 3 trees are formed.
3when foot internal syllables are introduced by Dor-
sey's Law, any metrical structure that spans them deletes.
This phenornenon is apparently not a general one, as contrary
cases may be found in Mohawk (Postal 1968) and English
(Chapter 5).
41 have tried to make the examples of (5) easier to
follow by representing the reduced vowels of Meadow Chere-
mis all as their o?tional variant /a/.
51 believe that a clinching argument can be made, but
I don't have the r~levant examples. Suppose we had·a word
of the form
(i)
,
H L Hb H L1 Fa 0 C
where H indicates a syllable with a long vowel, L
n
a sequence
,
of at least n syllables with short vowels, and F is the final,
heavy stressed foot of the word. Under McCarthy's theory,
such a word would be assigned the structure (ii):
(11)
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Stress would be assigned to Hb , since the Rhythm Rule may
apply only before the main stress of a word. If H
a
and
Hb are adjacent (i.e. La = ~), McCarthy's theory would also
predict that Ha would be stressless, since it would no longer
be metrically strong within its foot:
(iii) '" ,He. Hb He L1 F
w ssw LV v: .
My theory makes a different prediction: since Hb would
always be dominated by a non-bra~ching foot, it would be
predicted always to destress:
(v)
, , ,
~ H Hb H L 1 Fawe wV s~ 1
w w s
" 's/V
In addition, since H
a
never precedes a metrically strong
element, it would be predicted always to retain its stress.
Certainly the predictions of my theory are much more
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plausible, since the alternating pattern of secondary stress
is, preserved. But in the absence of data, this can't count
as an argument.
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Chapter 4: Labeling Conventions
1. Common Labeling Conventions
In the last chapter I tried to show that tree geometry
constitutes the heart of Inetrical theory, in that it deter-
mines the most interesting constraints on the form of stress
rules. In. this chapter I will address the subsidiary prob-
lem of what constitutes an unmarked tree labeling. It is
net hard to find languages in which trees are labeled in
ways that are quite'unusual, and can't be generalized to
other cases. Even so, a healthy majority of cases can be
treated in a general theory.
As the reader who has gone through the previous chapter
can tell, the maximally unmarked labeling convention is that
which makes all dominant nodes strong. No labeling conven-
tion to appear in this chapter will have nearly as many
illustrative cases, and it would be superfluous to add more
here. It is also fairly clear that the convention that wins
second place is (1):
(1) Label dominant nodes as strong if and only if
they branch.
This is the norlnal way of labeling the word tree in English
nouns, for ex~rnpleo Since EngJish word trees are righ~
branching, the convention gives the greatest stress to the
final foot if it branches, otherwise to the penultimate
foot, as in (2):
b.
, ,
Omaha
.BY l
a w
V
, ,
Nantasltet
.1 s~
w s
V
, , ,
Chipuneticook
s w s. w IV V __
wsw\)3/
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The same labeling convention applies in the \f.Tord tre'~s of
Aklan (Chapter 2), Creek (Chapter 3, p. 102), and Sindlli I
discussed in Stowell (1979). Feet may also be labeled in
this way. An example is Tahitian, as discussed in Tyron
(1976), Vergnaud and Halle (1978). The stress pattern of
. ~his language is as follows:
(3)a. Stress the leftmost long vowel or vowel cluster.
b. Otherwise stress the penult.
A\Tyron states that vowel clusters in Tahitian are tauto-
syllabic, this stress pattern can be expressed very simply
· in the following way:
(4;ae On the [+syl] projection, form a right dominant,
unbounded foot, labeling dominant nodes as
strong iff they branch.
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"house"
I
e. fare
I fS W
~\.(
"work"
,
e. ?ohipa
• I ,
~
b. Form a left dominant word tree.
Some examples are:
($) n. ~ "flower"
,.
tiara b. pahii "ship"
-lw W~s~ . V
,
"boy"
,
c. tamaaroa d. a?a.hiaata "dawn ll, S I , I VW W W W W S w¥J. \0i'
s
The crucial cases here are (5)e and f. Because these words
contain no long vowels, they are encompassed in a single
footi and since the dominant node of this foot doesn't
branch, stress falls on the penult.
There are a number of languages in which feet are con-
structed and labeled essentially in the same way as in
Tahitian--see for example Stowell's (1979) analysis of
Sindhi and the discussion of Goroa below. In addition, lan-
guages with simple penultimate or second stress might be
regarded as having unbounded, quantity-insensitive feet
labeled so that dominant nodes are strong iff they branch,
as we noted ill Chapter 3.
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As i.s true elsewhere , it is worth. asking whether there
are parallel cases among the binary feet; that is, binary
feet in which domillant nodes are labeled strong iff they
branch. We have already seen one example in the Perfect
Consecutive Stress Shift rule of Tiberian Hebrew, which re~
Rule
labels the binary foot created by the Main stress"llsing this
convention, with the proviso that the rule applies on the
[+syl] projection. Another example is the stress pattern
of Cairene Arabic, for which I will present an analysis
based on the facts presented in McCarthy (1979a,bJ. Mc-
earthy describes the stress pattern of the Cairene dialect
as follows:
(6)a. Stress a superheavy ultima.
b. Otherwise stress a heavy penult.
c. Otherwise stress the penult or antepenult,
whichever is separated by an even number of
syllables from the rightmost nonfinal heavy
syllable or, if there is no nonfinal heavy
syllable, from the left boundary of the word.
The portion of the pattern under a is handled in the same
way as it is in Classical Arabic, in which final super-
heavy syllables also receive stress: the superheavy
syl.lables are analyzed as having two rimes (Vee = vc + C,
vvc = vv + e), so that on the rime projection a final
superheavy syllable receives stress just as a penultimate
heavy syllable would. The remainder of the pattern is
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where the greater interest lies: the metrical structure
must somehow provide for an odd-even count of light
syllables from left to right. McCarthy's way of doing
this is as follows:
(7)a. From left to right, construct binary feet in
which neither node may branch.
b. Gather all feet and stray syllables in the word
into a right branchiIlg word tree.
c. Label all structure so that right nodes are
strong iff they branch.
This stresses the words of (8) correctly as follows:
(8)a. , "misers"buxala ~ buxala
I I I , ,S W S W W
V \s,/
~amalti
,
b. ~ famalti "you (r. ag. ) did"
: v ,
W S W
"'Sl
,
trdifferent (f. sg.)"c. muxtalifa --. muxtalifa, I V t I ,S W W S W W
V \;s/
d. martabaI ,
S W
V
~
martabav • ,W\)'f "mattress"
e. sajaratehumaa ~
I • • I
S wsw
V V
, 1S:3 j arat ellUIne 11
I , , • • "
s wsw s w
V V's"
"Vs /
fltheir (dual)
tree (nom.) n
t. sakakiin
, t
S W
V
,
sakakiin
~ W ~ ~
\f "s'
V
"knives"
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However, this rule would be highly marked under our system:
/\.
we haven't allowed for any feet of the form I t, i.e.
binary in which neither node may branch. I am not aware
of any other languages in which this sort of foot must be
assigned.
Another solution is possible which stays within the
bounds of the present theory:
(9) a.. Mark word final rimes as extrantetrical.
ba From left to right, assign binary, right
dominant feet on the rime projection. Con-
struct a right dominant word tree.
c. Label aJ.l metrical structure so that dominant
nodes are strong iff they branch.
This will stress the words of (8) in the following way:
(10) a. buxa.( 1a)
• •s w
V
,
---. buxala
, • I
S W w
¥::J
b. tjamal(ti)
• v
W S
V
I~amB.lti
, v I
tal 8 W
-¥J
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e.
d. marta(ba)
-LL
,
-+ mu.x.t B.lifa
~w
W 8,1Va
e. sajaratahu(maa)
, , , , I
S wsw 1
V V _'~'--
f. sakakii(n) ~
JLL
~
SB.j aratahumaa
• I , , I V
8 WSW l W\L V
"sakakiin
, , IIS W W
V
The analysis has the advantage of being precedented, as both
the tree shapes and the labeling are attested elsewhere.
Notice that the extrarnetrical syllables in (10) are adjoined
to the word tree, not the adjacent foot, since the feet are
right dominant.
Prince (1980) has suggested a constraint that would
simplify the above analysis somewhate The constraint is
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based on the observation that the Rhythm Rule in English may
" ,
not retract: stress onto a s'tressless syllable; cf. Christine,
, , . ~ , ~
Chri.stine Smith ""8. Careen, *Coreen Jones. This would fol.low
from a constraint of the form (11):
(11) Feet are always strong with respect to syllables,
-regardless of the specification of any labeling
By adopting this constraint, Prince notes~ we can simplify
the statement of the English Rhythm Rule, eliminating any
specification that the constituent being relabeled as strong
must be a foot. The constraint will prevent the simplified
rule from generat~ng any ill-formed labelings such as (12):
(12) " ",i:-Goreen Jones
In this thesis there are two examples that support
Prince's claim~ The first is our formulation of the Hebrew
Rhyt~~ Rule, repeated as (13):
(13) /\
w s
F F
I
in the appropriate
syntactic context
The rule stipulates that the constituent which is re-
labeled as strong must be a foot, in order to account for
the contrast between examples like (14)a and b:
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(14)att
, , , ~tee9aazab ?aares --II tee9aazab ?aares
...LU • •-Ul.
w w s w s w
'yy \~I
b. It
It turns out, however, that this stipulation was unnecessary,
as it follows from the principle of universal grammar em-
bodied in (11). Prince's idea thus would allow us to sirnpli-
fy the Hebrew Rhythm Rule, eliminating the leftmost F from
its structural description, while at the same time increasing
its explanatory value.
The second example that supports Prince's idea lies in
the analysis of Cairene Arabic just proposed. If we adopt
the constraint, then we needn't specify a labeling rule for
the Cairene Arabic word tree. Instead, we allow the un-
marked labeling corlverltion Irdominant nodes strong" to apply.
The principle (11) will then override the normal labeling
and make the word final stray syllable weak, since its sister
node is a foot:
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(15) sajarat~umaa
s W S Wj W
V '\L- Iw w s
\ '8S/
V
In certain stress rules, it appears that the labeling
of the tree must employ a different criterion of syllable
prominence than tree construction.- Consi.der, for example,
the stress system of Capanahua, as analysed in Laos (1969)
and Safir (1979)~ In this language, stress falls on the
second syllable if it has a branching rime, and otherwise
on the first syllable:
,
(16)ac karicwi "go soon"
pi~k:p· "small"
,
b. cicika uknife u
,
"young girl"sontako
(A slight complication is involved in that branching within
the syllable nucleus mllst be i~gnoredi see Chapter 3, p. 75.)
Notice that this stress pattern is reminiscent of the Aklan
system, in which stress always falls on the penultimate syl-
lable if it is heavy. However, there is additional evidence
that an analysis paralleling that of Aklan would not be
correct for Capanahua. Safir discusses a rule of Glottal
Deletion, which deletes /?/ syllable finally when it occurs
in an even numbered syllable, followed by a consonant. Such
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a rule rather strongly suggests the construction of binary,
quantity insensitive fee~ f~om left to right across the
word, in order to establish the odd-even syllable count.
As Safir points out, the glottal deletion rule can then be
stated as dropping glottal stops in foot final position~
as in (17):
(17) ? ~ 0 / -lFoot C
Some examples are as follows:
Ifpoked him in
the ribs"
"it is probably a dog"
Given the independent need for a binary foot dominating the
first two syllables of the word, the most plausible account
of stress would be to say that it is derived by labeling this
foot in the appropriate way, especially since the labeling
rule needed is a natural one. Specifically, we could speci-
fy.that (a) The feet are right dominant; (b) Al t.hough the
feet are constructed without regard to quantity, they are
labeled so that dominant nodes are strong iff they branch
on the rime projection; (c) The word tree is left dominant.
Some examples are as follows:
b.
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,
?oc!1tira?ta?ki
I • •• • r
S wsw s w
\l V V'
s w w
'V
This is essentially the analysis advocated by Safir.
A more intricate example of a case in which the promi-
nence criteria for foot construction and labeling differ is
found in Goroa (Seidel 1900). From Seidel's transcriptions
we can infer that normal stress placement is as follows:
(20)a. Stress the leftmost long vowel or diphthong.
b. Otherwise stress a final closed syllable.
c. Otherwise stress the penult.
Some examples are
(21)a. ~ "thumb"duugunoo
,
"short"gogomaari
9 irambo'oda "snuff"
, .
"prince"wautl.moo
~heninau "young"
,
"heavy"b. adux
~
axemis "hear"
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,
c. oromila "b9cau se."
,
"ivory ring';amrarni arm
-,- d' "sweet"J. 1r ana
"This stress pattern can be derived very simply, provided
that we allow tree construction and labeling to apply on
different projections:
(22)a. On the [+syl] projection, form an unbounded
right ~ominant foot at the left edge of a
word. Label dominant nodes as strong iff
they branch on the rime projection.
b. From a left dominant word tree.
Some sample derivations are as follows:
(23)a. girambooda
, v
b.
,
---It a.xew~s
, . "~
c. emrami
~
-+ amr~
v • I
wsw
.:::L
Other cases can be found in which tree construction
and labeling respect different criteria of prominence. For
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example, the word trees of Aklan and. English clearly have
this property: the rules that construct then\ must be in-
sensitive to branchings within the foot, since they would
otherwise not be able to encompass the entire word. But as
we have seen, the labeling of the word trees is sensitive to
the branching of the dominant terminal nodew In additi.on,
languages like Ossetic and Roturnan, described in Chapter
Three, might be analyzed as having a single, unbounded,
quantity insensitive foot per word; with dominant nodes
labeled strong if they branch on the [+syl] projection.
However, the analyses of Chapter 3, using foot geometry,
seem equally plausible.
2. Rarer Labeling Rules
The two labeling conventions presented so far--dorninant
nodes strong, and dominant nodes strong iff they branch--
are the most common cases. In this section I will present
. Some of the more unusual labeling rules that appear to be
necessary. The list is by no means complete, as I intend
only to give some notion ofth~variety that is found.
The Rhythm Rule of English is a good example of a
labeling rule that is sensitive to the branching of both
dominant and recessive nodes. We will ignore here the
external context for the rule, which is discussed in Chapter
3, p.l$2, and concentrate on how the branching of the feet
affected determines whether the rule is applicable. Of the
four logical possibilities:
(1)8.
b.
~Cornell
LL
w s
V
,
Tennessee
SVW L
w s
V
, ,
.Cornell hookey
.LL
s w
V
, #'
Tennessee Ernie
S,\/W.L
s w\/
.LV U
~Chattanooga
s wsw
\1. V
w s
V
, .,
*Montana cowboy
J S\LW
s w
V
, ,
Chattanooga chao-chao
s wsw
'I. V
s w
V
we find that only one configuration blocks the rule: the
case in which the foot on the right branches and the foot
on the left doesn't. We will see later that word trees in
English are right dominant, so that the Rhythm Rule can be
stated as follows:
(2) In the appropriate context, relabel w s as s w
if either the recessive node branches, or the
dominant node does not.
The input to the rule must be specified as w s in order to
~ , .prevent worGS with the stress pattern x x x from be1ng
, ,
intersect,
" ,,, ,
relabeled, as in cucumber blues, Rochester Red Wings
, ~ , ~(*cucumber blues, *Rochester. Red Wings).
A counterpart to the labeling of the Rhythm Rule is
found in the labeling of monomorphemic English verbs, dis-
~. cussed in Liberman and Prince (1977). Here we find ttlat the
dominant node is labeled weak only if it does not branch
and its sister node does:
(3)a. , , , ..,escort 1--erment b. gallivant caterwaul
LL .L.L. 8\LW L s w L_V
w s w s s w s wV V V V
, ,
c. astonish develop
J s w J 8VTdV
W S W S
V V
English appears to lack verbs with four syllable3 and penul··
.timate stress (gerrymander is underlyingly trisyllabic;
see Chapter 5). But there seems to be little doubt that such
verbs would have penultimate main stress, as the reader can
determine by mentally stressing imaginary verbs such as
gerrimandish, ferrelango. The situation i.s further compli-
cated by the fact that monosyllabic feet in dominant position
are labeled strong even if the corresponding recessive node
branches, provided that they dominate a stem:
, ,
comprehend.
A foot labeling rule that resembles the last two exam-
pIes can be found in Somali (Reinisch 1903). Here stress is
penultimate in all cases except when the penultimate vowel
is short and the final vowel is long, in which case stress
is final. This suggests two possible analyses, both of
which require a labeling rule that refers to both dominant
and recessive nodes. In either case, we would form a binary,
quantity insensitive foot at the right edge of a word. If
the right node is specified as dominant, we would label. the
foot using the same procedure as the English Rhythm Rule,
i.e. dominant nodes. strong if they branch and their sister
node doesn't. Similarly, if the left node is specified as
dominant, we would use the labeling rule for English verbs;
i.e. dominant nodes strong iff they branch or their sister
doesn't~ In either case, the word tree will be right dorni-
nant. Some examples are as follows:
,
(4)a. 'bikiro
• •wsw
V-
,
c. abaad
I
"W S
"
"virginity"
"pearl If
b.
d.
,
gaagaab
~ ~
V
,
baaho
v IS W
"secrecy"
"alms"
Another exceptional labeling rule found in English
characterizes a pattern first discovered by Oehrle (1971):
generally a word final foot will be labeled strong even if
it is monosyllabic, provided that its sister foot dominates
a single non-branching rime. The weak sister foot usual~y
is later removed by a Destressing rule to be described in
Chapter 5:
(5) a. , , / ,raccoon va. Neptune
l.L LL
w s s w
V V
,
~
"b. jttlre --+ attire va. argylewl LL~sw s s wV V
This rule raises the question of just when a foot may be
said to branch: is it when it dominates at least two seg-
ments on the appropriate projection or is it when it domi-
nates at least two rimes? The latter criterion is supported
by the word tree labeling rules of Aklan and English, as tIle
trees of (6) suggest:
(6)a. " , "- , , ~nag-hi-,-Uha? VB. na-ga-p-an--abunJ W,/S 1 • • f I VW s L W S
'\L '\I
w s w w w s
'y's/ ~81
, ,
"
,
b. attitude VR. Mississippi
IJVw L . . , ,s wsw).1 V
s w w s
V V
It is also the right criterion for Tiberian Hebrew v As we
have seen, the Hebrew Rhythm Rule may not retract stress off
of a foot that branches into two rimes, although it can re-
tract stress off of a foot that dominates a single branching
rime:
,.
qaaraa
II
w s
V
,
~ qaarae.
II
s w
V
va.
,
yaaquumuuJ 8 ~
'" F
W S
V
"
There are too few examples available to decide which cri-
terion, if either, is the unmarked one.
The last unusual labeling convention I will discuss
here has been suggested by Stowell (1979) and Safir (1979)
for the word trees of languages like Finnish (Carlson 1978),
Livonian (Sjogren 1861), Winnebago (Hale and White Eagle
1979), Passamaquoddy and Seneca (Stowell 1979). In the
first three of these languages, the leftmost foot receives
the greatest prominence, with each successive foot going
from left to right·receiving less prominence than its pre-
decessor. The remaining two have the mirror image, wIth
a gradual crescendo of stresses up to the final one. This
can be expressed in metrical notation using trees in which
all recessive nodes are strong:
(Finnish, Winnebago,
Livonian)
b. (Pass~aquoddy, Seneca)
However, for a number of reasons I don't think the existence
of such structures should be accepted uncritical.ly. First
of all, no one has 90me up with a language in which feet are
labeled by the same principle, even though as we have seen,
feet and word trees generally are labeled i.n en·tirely paral-
leI ways. Second, trees such as (8) flout a very general
tendency for dominant nodes to be labeled stroIlg--in· parti-
cular, we haven' t seen any other cases ill which non-terminal
dominant nodes show up in weak position. Third, trees like
(8) contain a large number of clashing stresses (i.e. adja-
..
cent streng feet) which could easily be resolved by relabeling
the subconstituents of a weak node. In fact f when configura-
tions of the form ssw or
V
W S 5
'</
arise because of morphologi-
cal bracketing, typically the weak node undergoes relabeling,
as in the following English and German examples:
,
condense
.lL
w s
V
condensation
.l.L:L
w s s
'\I
" ,
condensation
.l.L:L
s w s
'\I
b.
~
Gross#Vater
S VI
V
Ur#gros sHYater
ssw
" ,/V~W
The fact that such adjustments do not occur in Finnish et.
al again suggests that the structures of (8) are not the
t d t f th 1 2correc war rees or ese anguages. A very interesting
example along these. lines can be found in Finnish. It can
be argued that Finni.sh has a rhythm rule of the form (1.0):
(10) ssw\;V
As evidence for this, observe that the compound noun
sasto#pankki "savings bank" reverses its stress contour
when a stronger stressed word immediately precedes it in a
phrase:
(ll)a.
b.
; ,
s1isto#pankki
s w
V
posti#sast~ankkiS'0w / W
132
-. posti#siistO#pankki
s 1:1 syw/
"postal savings banktf
Let us r10w compare (ll)b with a sing.Ie 140rd having three
feet.
~ , ,
"not havingIf kalastarnattomana been fished" llas the
right branching
proposed
structureAfor it by Stowell and Safir, we
would expect it to undergo the same relabeling as that found
in postisMstopank.ki, as in (12):
(12) kalastamattomana
SW VB wsw
's;j V V
ssw
,/
w
132
*kalastamattomana
sw ws wsw
",! \! V
s w sV w/
But it does not: the first secondary stress is generally
perceived to be stronger than the second (or equal to it,
for some speakers). Thus the word tree of (12) seems inade-
quate as a way of accounting for this stress pattern.
I am not sure what is the correct way to resolve the
~roblem posed by stress systems of the Finnish type, and
will only make a suggestion here. I suspect that what is
wrong with the theory is the assumption that secondary stres-
ses always receive prominence in inverse proportion to their
degree of embedding. A priori, nothing dictates that this
must be true; and in fact th.ere are many languages in which
there is no evidence for any distinctions at all among the
secondary stresses. Suppose, then, that the interpretation
of weak nodes is a language-specific matter: the weak nodes
of a tree can be interpreted as prominent in either inverse
or direct proportion to their degree of ernb~dding, or they
may be interpreted as equal. If this is so, we may replace
.the trees of (a)a and b with ordinary left and right branch-
ing trees respectively, labeled so that dominant nodes are
strong, with the weak nodes prominent in direct proportion
to their degree of embedding. We can then explain why the
stress clashes of these languages do not result in relabeling,
since structures of the form ssw or w s s are not found.
~ V
3. Stress in YidinY
YidinY is an Australian language described in a remark-
ably detailed and insightful grammar by R. M. W. Dixon (1977~
henceforth GY). A useful, briefer account of most of the
facts to Be dealt with here is found in Dixon (1977a). I
will discuss the phonology of YidinY at some length, partly
to present its rather unusual foot labeling rule, and partly
to show the utility of metrical theory in describing the
facts of YidinY• The analysis to be presented is in most
respects Dixon's; my purposes are mainly limited to showing
how metrical notation expresses the patterns Dixon has dis-
covered in a simple and natural way, and how it removes those
aspects of Dixon's analysis which many phonologists would
find objectionable.
According to Dixon, stress in YidinY is a~signed by the
following rule:
(1) Stress is assigned to the first syllable involving
a long vowel. if there is no long vowel, it is
assigned to the first syllable of the word.
Further stresses are then assigned (recursively)
to the syllable next but one before, and the
next but one after, a stressed syllable.
'The rule looks complicated, as it involves a left to right
scan to find the first long vowel, plus recursive assignment
of alternating stresses in both directions. To understand
the rule better, we must examine the patterning of long
vowels in YidinY. These derive from four different sources:
a rule of Penultimate Lengthening, some length inducing suf-
fixes, a glide vocalization rule, and (rarely) underlying
representation.
Penultimate Lengthening lengthens the penultimate vowel
of a word with an. odd number of syllables. Dixon doesn't
state the rule formally, but a fair representation of his
intent in standard notation would be (2):
(2) Penultimate Len.gthening
V -) (+longJ / #CoV(CoVCoV)oCo"",-_CoVCo#
The effects of the rule are illustrated in the following
examples, with the derivations of g~li-, llgo-present ll
gud&:ga lldog-absolutive", <;{~dag~-gu "dog-purposive", and
~ J'gudaguda:ga "dog-reduplicated-abs.":
(3)a. Even-Syllabled Words
gudagagu
Penultimate Lengthening
.1
gali!)
, ~
gudagagu Stress
b. Odd-Sy~labled Words
gudaga
guda:ga
,
guda:ga
gudagudaga
gudaguda:ga
I' ,
gudaguda:ga
Penultimate Lengthening
Stress
There are three verbal suffixes in YidinY that induce
length on the preceding vowel: the antipassive -:dYil-:rdYi,
the "going" aspect ~:li/-:ri/-:ri, and the "coming" aspect
.
-:ldan/-:dan. I will indicate these suffixes in transcrip-
tion by underlining them. Vowels that receive this morpho-
logically governed length are stressed in the usual way, as
in /wawa/ ~ waw::-dYi-~ "see-antipassive-pres.," /wu,aba/
~ wG,ab::-dYi-~ "hunt-antipassive-pres." Notice that unlike
Penultimate Lengthening, the morphological lengthening rule
may place stress on odd-numbered syllables, as the latter
example shows.
The third source of long vowels is a rule Dixon calls
Yotic Deletion. YidinY has a constraint to the effect that
no syllable may end in /i(:)y! on the surface. However,
Dixon presents ample evidence that such sequences may occur
underlyingly. Underlying /iyl is realized as Iii before a
consonant and li:/ word finally; 'while /i:yJI always surfaces
as li:/. We can formulate the rule segmentally as in (4):
(4) Yotic Deletion
where 1$ indicates the right edge of a syllable. Some ex-
amples are
(S)a. galbiy
,
galbi: .
b. galbiy-gu
galbi:y-gu
(galb1:-gu
"catfish-abs."
Yotic Deletion
"catfish-purposive"
Penultimate Lengthening
Yotic Deletion
c. gadigadiy-ni- Ogu "very sn\all children-genitive-
ergative"
, . '. ~gadJ.gadJ.-nJ.-,gu Yotic Deletion
Notice that in (5)a the long vowel derived from /iy/ attracts
stress by the regular rule.
The remaining source of long vowels is lexical repre-
sentation, as in durgJ: "rnopoke owl-abs.," gal~mba:r;::
.
,. ;"
"march fly-abs.," wara:buga"white apple tree-abs." Remark-
•
ably, these long vowels occur in only 17 morphemes, and
always fall in even numbered syllables. As the examples
show, underlying long vowels attract stress in the ordinary
way.
There is one more rule that mediates between the vowel
,GUU
length as it is determined above and the stress rule.
Dixon describes it as follows:
(6) Illicit Length Elimination
Shorten vowels occurring in the even syllables
of a word having an odd number of syllables.
It applies in derivations like (7):
"pass by-antipassive-past"(7) barganda-dYi-nYu
barganda:~dYi-nYu Lengthening before .. '~ .-(.1.1 1.
barganda : -dYi: -nYu Penul timate Lengthenj.ng
barganda-dYi:-nYu Illicit Length Elimination
, y' y 3barganda-d i:-n u Stress
We can now begin to dissect Dixon's formulation of the
stress rule, as it is listed under (1). First, we can ask
if the provision requiring that the first long vowel be
iocated is necessary. In words having an odd number of
syllables, it will not: all long vowels must occur in even
numbered syllables by virtue of Illicit Length Elimination,
so that any long vowel can be taken as the starting point
for the alternating pattern. The only possible case in
which finding the leftmost long vowel would be crucial would
be in an even-syllabled word having long vowels in both odd
and even syllables. Interestingly, there are no such words:
they could not arise through the interaction of Penultimate
Lengthening and s~me other source, since this rule only
applies in odd-syl1ab~ed words. Furthermore, a grand
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conspiracy in the YidinY morphology prevents a conflicting
length pattern from arising through any of the other sources
of vowel length. There .is tilUS no need to specify that the
stress rule locates the first long vowel--all that is needed
is (8):
(8) Stress Rule (II)
Stress long vowels, or the initial syllable in
words having no long vowels. stress alternating
'syllables before and after another stress.
There is another, equivalent way of stating (8): sup-
pose we rephrase the rule as (9):
(9) Stress Rule (III)
Stress even numbere(I syllables if t.here is an
even numbered syllable with a long vowel. Other-
wise stress odd numbered syllables.
Under this formulation, there is no need to clean up any
vowel length clashes before the rule applies. The only
clashes that occur are found in odd-syllabled words, which
always receive stress on even syllables, as (9) predicts.
Suppose, then, that length clashes are resolved after the
stress rule applies. If this is so, we can radically simpli-
fy the shortening rule, expressing it in a phonetically
natural way as well:
(10) Illicit Length Elimination
Shorten stressless vowels.
With the new rules, the derivation of barganda-dYi-nYu would
be as follows:
(11) barganda:-dYi:-nYu
, y' ybarganda:-d i:-n u
barg~nda-dY{:-nYu
Lengthening Rules
Stress
Illicit Length EliInination
There is in fact independent evidence showing that this
revision is correct.· An irllportant rule I l'.ave not yet dis-
cussed deletes final vowels or syllables provided that the
word containing them has an odd number of syllables, and
certain segmental conditions are met. The basic form of the
rule (stated non-metrically) is (12):
(12) Final Syllable Deletion
(C)V --+ f6 / #(CoVCoV)o+ Ci--il
where c. is a possible syllable final consonant of YidinY--
1
i.e. any sonorant other than /w/. Notice that this restric-
tion on the rule needn't be made explicit in its formulation:
it follows from McCarthy's (1979a) proposed constraint that
in .the unmarked case., rules apply only when their outputs
can be syllabified according to the canonical patterns of
4the language. The presence of a morpheme boundary in (12)
would cause it as stated to apply only to suffixes, as in
(13) :
(13)a. gali-nYu
gali:-nYu
gali:-nY
"go-past"
Penultimate Lengthening
Final Syllable Deletion
"walk up with-dative sub-
ordinate"
madY i11da·-nYu: -nda
madYinda-nYu:-n
Penultimate Lengthening
Final Syllable Deletion
Actually, a fair number of stems do undergo the rule, as in
/gindanu/ "moon" -;)·ginda:nu ~ ginda:n. The evidence for
the underlying stem final vowel is found when a suffix is
added, as in the ergative gindanu-~gu. Not all stems that
meet the phonological requirements undergo reduction: cf.
/mulari/ "initiated mann --I mula:r.i, not *mula:r:.. Since it
isn't predictable whether a stem will reduce or not, we will
mark this information in the lexicon with the diacritic
[+R] (: Reducible), restating Final Syllable Deletion as
follows:
condition: a or b
Th~ diacritic t+R] serves the same function as Dixon's
"morphophonemes" /A/, lIt', and /U/--the change is made
simpJ.y to make tile rule statable in standard formalism.
With this rule in mind, let us examine some of the rule
orderings that Dixon posits for his system. For the moment,
we will aSSQ~e for the purposes of the argument that Dixon's
formulation of Illicit Length Elimination is the correct one.
First, it can be shown that Illicit Length Elimination must
apply befor~ Final Syllable Deletion, as under Dixon's for-
mulation the former rule is sensitive to the underlying
number of syllables in the word, r~ther than the number found
after Final Syllable Deletion applies. An exarnple of this
is (15):
(15) barganda-dYi-nYu
a. barganda~-dYi:-nYu
barganda:-dYi:-nY
*---
b. barganda:-dYi:-nYu
barganda-dYi:-nYu
barganda-dYi:-nY
lengthening rules
Final Syllable Deletion
Illicit Length Elimination
lengthening rules ·
Illicit Length Elimination
Final Syllable Deletion
In addition, we can say that Yotic Deletion must follow
Final Syllable Deletion, since the latter rule may be
blocked by fyi's that Yotic Deletion later eliminates:
(16) galbiy-ni
galbi:y-ni
g albi:;L"n i
I IV' 11 I(CoVCoV)o+C_
galbl:ni
"catfish-genitive"
PenultLmate Lengthening
Final Syllable Deletion--
blocked
Yotic Deletion
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Compare this with the derivation of /mabi-ni/ "tree kangaroo-
gen.", in which there is no /yj present to blo~k deletion:
(11 ) mabi : -ni
...-" mabi : -n
1
, I
I
Penultimate Lengthening
Final Syllable Deletion
If the /yi in galbi:y-ni deleted before F~nal Syllable Dele-
tion, we would expect a parallel result, namely *galbi:n.
Another argument for this rule ordering shows that
Final Syllable Deletion must also feed Yotic Deletion in
certain cases, as. well as not being l:>led by it:
(18) mabi-yi
mabi:-yi
mabi:-y
mabi:
"tree kangaroo-comitative"
Penultimate Lengthening
Final Syllable Deletion
Yotic Deletion
Our final ordering argument shows that Illicit Length
Elimination must follow Yotic Deletion:
(19) guriliy
guri:liy
guri:li:
guri:li
"black nose wallaby-abs."
Penultimate Lengthening
Yotic Deletion
Illicit Length Elimination
If the opposite order obtained, we would get a final long
vowel.
The reader who has kept all this in nlind so far will
re~lize that we have just demonstrated an ordering paradox,
viz. :
Yotic Deletion .(------------
(20) Illicit Length Elimination
'~
~
Final SYlJ.able Deletion
Dixon claims that the paradox isn't an argument against his
analysis, arguing that since Illicit Length Elimination em-
bodies a surface-true generalization about YidinY word struc-
ture, it should be allowed to apply throughout the
phonological derivation, or at least at the beginning and
end of it. However, this cannot be held to be a privilege
of surface true rules in general. For example, we often find
cases in which rules introduce new syllables into a represen-
tation in order to conform to surface canonical patterns;
thereby rendering a preceding stress rule opaque. This is
found in Hebrew (Prince 1975), Macassarese (Chap'. 3, p. 120),
and English (Chapter 5, Section 7). If these rules were
allowed to apply anywhere, stress would fallon the wrong
syllable. Given the premise that a theory in which rules
must be ordered transitively makes stronger claims about
language, we must regard the ordering paradox as evidence
against Dixon's statement of the rules.
The-paradox arises from Dixon's suspect formulation of
the Illicit Length Elimination rule: it has to precede Final
~u,
Syllable Deletion only because it ha~ been made sensitive
to the underlying syllable count of the word. But a.s we have
seen, this isn't necessary: the crucial inforlnation is also
present in the stress, which falls on even syllables when-
ever the word has an odd number of syllables in underlying
representation. If we state Illicit Length Elimination as
a rule shortening stressless vowels, we eliminate the order- .
ing paradox, since Illicit Length Elimination no longer has
to precede Final Syllable Deletion. This argument bolsters
ou:r· claim concerning' Illicit Length ElimirlatioI'l, which is
already strongly supported by the more natural expression
of the rule it affordSa
We can't claim to be finished though, since even with
our revision, there are still three rules which refer to an
alternating syllabl~ count: stress, Penultimate Lengthening,
and Final Syllable Deletion. The "alternating count" in the
. latter two is implicit in any procedure that determines whe-
ther a word has an odd or even nmnber of syllables--an odd
syllabled word, after all, is just a word in which a syllable
is left over after syllables have been counted off in pairs.
In addition, at least four minor segmental alternations
reter crucially to the odd-even count (for discussion see
GY, pp. 128, 142). Rules that delete or modify segments
based on whether a word has an odd or even number of syl-
lables are not especially common--it would be a colossal
coincidence to find six of them in a. .s~ngle language if all
applied on an independent basis, particularly when the
~uo
language in question has an alternating stress pattern.
To explain how a language co~ld have such a cluster of
rules, it is best to provide a single basis for counting
off syllables which can feed into all of the relevant
rules, rather than counting syllables for each rule separ-
ately. It turns"cut that the metrical structures needed
to account for Yidj.nY stress can provide this basis quite
easil.y. The analysis that follows could be varied in some
of its details,Wbut any of the plausible variants will
accomplish the main task of capturing the common basis of
the rules that refer to syllable·count.
I propose that metrical structure in YidinY is created
by the following rule:
(21)a. Going from left to right, form quantity insen-
sitive, binary feet with right nodes dominant.
b. Form a left dominant word tree.
Some examples are the following:
(22) ao gali~
w s
""
b. gudaga
w s l
. V .
s w
V
c. gudagagu
wsw s
\J ~
s w
V
d. waraabuga
w· s w s
).L ')J
s w
V
e. gudagudaga
wsw s lV v. .
f. gadigadiyni!)gu
wsw s w s
'\I v V
s w w
'SV
Several features of these rules require comment. The
labeling of the feet as w s is obviously preliminary, and
is often revised later in the derivation~ It isn't abso~
lutely necessary for the feet to be labeled at this stage.
However; under my schema for stress rules, a rule of tree
construction must specify either right or left nodes as
dominant, and certain advantages in fact accrue from making
right nodes stron9 early in the derivation.
The geometry of tIle word tree, which makes the lef-t.-
most stress the strongest f is supported by impressionistic
and acoustic observations by David Nash (personal communica-
- tion). Dixon does not mention any distinctions of prominence
among the stresses. If his implicit claim that such distinc-
tions are absent is correct, then we would eliminate the
word tree rule from (21), and complicate slightly the rules
that follow. In view of this uncertainty, I will continue
to. mark syllables only as stressed or unstressed, without
making further distinctions among them.
I have adhered to the standard practice of this thesis
in representing long vowels as geminate in (22)d waraabuga--
there is no evidence that would militate against such an
analysis, and it has the advantage of allowing us to
~.LU
represent pre-lengthening suffixes such as -:dYi and -:ri
as.-VdYi and -Vri, with an unspecified vowel that assi~ilates
to its left neighbor. Further, in fast speech /iyil is often
heard as li:/, again suggesting a geminate interpretation.
The degenerate final feet in odd-syllabled words, such
as (22)b and e, must be eliminated, since the final syllables
of such words aren't stressed on the surface. This can be
done either by positing a rule deleting non··branching feet,
or by placing a constraint on foot construction to the ef-
feet that all feet it creates must branch. In either event,
the revised structures for (22)b and e will be:
(23)b. gudaga
wsw
-¥;j
e • gudagudag a
wsw s w
V \I
s w
,/
s
The word final syllables will not be adjoined to their ad~
jacent feet, since as right nodes they would not satisfy
the constraint on Stray Syllable Adjunction requiring that
adjoined nodes be recessive.
Once the metrical structure has been created, there is
no need for any further rules to count up syllables, since
the information needed is already present in the tree. For
example, Penultimate Lengthening can now be expressed as a
rule lengthening strong penults, as in (24):
8
I
V -. vv / -#
-
where 6 stands for a syllable. It will apply only in odd
syllabled words, since only these words have penultimate
~tress at this level of the derivation. Examples are:
b.
gudagudaga
w s 'lwV .
guda~da
w s.~s
')l l
s w
V
gudagudaaga
wsw s w
V V
s w,/
s
There is a problem with the formulation of (24), in that it
. would incorrectly lengthen underlying VV to ~~~. This seems
to be part of a general problem with vowel lengthening rules
in a system where long vowels are counted as geminate--
typically lengthening rules display the pattern V -~ VV,
VV ~ VV rather than V ~ VV, VV ~ VVVV. In the present
case, we can again invoke McCarthy's claim that phonological
rules apply only if their output can be syllabified accord-
ing to the canonical pattern of the language. If this is
so, underlying VV could not be converted into \~ since
canonical YidinY syllables lHay not contain VVVV sequences.
In such cases, Penultimate Lengthening would be blocked,
leaving the long vowels as VV.
The metrical theory also provides a simple account for
Final Syllable Deletion:
(26) (0) V ~
<+R)
condition: a or b
Some examples are:
(21) "go up-pastil "walk up"dative
subordinate"
gali-nYu
wsw¥;j
madYlnda-nYu~nda
wsw s w
\L ~
s w
's/
formation of
metrical structure
madYinda-nYuu-nda P enultimate
wsw s w Lengthening
~V. ,,/
s w
,/
s
gs.lii-nY
w s
_V __
madYinda-nYuu-n
wsw s
\.L .~
W S
V
Final Syl1 able
Deletion
It should be noted that in addition to simplifying the
rules of Penultimate Lengthening and Final Syllable nele-
tion, the n4etrical theory has made thenl more phonetically
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natural as well, since lengthening of stressed syllables and
deletion of stressless ones is quite common. The various
minor segmental rules that nixon claims are sensitive to
syllable count can similarly be made sensitive to local pro-
perties of the metrical tree. As numerous accounts are
available, I will not formalize these rules here.
The next rule in the ordering after Final Syllable Dele-
tion is Yotic Deletion, which will require further discussion.
This rule, it will be recalled, maps liyl and liiyl onto Iii
and Iii;' in the following way:
(28) fly11,.
In a representation in which long vowels are phonologicalJ.y
geminate, we might write this rule as (29):
However, there is some evidence for a different formulation.
Dixon observes that when final /iy/ occurs in an even syl-
lable before the stress neutral enclitic ::(a)la "now," the
Iii lengthens, but the /y/ doesn't delete:
(30) galbiy#ala ~ galbi:y#ala 'Ocatfish-abs. -now"
This suggests that lengthening of Iii bafore tl and deletion
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of syllable final /y/ are separate processes:
(31) 8. :l ~ ij~ /--Jif
b. Y ~ ~ / i_J$
The /y/ deletion rule would apply only above the level of the
phonological word (perhaps at the level of the grammatical
word, which may contain several phonological words in YidinY).
The non-deletion of /y/ in (30) would then follow, assuming
that syllabification may take place across internal word
boundaries. The revised analysis obviates the need for a
special /y/ insertion rule in these cases (GY p. 97).5
Once all the rules introducing length have applied, the
feet may be labeled in their final form, as in (32):
(32) On the [+syl] projection, relabel all the feet
such tha~ dominant nodes are strong iff a domi-
nant node of any foot branches~
Some examples of relabeling are the following:
~ ,
~da~da~a
, I , V I
wsw s w
V V
s w,/
s
..
"houses-
locative"
c.
, ~
waraabuga
W'." I ,S W S
V ~
s w
V
II
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Rule (32) clearly has the effect of (9), stressing even syl-
lables iff there is an even syllable with a long vowel. But
the teleology of the rule is a mystery: it is phonetically
natural for stress to be retracted off of short vowels, but
we don't understand why all of the feet should retain iambic
labeling if just one of them is forced to by its long vowel.
I would specul.ate that the "purpose" of the rule is to re-
tract stress off of final vowels, subject to two fai~ly
natural provisions: that no stress clashes (i.e. sequences
of two strong syllables) may be formed, and that no branching
dominant nodes may be labeled weak. We miqht then formulate
. the rule as in (34);
(34) F
1\
w s
ConJition: may not apply if the output
contains a dominant node that branohes
on the (+syl) projection.
Some examples are:
dYimudYimu."t'U-la
tit , , •
WSW S W S
_~ V ~
s w w
's(j
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dYimudYimUru-la
, • '.' I ,8 wsw s w
V \I V
s w w
'V
c~ot apply; would produceb.
,
mabii
. "w s
---\I
, ~
waraabuga
, • V I ,
wsw s
\L "s w
. \./
*mabii
, v
S w
\l
*waraabuga
J. V , ,
s wsw)L \L
s w
V
~
c. g1.;ldaaga
, " Iwsw
-'\j.
c~ot apply; no word final foot
There is a bit of evidence suqqestinq that this is riqht:
the clitic -# (a) l.a "now" may optionally be integrated into
the stress pattern of the word to which it is adjoined
(GY, p. 97). If the latter is even syllabled we get even
syllable stress:
(36) , ~ y ~gali!Jaln u#la
, y'
OR gali,aln ula
Itgo-comitative-past-now"
Notice that the shift of stress to even syllables occurs
even though there are no long vowels--Penultimate Length-
ening does not apply above the word level. However, we don't
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need a long vowel to explain the stress shift: if the stress
rules are allowed to reapply optionally above ,the word level,
the observed stress pattern is derived:
The rightmost foot will not be relabeled s w by (34), since
it isn't word final.
Once stress has been settled in the right place, we can
shor'ten all the unstressed vowels, as we proposed earlier.
Stated metrically, the rule takes the form (38):
(38)
vv ~ V /
Examples are
w
I
(39)a.
b • gt;J~riliy, , ,
wsw
'1;)
~riili
, v I
W S \1
~
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This concludes our revision of YidinY phonology. We
have seen that the stress pattern requires a new sort of
labeling rule, which has the effect of assimilating the
labeling of the feet to one another. However, the analysis
has the great'advantage·of capturing the common basis of the
many rules which must refer to syllable count. It is
interesting that the metrical feet needed to make the analy~
sis work are perceived intuitively by Dixon himself:
(40) YidinY plainly pref~rs each word to contain
a whole number of disyllabic stress units (all
of the type S(tressed)-U(nstressed), or of the
type US). (GY, p. 41)
The metrical analysis formalizes this intui·tion, and justi-
fies it by providing a simplified analysis of the,various
rules that crucially refers to the "disyllabic units,"
. a. k. a. metrical feet.
It is also enlightening to see how the analysis might
be carried out using a segmental stress feature. The effect
of foot construction could be approximated by an iterative
rule such as (41):
(41) V -7 t·stress] /
Penultimate Lengthening and Final Syllable Deletion could
then be stated as lengthening or deleting
and [-st~ess]
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respec~ively, with a parallel
approach taken for the minor segmental ruleso However, when
the time ~ame to place stress in its proper final position,
we would need" a rule like (4 ):
v
+stresB
-long 1
t+str]
2 3
(-strl
4
1 2 3 4
Rule (42) is not only complex, but also misses a generaliza-
tion, since it doesn't explain why the assignment of stress
to the odd vowels should be accompanied by removal of stress
from the even vowels. Under a metrical theory, where stress
is a relative matter, this is automatic.
My proposals are not the first metrical account of YidinY
phonolog7. I will discuss here briefly the analysis of Nash
(1979). Nash's ingenious proposal is more ambitious than
mine, in that it attempts to predict all vowel length from
the stress pattern, rather than vice versa. The basic metri-
cal rule is the following (Nash 1979, p. 116):
(43)a. From (N.B.) right to left, pair syllables into
binary feet (labeled s w).
b. If the first foot branches, group the feet into
a left branching word tree. Otherwise, group
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the feet into a right branching word tree.
The rule produces the contrasting metrical structures of (44):
(44)a.
b. v' v' ,dt/:!.mudtlimuru-la
s wsw s w
V V V
s w w
'V
"whale-ergative"
"houses-locative"
Notice that in (44)a we would expect penultimate main stress.
This prediction is corrected, at least to the point where the
murky data can indicate, by a rule to be described later.
Using these trees, Penultimate Lengthening can be stated as
. lengthening the strongest vowel of the word, provided it isn't
initial, as in (45):
(45)
Nash doesn't formalize Final Vowel Deletion, but the right
results obtain if it is restricted to apply only in strong
final feet.
The long vowels that in Dixon's system are underlying
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or derived from !x# are accounted for in Nash's rules by
forming aberrcnt metrical trees, constructed so that the
vowel in question will be the strongest syllable of the
word, as in (46):
(46)a~ warabuga ~ wara:buga "white apple trse-
N J. S, ,ll r aba .""s s"
w s w s
V V
be galbi"y~ . --. galbi: "catfish-abs. II
lL -'--l.
w s w s
V V
The long vowels result from the rule lengthening the· strongest
vowel of the word. Notice that (46)a predicts that there
will be no secondary stress on the final syllable of wara:buga.
This contradicts Dixon's specification of the stress pattern,
al though the explici t datum needed -to refute Nash I s claim is
not found in Dixon's grammar.
Nash's analysis encounters more difficulties in handling
the suffixes that induce length on the preceding syllable.
It will be recalled that this length shows up on the surface
, v' y
only in stressed syllables (cf. barganda:-d-i:-n u ~
ba~glndadY{:nY). In Nash's system this is handled by restric-
ting the morphological lengthening rule to apply only to
strong syllables, as in (47):
(47) v -+
s
[+long] / ~ Co rSuffix 1~Pre-LengtheningJ
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magi-ri·~nal-da-nYu-nda
~ -- --- "climb up-comitative-
I coming , aspect-dative
sUbordinate"
Unfortunately, the stress rules don't always put the stress
where this will work. In particular, words like waw~-dYi-~Y:
"see-antipassive-past" are derived incorrectly:
(48) *w~wa-dY{-nYu
-s wsw
\L ,"J
s~w
The pre-suffixal lengthening rule won't apply to (48), since
the pre-suffixal vowel isn't stressed. To fix this up, Nash
must complicate the foot labeling rule in the following way:
(49) Feet are labeled s W, except that they are all
labeled w s throughout a word in which an irregu-
lar (i.e. pre-lengthening--BH) affix begins any
foot and no consecutive w w syllables result.
(p. 126)
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Applied to wawa-dYi-nYu this produces
(50) wawa-dYi--nYu
wsw s
V \L_
·Vw
Notice that the stressing predicted here differs from that
assigned to the phonetically parallel wara:buga under (46)a.
. -
The provision in Nash's rule prohibiting w w sequences is
intended to prevent·words like barganda-dYi-nYu from being
labeled as in (51)~
(51) barganda-dYJ.-nYu
J wsw s.V 'L
I will now present some reasons why my analysis might
be preferred to Nash's. Note first that both analyses re-
quire unusual labeling rules which have the effect of label-
ing everyone of the feet of the word iambic if just one
foot has a certain property. However, in my analysis the
relevant property is a natural one, in which long vowels
attract stress" whereas Nash I s rule must refer to a diacri ti-·
cally marked distinction, opposing the pre-lengthening suf-
fixes to the others. Furthermore, Nash's analysis must refer
to this disti.nction twice, in the labeling rule and again in
the lengthening rule i t.self. Under my analysis the diacri til..:
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distinction need be: l.'eferred to only i.n the lengthening rule,
with the stress derived by a rule that is independently
needed to stress word~ with lexical long vowels and final
iy#. Finally, the rule constructing the word tree in Nash's
analysis appears to be unattested elsewhere; whereas my word
tree rule is of a very common type"
Further arguments can be found in other parts of YidinY
phc,'nology. The:ce is a late phonetic rule in YidinY that
shifts str~ss from the second vowel of a word to the first,
· th t d · 1 1 h · b ., d Y " b' d Y ~ ,W~ au regar ~o vowe engt, as 1n ara: 1na ~ ara: lI~
"punch-antipassive-purposive." The rule applies optionally,
but according to Nash is the norm rather than the exception
in connected speech. This is why it is difficult to find
phonetic evidence against Nash's right branching word trees,
as in (44)b. Nash's forrn~lation of ·the stress fronting rule
is as if' (52):
A
s w
This will work in even-syllabled worag like bara:dYina, as
•
(53) shows:
, v ~($3) bar8:d~ina .-+
w"s W 8
'Y' Y.
S n
\/'
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But the rule fails when it is applie~ to examples like
~ali:na "go-pllrposive":
(54) ,gali:naJ S W
"Iw s
V
The rule places stress on the first syllable, but incorrect-
ly fails to remove stress from the second. In order to de~
,
rive -the correct 9a1i: na, an a~ hoc rule of destressing would
be needed. Under my system, however, a single straight-
forward rule is all that is needed:
(55) F
A
w a
F
1\
s w
/ #
-
a.
, y ,
bal'aad ina
w· s w s
V \I
s w
'V
,
b. galiina
wsw
-~
~
gallinaS¥J
Because the feet are assigned from left to right, the domain
of the rule will always be a foot.
A similar argument that the constitutent. structllres
assigned by my analysis are the correct ones follows from
an observation of Dixon's:
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(56) When (informant) Dick Moses recorded a YidinY
song, tle missed exactly one disyllab io uni t
each time he took breath--this was either a
complete word (the first bU~~~ of bti~u b~~
,
yi~al), or else the first two syllables of a
trisyllabic word (bugu from bu5Pi: ba dY~ndultibi
dylna ~) . (GY, p. 41 )
Dixon's observation makes sense only if the constituent
structure for trisyllabic words is as my analysis rather
than Nash's predicts=
(57) bugu:b a
wsw
V
vs. bugu:baJ S WV
w s
V
Under my analysis, we can say that what Moses left out was
simply a foot, rather than the arbitrary desigIlation "two
syllables. " We conclude from these facts that ~lasrl' s
analysis makes too many wrollg empirical predictions to be
tenable, and should be rejected in favor of my analysi.s or
a better one.
4. Conclusion
What do the cases presented in this chapter tell us
about labeling rules? First, it seems that the range of
freedom for labeling rules is fairly large: rules may refer
to various criteria of branching, various conditions on the
nodes being labeled (including morphological .ones), and
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external conditions such as that found in rhythm rules and
the foot labeli.ng rule of YidinY • But it is clear tha t some
rules are nlore highly valued than others: for example,
branching nudes obviously attract strong labeling, so that
we would be surprised to find a rule that labeled dominant
nodes strong iff they do not branch, or iff their sister
recessive nodes do branch. Further, it seems that at least
among the feet, dominant nodes tend to attract stress, as is
eviden~ed by two phenomena: the absence of feet (and pos-
sibly clny trees) in which all recessive nodes are labeled
strong, and the prevalence of the labeling convention "dorni--
nant nodes strong" over the convention ndominant nodes strol1g
iff they branch. II In addition, it is fairly clear that un-
marked labeling rules avoid stress clashes, in some as yet
undefined sense of the term. This claim is supported by the
absence of feet (again, possibly trees) in which all reces-
. sive nodes are strong, by the YidinY labeling rule, and by
the existence of rhythm rules of various sorts in many
languages. Finally, we can state with some confidence that
the two least marked labeling conventions are dominant nodes
strollg, and dominant nodes strong iff they branch.
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Footnotes to Chapter 4
lThis is in fact a Classical Arabic form, as it ~~)uld
be stressed by a Cairene speaker. Words of this pattern do
not exist in the Cairene dialect, but the Cairene stress
rule is productively' extended to Classical words.
2 .
4Thanks to Alan Prince for pointing this out to me.
3This is not a surface form. The remainder of the
derivation will be discussed later.
40ixon actually specifies that C. must be a possible
1
word final, rather than syllable final consonant~ It does
no harm to use the latter designation, since the possible
word final and syllable final consonants in YidinY are the
same.
51 £ the revised analysis is correct, it also obliterates
our ordering paradox argument against Dixon's version of
Illicit Length Elimination. The rules may now be ordered
as follows: i ~ i.i /_.__y# , Illicit Length Elimination,
Final Vowel Deletion, y ~ ¢ 1 ]$. However, since the
other arguments again~Dixon's formulation seem powerful
enough, this is of little consequence~
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Chapter 5: Where does English Fit In?
1. In'troductory
Earlier in this thesis I have suggested that the rules
of tree construction that are sensitive to quantity have
only two· options for the size of foot they may construct:
binary and unbounded. Further, I have suggested that if a
foot construction rule is se.nsitive to quantity, it allows
only the dominant terminal node to branch. An obvious chal-
le~ge for such a system is the stress system of English,
which abounds in ternary feet, including ternary feet in
which the rightmost recessive node is a branching rime.
Such feet are found in English in both strong and weak posi-
tions, and both word finally and earlier in the word, as
(1) shows:
(I) ~ ,deteriorate
, "heterodox
'- ~Nebuchadnezzar
, h ~l'parap erna la
'.Amer1can
~ 1la.byrinth
What I want to show here is that the optimum description of
the English stress system not only doesn't need rules that
construct ternary feet, but must in fact exclude such rules--
that in fact every ternary foot that appears on the surface
in English is the result of formal ~evices other than actual
ternary foot construction. The devices that will be found
to be necassary are (1) extrametricality: (2) destressing
rules; (3) segmental rules applying after foot construction.
A few preliminaries are necessary here. I will assume
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roughly the same taxonomy of vow~ls as that found in Halle
(1977):
(2) Long
divine
obscene
vane
Short
pit
pet
pat
pounce
moon
vote
put
putt
pot
Bermuda
poi.nt
impudent
--
Catawba
Chic~_go
It isn't especially crucial what phonological system we
assume underlies the vowels of (2); all that will be needed
here is a set of un~erlying representations in which the long
vowels contain two consecutive segments and the short vowels
contain one 0 For concr:eteness I will assume the following
underlying forms, in which vowel length lias ,been expressed
as gemination by our standard practice:
(3) Long
divine lii/ pounce luu/
obscene lee/ moon /00/
vane /a ae / vote /~t~./
Bermuda IA.,."t l Catawba I~L 'JJI
point /~ ; / Chicago /aa/
..&
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Short
pit
pet
p~t
Iii
lei
lit /
impudent /:±/
The correct surface forms are obtained by applying Vowel
Shift and Backness Adjustment to all tense vowels (N.B. all
non-low short vowels are lax); inserting /y/ before /~/ and
rounding it (optionally, if it is short); and unrounding /~l/.
In ,the examples that follow, I will primarily use orthography
rather than the representations of (3) in order ·to increase
legibility.
We will assume here the following syllable divisions
for English. Sequences of the form VCV will be syllabified
in. the unmarked way, i.e. V.CV, at least at the point in the
derivation at which the stress rules apply~ For discussion
of possible later resyllabification, see Kahn (1976),
Selkirk (ms. a). Sequences of the form (4):
(4) V obstruent
[
liqUid}
glide
v
will be divided after the initial vowel, as suggested in
Chapter 1. The evidence for this, it will bp recalled, is
that the various phonological rules of English that are
sensitive to the distinction between open and closed syl~
lables all treat the first syllabl~ of (4) as open. Se-
quences of the form (5):
(5) V s obstruent
"( { li~Uid}\ V
gl1de )
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are more controversial. Kahn (1976) claims that they are
always syllabified so that everytIling after the fiI.'st vowel
falls in the second syllable, citing such stressings as
, , , .
~rch~stra, .pedestal, and sacr1stan. However, the great
majority of words ending in V s [-son] V C
o
# in fact have
penultimate stress, which suggests that Kahn's examples
might attest an aberrant, lexically marked syllable division.
The same pattern is found among the other rules of English
that are sensitive to open syllables. For example, a rule
discussed below which destresses medial open syllables in
weak position typically treats /s/ before an obstruent as
34134 1 3 4 ~
closing its syllable: cf. infestation, detestation, elast~-
cit~. One can make a similar argument from the gap in the
distribution of the triphthong Iyuw/ in English: by and
large, this vowel is found in a non-final syllable only if
it is open, as in futile, cupric, putrid. Orthograp11ic u
in closed non-final syllables is generally pronounced ~\/,
as in buxom, ductile, sumptuous~ Without taking a stand on
whether this is due to a phonological rule or a lexical re-
dundancy rule, we note that Is/'s occurring before obstruents
generally behave here as if they closed the preceding syl-
lable: cases like rustic, musket, custard are far more com-
man than cases like eustachian. Again, the facts suggest
that V • s obstruent V syllable divisions are the exceptional
case.
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Kahn's best argument lies in his claim that initial
we~k syllables in words beginning with #Covs [-son]V are
regularly destressed, which is the normal case for open, but
not closed syllables in this position. However, numerous
examples from Kenyon and Knott (1948) such as m[~]stitisl
", "" ,~[ -:>] stensible, pI [ae] sticity., pre] stiferous, m[ae.] scara,
, , . '- ,
m[s]stizo, M[A]skogee suggest that the regularity of destres-
sing in this position is a pecularity of Kahn's o\m dialect.
I find that in my own speech, many words undergo Destressing
'0; .... o'~ '0- ~
optionally, as in n[ae,alsturtium, rae ,alstyanax, [f,a]scut-
cheon. Thi~ variation suggests that we may be observing a
sound change in progress, a recently introduced rule that
resyllabifies /s/ when it occurs at the end of a weak initial
syllable. Since this rule must be ordered after the stress
rules, and since none of the other arguments concerning
syllable division appear to be affected by the change, we
are still free to assume that /s/ before an obs·truent ncr-
mally closes its syllabl.e for purposes of stress assignment.
We will assume the following procedure for constructing
the word tree in English. As we will see later, the word
tree must always be right branching, unless a left branching
tree results from cyclic rule application: word tree struc-
ture left over from earlier cycles is simply joined up with
feet created on the curr~nt cycle (see Kiparsky 1979)~ The
conventions for labe:ing the tree were discussed in part in
the preceding chapter. They are stated more fully as follows,
roughly in the form provided by Liberltlan and Prince (1977):
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(6) In the configuration Nl N2 , label the dominant
node N~ as strong iff
a. It branches:
--. . , .gernl.nat1()n ,
s wsw
_V \l
w s
V
b. N1 dominates a non-branching rime, and N2
doesn't dominate a suffix:
police --.
.LL
w s
V
,
policeWL~s
but
., ,
cathode
LL
s w
V
c. The· tree dominates a verb or adjective, N1
doesn 1 t branch J and N2 doesn't dominate ~ate
,,~ " ~ " ,. ,
or .~ze: bombard, august caterwaul, donateLL.LL syW L Jl
W B W ssw sw
V V V Y
d. The tree
a stem.:
dominates a. verb, N2 dominates
, ,
inteJ'sect
s w l~'l __
w s
V
In addition to these labeling rules, I assume a set of dia-
criti.cs to allow for the labeling of exceptional cases.
These include nouns with strong but non-branching final feet
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, ~ ~ ,(Tennessee, Kalama2oo)i bisyl1abic words which have non-
, , ~
branching i,nitial rimes but get initial stress anyway (~bb1,
, ,
Kellogg); and, quite rarely, words with weak final branching
~, "feet (Ladefoged, E?meqranat~).
A final matter that must be addressed here i's the ques-
tion of how productive the English stress rules are. It is
quite possible that English words are in fact listed i.n .the
lexicon already stressed (i.e. already having metrical struc~
ture) , rather than having their stress derived after th~y are
inserted in surface structure. Some evidence for this lies
in the fact that word formation rules are often sensitive to
the stress of their input words. This appears to be true both
for rules of word~boundary affixation (Aronoff 1976) and for
rules that attach morpheme boundary affixes (Strauss 1979).
The rules that follow thus might be regarded in a sense as
lexical redundancy rules, despite their rather derivational
appearance.
To say that English stress is listed in the lexicon,
however, is not to deny that speakers of English have exten·-
sive knowledge of the English stress pattern. The situation
seems to be that the English stress rules define the maximum
distance to the left that stress may be assigned or retracted
(i.e. the maximum size foot that may be constructed), without
specifying that this maximum be reached. We thus get words
, ,
like antenn~, Mississippi, where the stress rules would pre-
, ,
diet antenna, Mississippi. A proposal to handle these cases
will be made shortly. That native speakers recognize and
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obey the maximum is exemplified nicely by the pronunciation
" ,of. Russian words such as babushka, Ninotchka as babushka,
· , 1N1notchka by any Eng! sh speaker ~ho knows them but is
sufficiently ignorant of Russian. In general, words of the
, .. 0,
form Xo X H X, where H is a heavy syllable, are fairly sys-
tematically excluded from English,2 a result which will
follow from the rules to be presented here.
2. Extrametricality Rules in English
With these preliminaries out of the way, we can now
examine in detail some of the stress pJ.acement phenomena
of English. One of the problems for the theory of syllable
weigllt proposed here is the stress behavior displayed by
English verbs and a large number of adjectives. These words
receive final stress if they end in a string of at least two
consonants or with a syllable having a long vowel, and other-
wise penultimate stress, as in (4):
., , ~(1) obey torment astonish
, , ~
atone usurp develop
, ~ ,divine robust common
. , , ,
d:Lscreet overt illicit
This is due to the historical application of a more natural,
Latin-like stress rule, followed by the loss of inflectional
endings, with the position of the stress remaining the same.
The criterion for when a final rime receives stress is thus
not simply that of whether it is branching or non-branching:
A
under our system, the final rime of edit counts as branching
just as much as the final rime of div~.3
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However, a
simple adjustment will make the proposed branching crite-
rion work: suppose that in all English words, final con~
sonants are extrametrical. This can be accomplished by a
rule like (2):
(2) ·Consonant Extrametricality
C -+ [+ex] / ]
The stress pattern ~f the verbs and adjectives will then
follow from an ordinary, unmarked quantity sensitive rule,
such as (3):
(3) English stress Rule
At the-right edge of the word, form a binary foot
on the rime projection, with the left node
dominant •
. Feet constructed by (3) are labeled by the unmarked conven-
tion, dominant nodes strong. We can now begin the deriva-
tions of the words of (4):
(4) atone usurp develop
a ,;)n uu urp e e op Rime Projection
I 'V v '<j I • V
a :><.~p) uu ur(p) e e o(~) Consonant Extra-I v \/ , , \ ... metricality
~ '<C) uu u:r(p) e e o(p) English stress
-=--r , , ,.. Rulea w~t: __
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The surface metrical structures for these words are then
derived by additional foot construction, word tree con-
struction, and destressing of initial syllabl.es:
(5) , , ,. ~atone usurp developWL iL wsw\f~ w sV
The stress pattern of nouns is somewhat different.
In these words the final syllable always recei,ves stress if
it contains a long vowel:
(6) , . ,Manl.tou
.... ,
monsoon
, ."Mackl.naw
, ,
veto l ' '·dP anetoJ.
, ....
cavalcade
, ,
mi santhrope
The final syllable also sometimes receives stress even if
its vowel is short. Stressing of words of the latter type
is lexically idiosyncratic, although tendencies can be dis-
cerned which are governed by the final consonant or conso-
na~ts of the word (see Ross 1972).
~
.'
, , , ~(7 ) manJ.ac Isaac insect subject
,
'.
, , , ,
parsn1p catsup gymnast tempest
, " , , " h~lixproton apron narthex
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Generally, the final syllable is more likely to be stressed
if it contains a consonant cluster or a non-coronal conso-
nant in its rime. Howevex, these are only tendencies, as
(7) shows.
The stressing of long vowels will be accounted for
here by a rule assigning a monosyllabic foot structure to
rimes containing them:
(8) On the [+syl] proj·ection, construct a non-
branching foot in which the dominant node
(i.e. the only node) must branch.
Rule (8) applies quite generally, although its effects are
sometimes eliminated on the surface by the applicati~n of
destressing rules. I assume that final stress in words like
those of (7) follows from their being represented prior to
the application of the stress rules with a word final mOIlO-
. syllabic foot:
(9) insect
-L
parsnip
_.__L
The loose regularities in final stressing discovered by Ross
can be accounted for by redundancy rules correlating the
presence or absence of this final foot with the nature of
the final consonant(s). Given the irregularity of the
stressing of final syllables with lax vowels, a purely lexi-
cal solution seems to be the best one here.
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When the final syllable of a noun is stressless, the
situation is more regular. Generally, a heavy penult will
receive stress in these cases, while the antepenult will
receive stress if the penult if light:
(10) , .
, ,
Amer~ca Arizona agenda
, , app~ndixdiscipline factotum
'b ·
, ,
la yr1nth elitist amalgam
These cases can be stressed by the same English Stress Rule
as was postulated for verbs and monomorphemic adjectives,
provided that we mark the final rimes of the nouns as extra-
metrical:
(11) Noun Extrametricality
R --t [+ex ] / ] N
Rules (11) and (3) interact to stress labyrinth and Arizona
. as follows:
(12) labyrinth Rime Projection
labyrin(th) Ariz~~n8
~·LLU
leby(rinth) Ariz~j(na)
.Jl1L.-. LL..L-l-
Consonant Extrgmetri-
cality
Noun Extrgmetricality
laby(rinth)
.lJ \Y_
8 w
._\l F
,
labyrinth
.llJL.
s w w
--.\'..\1--.-..-- F
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Ar1z,~(na) English stress Rule
--.....---F
Stray SyllAble Ad-
junction
other rules
Notice also that when a word has a final monosyllabic foot
underlyingly, it is still susceptible to the effects of
Noun Extrametricality, as is shown by words like Merrimack,
Adirondack:
(13) Merrimack
~L
Merri(mack)
......-..--L
Merri(mack)
8V W L
, "Merrimack
s w L'-., ,
s w
V
Adirondack
Adiron( dack)
.-----.-L
Adiron(dack)
, "Adirondack
LLL
wsw
\)'
underlying
representatior.l
Noun Extrametricality
English stress Rule
other rules
In some nouns, stress is not retracted back as far as the
rules expressed so far would indicate:
~(14) persimmon
,
Kentucky
,
Mississippi
~
antenna
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Such nouns could be handled in a number of ways: for example,
we could make them exceptions to Noun ExtrametricalitYi or
we could assign their penultimate syllables the diacritic
[+H] to ma~e them honorarily heavy. Some evidence to bear
on this question will be presented in Section 6.
Many adjectives follow the same pattern as the regular
nOU11S. These adjecti'~es typically end with suffixes such as
-aI, -ous, -ant, -ent, and -ive, as in (15):
"(15) municipal
magn~nimous
,
significant
,
innocent
,
primitive
adjectival
,
desirous
1 · ,c a~rvoyant
,
complacent
,
conducive
,
fraternal
,
tremendous
,
reluctant
,
dependent
, .
expensJ..ve
These contrast ~with the monomorphernic adjectives of (1),
which are stressed according to the pattern of verbs. We
can account for the difference with the following rule:
(16) Adjective Extrametricality
R ~ l+ex] /+ lA
The operation of Adjective Extrametricality is illustrated
below:
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(17) Magnani (mous ) reluc(tant) Adjective Extremetri-
cality
magnani (moue) reluc (tent) English stress Rule
s w
--l.-V
magnanimous reluctant Stray Syllable
s w w s w AdjunctionV~ '-"-
...
, ,
magnanim~us1 s W w.
"J
w s
V
,
reluctant
wsw
'V
other rules
There are two adjectival suffixes which are exceptions to
Adjective Extrametricality: -ic and -ide Adjectives formed
. by these suffixes receive penultimate stress, as follows:
(18) intrepi(d)
intrepi(d)
s w
v:
,
intrepid
wsw\;'!
economi(c)
economi(c)
s w
'Iv
, ,
economic
s wsw
~ \J.
w s
V
Consonant Extrrumetri-
cality
Adjec tiva ExtrB:Lne,tri ..
cality
English stress Rule
other rules
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The overall picture here is one of lexical idiosyncracy
in. the behavior of final syllables, but rigid constraint on
how far back stress may be placed in non-final syllables and
in the stressing of long vowels. Final syllables are marked
for whether or not they have a non-branching final foot, and
for whether they are extrametrical or not. These markings
are governed by rules sensitive to the identity of the final
consonants, the identity of any final suffixes, and the part
of speech to which the word belongs. These rules for the
most part express only tendencies, as most of them have ex-
ceptions which are not perceived to be phonologically deviant
The English Stress Rule and Long Vowel Stressing, by contrast,
are virtually exc~ptionless, thus accounting for the deviance
~ 0 0
of imaginary words like Liberman and Prince's poni[Dow]d
~ 0 II>(where the L9ng Vowel Stressing hasn't applied) and podectal
(wh~re stress has been ret~acted f\lrther back than the Eng-
lish Stress Rule will allow). We can also see why the Rus-
, ,
sian words Ninotchka and babushka were adapted into English
with penultimate stress.
The theory has accounted for this pattern of facts while
remaining within t~e set of formal devices allowed under the
general framework--we have used a monosyllabic foot construc-
tion rule, a rule assigning quantity-based binary feet, and
rules assigning extrametricality to single consonants and
rimes. What I haven't shown is why the proposal is to be
preferred over other aCCO\lnts. For example, under a looser
framework we could unify all non-lexical stress placement
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in nouns by specifying a single rule of foot construction
such as (19), repeated from Chapter 1:
(19) At the right edge of a word, construct the
l~rgest possible foot, subject to the following
conditions:
i. The foot is right branching, with sister
nodes labeled s w.
ii. The foot may not contain more than three
syllables.
iii. The rightmost weak syllable of the foot
must not contain a long vowel.
iv. The remaining weak syllable, if there is
one, must be light.
In addition, my analysis hasn't accounted for a large number
of ternary feet that occur other than in word final position.
These generally are found in systematically definable environ-
ments. One type, for example, shows up in Greek prefixes
, , ~ ,
ending in -0, such as in heterodox, helicograph. Ternary
feet are also found in weak stress~d position in long mono-
h e ~ h --. , k ~ 1 · , , · 11morp em1C wor~s, sue as W1nnepesau ee, K1 1manJaro. F1na y,
ternary feet are often formed crossing over the phonetic se-
j e v / • d '.' , "d h · dquence . 1V I as 1n eter10rate, meteoro1. In t e rema1n er
of this chapter I will show that none of these ternary feet
need be constructed by a ternary fqot construction rule per
se--that in every case the evidence points to an analysis in
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which only binary feet are assigned ~t an earlier stage of
the derivation, with the surface ternary foot derived by
Stray Syllable Adjunction. Sections 3 and 4 will support
and defend the analysis just presented concerning the con-
struction of word final feet. The sections that follow deal
with the other environments in which ternary feet are found,
and will motivate solutions in which it is binary feet that
are assigned by rule. The overall result will support the
restrictions on the form of foot construction rules that I
have proposed.
3. Stress Retraction
In this section we will fill in some further details
of our system, discussing how the feet are constructed which
lie to ,the left of the one constructed by the English Stress
Rule. In the cour~e of doing so, we will discover an argu-
ment that supports the proposal of the previous section, by
. which word final feet in English are constructed with the
aid of extrametricality rules.
It will be helpful to have a straw man available, both
for purposes of attacking and in order to have a basis for
describing some of the phenomena involved. I will adopt here
aS,my straw man a modified version of the proposal for Eng-
lish stress assignment made in Liberman and Prince (1977),
adapted into a more purely metrical framework. These authors,
it will be recalled, use the feature [+stressl instead of
distinguishing between foot and word'trees. However, trans-
lation of what they claim into a foot based framework
should be fairly straightforward. Liberman and Prince pro-
pose the following as the basic stress rule of English:
In metrical terms, (1) is essentially the equivalent of (19)
in the previous section. The rule applies iteratively from
right to left, assigning all the stresses of the word.
Liberman and Prince note, however, that stress often is not
placed as far to the left as (1) implies. Such non-maximal
stress assignment is typically triggered by parti~ular suf-
fixes. For example, the suffix -ate fairly generally places
stress two syllables to its left, without regard to the
quantity of the immediately preceding syllable:
(2) '. , .des.1gnate
~ ,
exacerbate
, f' 'tcon l.sca e
, "~coruscate
, ,
concentrate
( ,
art~culate
To account for this, it might seem that we need a special
stress rule for -ate, which we will give the name strong
Retraction:
(3) Strong Retraction
V ~ [+stress]/ coVco[+stress]
Similarly, many suffixes having a long vowel, such as -ine,
-oid, -ile,' etc., usually place stress on the immediately
preceding syllable if it is heavy, otherwise two syllables
to the left:
(4)
, ,
molybdenite
, ,
selenite
s61enoid
, ..
cyanide
, ,
stalagm1te
h · , d 'arc J.man r1te
11 ' '.rno usco1d
, ,
peroxide
This suggests a further stress rule, which we will call.
Weak Retraction:
(S) Weak Retroaction
V --+ [+stressl /_Co(VC~) t+stress]
Liberman and Prince noted, however, that both Strong and
Weak Retraction are in fact expressible as substrings of the
full English Stress Rule:
(6) V --. [+stress] /__Co(VC lo >(veo ) [ # 1C+stress}
v -. C+stress] / e (vel)
.-- 0 0
(VC:o ) (+stress] (strong)
C+stress] (Weak)
This suggested a reformulation which didn't require such a
proliferation of rules: the parenthesized expressions of the
full English Stress Rule were indexed:
(7) V ....
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so that Strong Retraction and Weak Retraction could be
formulated simply as the suppression of a or b in certain
morphological circumstances: Strong Retraction would re-
sult from the suppression of the term a whenever the suffix
'-ate was analyzed as the [+stress] term of the rule, while
Weak Retraction would be the suppression of the term b when-
ever [+stress] analyzed one of the suffixes -ite, -ide, -aid,
etc.
It should be noted what happens when Liberman and
Prince's rule is translated into a framework lacking the
feature [+stressJ: the rule would specify that the maximal
template for feet in English is as follows:
(8) vX C~
s w
,~
. The equivalent notation for the suppression of the terms
a and b would be to allow either of the two recessive nodes
to be suppressed under the appropriate morphological cir-
cumstances. Notice, however, that a foot tenlplate of the
form (8) would be regarded as highly marked under our theory:
it not only is ternary, but also refers simultaneously to
two different criteria of syllable quantity, branching vs.
non-branching rimes and long versus short vowels. Unless
a different analysis of the English stress pattern is avail-
able, Liberman and Prince's proposal is a serious counter~
example to our theory.
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In this thesis we will take a rather different approach
to stress retraction in English: we will assume that Liber-
man and Prince's observation that Strong Retraction is a
subpart of the full English Stress Rule does not represent
a linguistically significant generalization, and will show
that useful descriptive results can be obtained if we assume
that Strong Retraction and the English Stress Rule are in
fact separate rules. We will further propose that Weak Re-
traction is not a subpart of the English Stress Rule, but
that the two rules are in fact one and the same.
We will begin by providing a formulation for our separ-
ate rule of Strong Retraction:
(9) Strong Retraction
Form quantity insensitive, left dominant feet,
going from right to left across the word •
. The iterative formulation of the rule will later be seen to
~ , . ~ , '.'be useful in deriving words like Apalach~cola, h21uamel.lan-
themum. Now if the English Stress Rule and Strong Retrac-
tion are separate rules, we can usefully inquire as to how
they are ordered with respect to one another. Recall from
the previous section that there are strict constraints on
how far to the left the rightmost stress in an English word
~.. ,..
may fall: cf. *poni[Dowd], *podectal. If Strong Retraction
is ordered before the English stress Rule, it would be
impossible to account for these constraints, as the deriva-
tion of (10) shows:
(10) podec(tal)
podeo(tal)
8 W
V
,
podectal
s w w
'\/
.._-
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Noun Bxtr~etrlca11ty
strong Retraction
Stray Syllable Adjunction
English Stress Rule
We conclude that Strong Retraction must apply after the
English Stress Rule.
There is or1e more i.ngrediellt that must be presented to
motivate the argument that follows: it can be shown through
numerous examples (some to be presented below) that the
English Stress Rule. applies cyclically. When it does, the
rule differs from most foot construction rules in that it
. fails to respect the boundaries of feet created earlier: any
structure that existed on a earlier cycle is deleted if the
new foot constructed by the English Stress Rule encroaches
on it. Some examples of this phenomenon are as follows:
(11) [parent] a1
s w
V
paren(tal)
s w
\l
homony(mous)
S'JIW 1 _
s w
V
earlier cycles
last cycle
Adjeotive
Extrametri.cality
paren( tal)
H-....
parental
wsw
Y-
s
homony" (mous )J S W
.v
homonymous
wsw w
'\I
s
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English stress Rule
stray Syllable
Adjunction
Word Tree Construction
destressing
Liberman and Prince have a different proposal to account for
this property of the English Stress R\11e: they suggest that
at the end of each cycle all metrical structure is deleted,
with the information about the location of stresses retained
using the feature [+stress]. Such a theory obviously re-
quires us to give up the advantages we gained in abo4ishing
the feature [+stress], and has in fact been shown by Kiparsky
(1979) to be wrong on independent groundso
Now that we have established a fairly explicit analysis,
. we can present a rather striking argument for it: unlike
under Liberman and Prince's system, it is by and large un-
necessary under the new system to mark individual suffixes
for the mode of retraction they trigger. Their retraction
behavior follows automatically from the rules of extrametri-
ca~ity, which are needed independently. Consider first the
verbal suffix -ate, which is a Strong Retractor. Our analy-
sis will derive verbs that end in -ate in the following way.
The first rule to apply will be Long Vowel Stressing, which
will create a non-branching foot over -ate:
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(12) designate corUscate
c-.-L .L
The extrametricality rules come next in the ordering. TIle
only one of them to apply will be Consonant Extrametricality,
since the forms of (12) are neither nouns nor suffixed
adjectives:
(13) designa(te)
____1-...-.._
corusca(te)
__J __
We then apply the English Stress Rule, which, it will be re-
called, ignores the boundaries of feet created earlier in the
derivation. The English Stress Rule will accordingly apply
vacuously in this case, restressing the final syllable:
(14) designa(te)
...--.I~
coruse &(te) English Stress Rule
--.L
The next rule in the ordering is-Strong Retraction, which ~
constructs a binary, quantity insensitive foot over the first
two syllables of both words:
(15) designate
s w L
. V ,
coruscate
~.L
The final result follows from Word Tree Construction:
(16) , ,designateSv L
s w
V
, ,
coruscate
BVW L
s w
V
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It should be clear that under a theory that applies the
English Stress Rule alld Strong Retraction as separate rules
in the order given, the status of -ate as a Strong Retractor
follows automatical~y from its being a verbal suffix, hence
not extrametrical.
Let us now examine two typical weak retracting suffixes:
~
-ite and -ine. We will derive two examples, the Iloun stalac-
, / '
tite and the adjective elephantine. In both words, the final
syllable will be stressed early in the derivation by Long
Vowel Stressing: 4
(17) stalactite
~L
elephantine
__L
The extrametri.cality rules will then apply: Noun Extra-
metricali'cy to stalactite, and Adjective Extrametricality
to elephantine, since -ine is an adjectival suffix:
(18) .. stalac(tite)
~L
elephan ( tine)
__~L
We then apply the English Stress Rule and Strong Retraction:
(19) stalac(tite)
stalactite
elephan( tine)
elephantine
LLL
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English Stress
Rule
Strong, Retraction
The final result derives from Word Tree Construction and
destressing:
, "elephantine
~
W 51\;\
It should be noted that these derivations are almost exactly
the same as the derivations of other nouns and suffixed ad-
jectives, such as amalgam or reluctant. The only difference
is that the words of (20) have long vowels in their final
syllables, so that they are stressed by Long Vowel Stressing.
The "We,ak Retraction" characteristic of long voweled adjec-
tival and nominal suffixes can thus be seen as the effect of
'independent rules, i.e. Long Vowel Stressing and Extra-
metricalitYi rather than as a separate rule. The use of
extrametricality in" the English stress rules is supported
in that it enables us to explain Weak Retraction as a pre-
dictable subphenomenon of the English Stress Rule.
I should point out just how general the rule of
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Adject~ve Extrametricality is: the suffixes that regularly
un~ergo it include the five stressless suffixes -ai, ~nt,
..ant, -ive, acd '-ous, plus the following long ~loweled suf-
fixes: -aid, -ile, -ine, -ose, -ane, -ary, -o~ (the ·latter
two will be discussed shortly), and -ate. The latter suffix,
h - h · d l·k " " .'-'W 1C occurs 1n war S 1. e apostate, ecostate, 1ntestate,
, \
~ristate, points out another a.dvantage of tIle present analy-
sis: under our account, it is an automatic consequence that
-ate should be a Weak Retractor when it occurs in adjecti.ves,
since the rule of Adjective Extrametricality is allowed to
apply. By contrast, under Liberman and Prince's account,
the retraction properties of each suffix are listed idio-
syncratically, so that an ad hoc statement would be required
to make -ate a Weak Retractor in adjectives but a Strong
Retractor in verbs.
I A further argument can be deri..ved from the histor."y of
. Engl"ish stress retraction around the first half of the nine-
teenth century. As Halle and Keyser (1971) point out, prior
to this time, verbal -ate was a fairly regular Weak Retracto4
while the long voweled nominal and adjectival suffixes often
triggered Strong Retraction. The shift in retraction behav-
io~ can in both cases be regarded as a step towards regulari-
"zing the system: the verbs ending in -ate took on the regu-
lar property of verbs in not having their final rimes marked
for extrametricality, while the nouns and adjectives, which
had to be marked as irregular in not having extrametrica:
final rimes, simply lost their exceptional markings. The
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new explanation for the shift that our theory' provides is
especially desirable, since it can be shown (Hayes 1978)
that Halle and Keyser's explanation is inadequate.
Our theory clearly needs some further work to be firmly
established: in particular, we must show that Noun and
Adjective Extrametricality are fairly regular processes,
and that Strong Retraction is in general adequate to derive
all of the feet found to the left of the foot assigned by
the English Stress ~ule. None of these claims appears to
~ , , ,
be true on immediate inspection (cf. Hackensack, mercantile,
, ,
Winnepesaukee), but a closer look at the facts will show
that each claim can in fact be supported.
4. The Phonological Cycle
One of the most elegant contributions of Chomsky and
Halle (1968) was the demonstration that the English stress
rules must apply cyclically, assigning stress to the inter-
. nal bracketed domains of derived words before assigning
stress to the word as a whole. Chomsky and Halle's proposal
accounted for subtle but fairly regular distinctions such as
3 4 1. 3 4 1. 3 01.
that between indentat1on, detestat10n and compensat10n,
3 £0 1 · f · d'] k h ·con ~scat1oni the ormer pa~r 1sp_ays wea stress on t e1r
second syllables because on an earlier cycle,~these syllables
, ,
had received main stress: indent, detest. By contrast,
compensation and confiscation have stressless second syl-
~ ,
lables because in the words of their inner cycles, compensate
~ ,
and confiscate, these syllables are stressless. In this
section, we will discuss how our rules must be stated in
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order to obtain the same good results. Along the way, we
will discover another argume~t that favors our analysis over
Liberman and Prince's theory.
For the sake of argument, let us return for the moment
to the ·Liberman and Prince theory, and ask the following
question: if suffixes are lexically marked for the kind of
retraction they trigger, what kind of retraction is triggered
by the suffix -ation? The following examples:
(1) , , .'forestation
ihdign~tion
, '.coruscatl.on
" f· '.con 1scat10n
'f '.ob uscatl.on
suggest that it cannot be Weak Retraction: if this were so,
we would get f~r~5tltion in parallel with infe~tation. The
reader might object that in the three examples of the second
column, it might be -ate, rather than the full suffix -ation,
. that is triggering Strong Retraction. However, there is evi-
dence available elsewhere that compound suffixes like -ation
are treated by the stress rules as single units: the suffix
-ative (to be dealt with below) triggers Weak Retraction no
matter whether it is affixed as a morphological unit, or as
th~ concatenation of -ate and -ive:
,
· l' ·(2)a. illustrate 11· ustra t1ve
,
d' ·demonstrate emonstratl.ve
, , .
b. conserve conservative
, , .
argument argumentat~ve
Thus it is reasonable to infer that it is -ation as a whole
that must be marked to trigger the retraction in (1).
If -ation cannot be a Strong Retractor, we must exam,ine
the remaining possibilities. The following examples:
(3) d ' l' ,',, 1p omat1zat1on
d ' .',emocratJ.zat1on
1 ~ t' · 't'eg1 J.m1 za 10n
, , .
retrogradatJ.on
m~ltiplic~tion
SYll'abific~tion
suggest that -ation.might best be regarded as retracting
stress across the full domain allowable under the English
Stress Rule; in Liberman and Prince's terms it would be
called a Long Retractor. Notice that these examples show
~hat -ation definitely could not be a Strong Retractor,
,. *d' '.'. *d~ 1S1nce if th1S were so we would get emocrat1zat10n, 1p 0-
..... '. * ' '. .mat1zat10n, retrogradat10n, etc. But even Long Retract10n
fails in examples like (4):
(4) standardiz~tion
'1 .'.so emn1zat1on
f ' .' ·ratern.~zatJ.on
~" "in which we would expect *standardization, *solemnization,
d *f " .'.an ratern1zat10n. Clearly, there is no one retraction
mode which will account for the behavior of all the words
in -ation. Do we need, then, to mark every word ending in
-ation for the type of secondary stress assignment it under-
goes? Obviously not: the secondary stresses in all of the
words presented fallon the same syllables that are stressed
in the word from which the noun in -ation is derived. In
order to derive the correct results, all ~e have to do is
prevent any more foot constructjon from being carried out
after -ation has been stressed.
Before going on, I should mention that not all the ·
stresses of a base word necessarily show up in the derived
word in -ation. The positions in which the earlier stresses
disappear are well known, and can be accounted for using
the following rule:
(S) Pre~St~ess Destressing
Conditions: a ~ c
b --. Fi must be a prefix.
In prose, this says delete a non-branching, non-final foot
in weak metrical position. If the foot dominates a long
1 · b·- · 1 (f .... ,. "1-)vowe , 1t must e non-~n1t1a c. provocat1on VS. tota 1t~ .
If it dominates a closed syllable, it must be a prefix (cf.
.'. ",contal,n vs. pontoon). This rule does not remove feet in post-
stress position, as in ~~cry. As we will show in Section
8, this form of destressing must be carried out by a separate
rule. An" example of the application of Pre-Stress Destres-
sing is as follows:
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(6) [retrograd]ation
s w I s w~I " >.J._
s w s
'WV
Pre-Stress "Destressing is often fed by the Rhythm Rule, as
in (7):
(7) [provoc] ation ..-" provocation , ,--+ provoc ati.on
s w ~ s w s w\{
"w~V s w s w sVyi V
Compare relaxation, in which Destressing cannot apply because
the relevant syllable is closed:
(8) [relax]ation
~/w
w s s
Vv
'"" ,
--.. relaxation
I I S W
-L.I »L
Let us now conside~ how the theory we are proposing will
stress words ending in -ation. The problem is complicated
slightlY'by the existence of a few words ending in -ation,
h ~ d' '. ... ~. "" '. · h' hsue as 1n 19nat~on, compurgat~on, ostentat1on, 1n W 1C
there is no embedded word: obviously, -ation must b~ able
to trigger stress retraction some of the time, in order to
stress these examples. We will show here that the'present
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analysis, without modification, can account for all of these
facts. Recall the normal mOQe of interaction among rules
that construct feet (see Chapter 3, p. 79): generally,
such rules will respect the boundaries of feet constructed
earlier. This principle is supported by numerous analyses
throughout this dissertation. The English Stress Rule is an
exception to it, as it £an delete previously existing struc-
.' ,ture, as 1n ~rent-parental. However, we have no reason to
suppose that Strong Retraction is an exceptiori, and in fact
we get good results 'if we assume that it behaves in the nor-
mal way, respecting previously assigned foot boundaries. Let
us consider the derivation of fraternization. In the first
cycle, the suffix -ize is not marked as extrametrical, which
is the norm for verbs. When the time comes for the English
Stress Rule to apply, it constructs a monosyllabic foot over
ize:
(9) [traterniz)ation
....--L
Strong Retraction then applies, constructing a foot over
frater:
(10) [rraterniz]ation
~w L
The first cycle is completed by Word Tree Construction:
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(11) [rraternizJation
\l.L
s w
V
On the next cycle, -ation is stressed in the normal way by
Noun Extrametricality and the English Stress Rule. Strong
Retraction is then blocked by the presence of metrical struc-
ture assigl1ed earlier:'
(12) fraterniza(tion)
SVW I
s w
V
---
Noun Extr~etricality5
English stress Rule
Stray Syllable Adjunction
Strong Retraction
The remainder of the derivation is carried out by Word Tree
Construction and Pre-Stress Destressing:
(13) fraternization
s w I S W\l .. 'L
s w s
'\j
Word Tree Construction
fraternization
s W wsw
'e>L V
w s
"'/
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Pre-stl'ess Destressing
Stray Syllable Adjunction
Notice that the latter rule is optional in words ending in
-ization, which accounts for the alternate pronunciation
f ' [']'.ratern ay zat10n.
The derivation of fraternization should be compared
with that of compurgation, in which there is no internal
cycle. The first rules to apply will be Noun Extrametri-
cality and the English Stress Rule:
. (14) compuI'ga( tion)
~__I----.-.
After Stray Syllable Adjunction has adjoined the final syl-
. lable, strong Retraction will be free to apply, since no
structure already exist~ over the first two syllables:
(15) compurgation
s wsw
V V
The final result derives from Word Tree Construction:
(16) , Icompurgation
s wswV ;;..L
w s
V
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It can be seen that under the analysis proposed here,
the quirky retraction behavior of -ation is no accident:
the fact that -ation assigns stress to its left only when no
previously assigned stress occurs there follows from a prin-
ciple of universal granunar, which says thc;lt in tlie unmarked
case, rules of foot construction respect the boundaries of
previously constructed feet.
In order to strengthen this argument, we must show that
there is no simple ~ay to modify Liberman and Prince's analy-
'sis that would get the same resultso The only theory I can
think of would be to postulate the principle that foot con-
struction rules in English may apply only if there is at
least one syllable ill their domain that llasn' t been assigned
to a foot. Under this theory, the English Stress Rule would
be free to construct a foot at the following point in tIle
derivation of compurgation:
(17) eompurgation
s w
V
since there still are free syllables available to be aSsigned
to a foot. But at the corresponding point in the derivation
of. fraternization: i.e. (18}b:
(18)a. [rraterniz]ation
syr L
s w
V
first cycle
b. fraternization
s w I Sv~ '- _ ..-
s w
V
second cycle
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the rule would be blocked, since all the available syllables
are already incorporated into the "metrical structure. Notice
that under this theory, the English Stress Rule would still
be allowed to derive sentimental from sentiment, since there
is one syllable on the second cycle that hasn't been incor-
porated into the tree:
(19) [sentiment] al
s w w
'S\j
sentimental
s wsw
V ""
sentimental
s wsw
,/ \L
W S
V
first cycle
second cycle
English Stress Rule
Word Tree Construction
Thus on the data given so far the theory seems to work
fairly well. But we encounter serious problems in trying to
account for another class of suffixes--those which under
Liberman and Prince's framework are marked to trigger Weak
Retraction. Consider the following alternations:
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,
11' ~ · ~ · 't · ..(20) mol11..1sk mo USCOl.d cicatrix C1ca r1cose
~ 'd ' 'd"d
,
f'l ' ...pyraml. pyraml. OJ. filaIT1~nt 1. amentose
'1 ' l' , "d
, , ,
ge at1n ge a·tl.no~ elephant elephantl.ne
, de' ~ , f ....diatom J.atoml.te labyrinth 1abyrl.nthine
, , '"hyacinth hyacinthine
, , ,
amethyst amethystine
Under the proposal·we have just made, the stress rule would
be expected to apply just once in the final cycle of the de-
ri.ved forms, stressipg the final long vowel:
(21) [mollusc]oid
s wV _
molluscoid
svw L
*molluscoidSv L
s w
V
first cycle
second cycle
English stress Rule
Word Tree Construction
Since the remaining portion of the word is already provided
with metrical structure, the stress rule could not apply
, ,
further, so that the phonetic output would be *molluscoid;
, , , ,
similarly *filamentose , Jtdi.atomi te, etc.
The theory advocated here runs into no such problems.
Words like molluscoid and diatomite are stressed in the
ordinary way:
(22) tmollusc]oid
s w
\£
molluscoid
8y W ·L
mollus(eo1d)
8V W L
mollu8 (coid)
, ,
molluscoid
W LL
s w
\/
s
\:diatom]ite
· ~\l
diatomite
sw WLI~i
diato(mite)
nLL
" ...diatomite
I~ W I
-LV.
wsw\)1
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first cycle
second cycle
Long Vowel
Stressing
Adjective
Extrametricality
Noun Extrametri-
cality
English stress
Rule
Word Tree Con-
struCtiOl1
Pre-stress
Dest:ressing
Under the theory, there is no requirement that free syllables
be present in order for the stress rules to apply. Since the
English Stress Rule is privileged to delete previously exis-
ting metrical structure, it is free to shift the stress in
forms like (22).
Notice that the analysis proposed here makes a definite
prediction about the stress behavior of ~ate: recall that
in general, the final rimes of verbs in English are not extra-
metrical. -Ate accordingly receives the foot constructed by
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the English Stress Rule, so that all ~aterial to its left
must be stressed by Strong R~traction. Since Strong Retrac-
tion cannot delete older structure, we would predict that it
should be impossible for -ate to destroy structure created
on earlier cycles. This prediction appears in general to
be true, as the following alternations attest:
(23) ~ , ...oxygen oxygenate
, "hydrogen hydrogenate
, . , . ,
peregr1n peregr1nate
,
sequester
, 1-mye l.n
, .'orJ.:ent
, ...
sequest1-ate
, ,
myelinate
1 3 ·2
orientate
, " " '.'Alternations such as saliva-salivate, vag1na-evag1nate do
not constitute counterevidence, as the stems saliva and
vagina are subject to an allomorphy rule shortening their
vowels before suffixes, as in s~liv~ry, v~ginal. The true
~ ,
exceptions would include originate and (for some speakers)
, ,
hydrogenate. These verbs would have to be marked exception-
. ally for extrametricality, just like· other exceptional -ate
, , , \.
verbs, such as impregnate, adumbrate.
It is worth pointing out that Kiparsky (1979) has come
to essentially the same conclusion concerning the organiza-
tion of the cyclic stress rules as'! have, although on quite~
different grounds. Kiparsky's argument is based on the con-
trast of words like those of (24)a with those of (24)b:
321(24)a. iconoclastic
32.1_
ant1c1patl.On
321
totalitarian
32123 1
b. Ticonderoga Ticonderoga
32123 1
.Ompompansoosuc Ompompanoo~
SllC
3d 2 1. 2d 3. 1 ·Do ecaneS1an Do ecaneSlan
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For many speakers, the words of (24)~ must be pronounced with
weaker stress on the initial syllable than on the second,
whereas in the words of (24)b, either secondary stress may
be the stronger. The difference presumably results from the
derivational history of the words of (24)a: the base words
from which they are formed all have second syllables with
.. ,
stronger stress than their initial syllables: iconoclast,
-.. ! · , ~l· f h d· ff ·ant1c1pate, tota 1ty~ To account or t e 1 erence, K1par-
sky makes two assumptions: first, that word trees in English
are freely constructed as right or left branching; and second,
that the cyclic application of the stress rules is governed
by the following principle:
(25) Metrical structure assigned in earlier cycles is
kept, insofar as it is not redrawn by (the foot
construction rules). (p. 422).
The first assumption allows for two metrical structures
to be constructed over Ticonderoga, one left and one right
branching:
(26) 2 3 1
Ticonderoga
J s wsw', V \/\)8/8
3 ·2 1
TiconderogaJ S wswV V
w s sVyi
which will account for the phonetic stressings, given the
principle that, at least in English, less deeply embedded
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that have been moti~vated in the Iiterature. The::ae rules
branches and the recessive node does not.
W IS 8\'v
-+ iconoclastic
J S W 8 WI V ,/
(27) [1conoclsstl10
.~W-L
w 9 W
'v\/
The first destressing rule is preser\ted in Kiparsky
"
construction of a left branching tree:
ever, cyclic application of the stress rules will force the
weak feet receive greater prominence,. In iconoclastic, how-
Kiparsky's crucial assumption, sta·ted under (25) I is of
In this section I will discuss two rules of destressing
the English stress .Rule creates new structure in a givell
Chapter 4, it is blocked in cases where the dOlninant 110de
so that only the 3-2-1 stressing is possible. Notice that
the Rhythm Rule cannot apply to (27), since as we saw in
that Kiparsky must assume to make his analysis work •.
5. Two Destressing Rules
will be shown to eliminate many of the exceptions to the
cycle, with the remaining structures preserved intact. Our
stress assignment rules proposed thus far.
(1979). Kiparsky observes that the suffixes -ory and -ary
course strongly reminiscent of our proposal, in which only
are normally weak retractors:
. analysis thus has the advantage of formulating in an expli-
cit and well motivated \'lay the princip].e of rule application
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(1) ~ , , Iolfactory elementa~y dorml.tory
.~
anniv'rsary
,
traJectory inhibitory
, , ,
advisory valed.1ctory planetary
We will disc~ss how these suffixes should be accounted for
later--it should be assumed for the moment that this Weak
Retraction is in fact a normal application of the English
Stress Rule. The relevant point here, pointed out by Kipar-
sky, is that there is a fairly systematic cla~s of exceptions
to Weak Retraction with these suffixes: when they occur pre-
ceded by two syllables, of which the second ends in a
sonorant, we get initial stress:
, ,
(2) legendary desu!'tory
, ~
momentary repertory
, ,
,fragmenta~y inventory
Riparsky proposes that in these words, Weak Retraction (in
our terms, the English Stress Rule) applies normally, but
that the foot it constructs is sometimes deleted by a de-
st~essing rule, \~hicll we will phrase as follows:
(3) Sonorant Destressing
--f fJ/F FIT·
R
~
V r+son)
Condition: F i is not
dominated by s.
The condition that Fi not be dominated by s insures that
strong feet assigned on earlier cycles will not be removed:
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" , .'cf. infirmary, responsory, d1s~ensary. This means that
Sonorant Destressing has to apply in the cycle after foot
construction, but before word tree construction, since the
word trel. would mark the second syllables of legendar~,
desultory etc. as strong, just like the second syllables of
olfactory, elementary. Some illustrative derivations are
the followiIlg:
<4> flegend] arwy {element1 ary
s wsw w
V "\1
.first cycle
legendary
..LLL
legendary
s w
~
legendary
8VW L
s w
V
legendary
s wsw
\/ ... \l
s w
V
elementary
~
trajecto:ry
--LLL
trajectory
.-LLL
wsw
'Y,'
trajectory
wsw w
'~
8
last cycle
foot construe ..
tion
Sonorant
Destressing
stray Syllable
Adjunction
Word Tree
Construction
othel" rules
Sonorant Destressing appears to· be a fairly general
rule of English. For example, it applies before the other
27,4
weak retracting suffixes in the same way that it applies
be~ore -ary and -ory:
(S)a. salamfndroid ' , , , . ,molluscol.d helmJ.nthol.d
epicycloid ar~chnoid ,cylindroid
quadrip~rtite 1-' , ,b. sta actl.te gilbertite
h' ~ d · , , .arc J.man rJ.te gelignite argentJ.te
eleph~ntine ~ d' , .c. smarag J.rle serpentJ.ne
d ' · l~ · " .a amant1ne u eXl.ne satu!.~nJ.ne
There are only a few exceptions, such as ~dbntoid and Tri-
d ' ·ent1ne. I will show here that the stress rules make better
predictions if we assume that Sonorant Destressing applies
widely among tIle monornorphemic 'vords of English as weI]..
This claim will have the additional benefit of removing a
very large nunilier of putative exceptions to our rules. The
words in '-i:uestion are those of the form. (6):
(6)a.
b.
, .--.
Hottentot
b~lderd~sh
~ ,
Hackerlsack
, ,
Algernon
, ,
davenport
, ...
cavalcade
, h e '1n1g tJ.nga e
, "Aberdeen
, ,
Jackendoff
, ,
ampersand
, "Arkansas
, k e , hmac l.ntos
, ,
merchandise
'. ,pal1ndrome
, ,
Appelbaum
, "
misantllrope
These words all have final secondary stress, determined either
by a foot present in underlying representation, as in (6)a,
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or by Long Vowel Stressing, as in (6)b. Without Sonorant
Destressing, we would predict penultimate main stress for
these words, as in (7):
(7 ) ampers and
~L
---
emper(sand)
--LL
,
*ampersand
LLL
wsw
Vs~
merchandise
marchandi sa
merchan (di s e )
__r L
,
*merchandise
LLL
wsw
"VrI
underlying represen..
tation
Long Vowel Streseing
Noun Extr~etricality
English stress Rule
strong Retraction
Word Tree Construction
. But if we assume that Sonorant Destressing may apply here,
the correct results obtain:
.(8) ampersand
LLL
merchandise
LLL.
merchandise
S'V
W L
Long Vowel Stressing
Noun Extrametricality
English stress Rule
Strong Retraction
Sonorant Destressing
Stray Syllable
Adjunction
, ,
merchandise
8'\/W L
s w
V
2'76
Word Tree Constr~ct1on
In fact there is good evidence that Sonorant Destressing is
applying in the words of (6), since in the great majority of
the cases in which Sonorant Destressing cannot apply, we get
penultimate main stress:
(9)a. , "Adirondack
... , ,
Eniwetok
, "Agamemnon
, "Kalimantan
~ . , ,
G~r11ambone
, "Massapequod
" , ..Memphremagog
, , ,
Aniakchak
b.
, ,
Monadnock
, ,
Hopatcong
'·d " kAqul. Ilec
, ,
Penobscot
, ,
Orestes
These will be derived by our normal rules as follows:
. (10) Adirondack
___L Monadnock
__L
underlying rep~esen­
tation
Adiron(dack) Monad(nock)
~ ----Ll.-
Noun Extrametricality
English Stress Rule
Adirondack
~
~--
Monadnock strong Retraction
Sonorant Destresaing
, "Adirondack
.:v:...LL.
wsw\)/
, ,
l-!onadnockWLL
8,)'
s
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Word Tree Construction
Pre-stress Destztessing
Because of Sonorant Destressing, we can say that Noun Extra-
metricali ty is virtually exceptionless. Th.e only 110uns I
know of that must be marked as exceptions are E~limEs~st,
, " ~,Arbuthnot, and anecdote. In the~e words, the final syllable
must not be extrametrical, so that it will be stressed by the
English Stress Rule, thus enabling Strong Retraction to form
a foot over the first two syllables.
Another destressing rule of English, discussed and
motivated in Ross (1972), deletes a non-branching foot in
weak position if (a) it is preceded by a foot that dominates
a single non-branching rime; (b) the syllable it dominates
. has a short vowel. The rule can be stated formally as
follows:
(16) w
I
F ~ ~/F
IT
R R
I~
o
The rule is traditionally called the "Arab Rule", since it
accounts for the two dialectal pronunciations of the word
, #I , "
arab: [;e.rab] and [eyrae.b]. We can Itassume that in both
pronunciations, one of ·the redundancy rules mo·tivated in
27'8
Ross (1972) specifies a monosyllabic foot in final position.
The two pronunciations differ only in the length of the ini-
tial vowel, the difference in the stress on the final syl-
lable being an automatic consequence of the Arab Rule:
~r..b
...<1" If!.b ) . te. (r 'Ie b )
..LLLL
underlying representation
Noun Extr~etricality
English stress Rule
LL
s w
V
, ~
eyraeb
J....L
s w
V
U-
s w
V
.r~b
s w
V
,
_reb
s w
\,/
Word Tree Construction
Arab Rule
stray Syllable Adjunction
segmental rules
In general, the Arab Rule greatly reduces the number of
exceptions to the lexical redundancy rules governing the
presence of a monosyllabic word final foot.
The Arab rule can also account for the absence of stress
, ,
on the second syllable of !amentation, despite the similarity
, .. ,
of its derivation to that of indentation:
(13) [lament] ation
.JL
w s
'v'
lamentation
.1-1 Sy:W
w s
V
lamentation
~V/
, ,
lamentation
s wsw
~ V
w s
V
[indent1ation
LL'
w s
V
indentation
u s w-~
w s
V
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first cycle
second cycle
Noun Extrametri-
callty
English Stress
Rule
Stray Syllable
Adjunction
Word Tree Construc-
tion
Rhythm Rule
Arab Rule
stray Syllable
Adjunction
In our analysis, the Arab Rule serves another useful
purpose. Recall that under our rules, verbs and rnonomor-
.phemic adjectives do not have their final rimes marked as
extrarnetrical. This means that if they end in two consonants,
they must receive final stress by the English Stress Rule,
after Consonant Extrametricality has applied. There are in
fact a few exceptions to this prediction:
(14) a. ~honest
~
stubborn
,
modest
~
ribald
~haggard
,
covert
., dJocun
b. bbllix
,
warrant
,
govern -1':t wnmox
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,
scavenge
Notice, however, that all of these words are bisyllabic,
with a non-branching rime in ·{the initial syllable._ 'l'his
suggests that they are· not in fact exceptions to the normal
markings for extrametricality, but rather have irregularly
labeled word trees: the stress that is placed on their final
syllables by the English Stress Rule can then be removed by
the Arab Rule, as iri (15):
(1$> bollix ......"
LL
s w
v.
b~llix
s w
V
This is essentially the proposal made in Ross (1972), trans-
lated into the new framework. The merit of the proposal is
that it is no longer a coincidence that the great majority
, of irregularly stressed verbs and monomorphemic adjectives
such as those of (14) have non-branching rimes in their
initial syllables. Using the Arab Rule, we can limit the
irregular marking of final rimes for extrametricality in such
, ,
words to a very small number of cases: earnest and standard
are the only clear examples, I know of.
6. Non-Maximal Foot Construction
In some English words main stress falls to the right of
what our rules would predict:
,(1) Mississippi
,
persimmon
,
Alabama
. ,
antenna
Such words are quite common, and hardly feel exceptional:
as I pointed out before, the -function of the Engl.ish Stress
Rule is to specify a maximum, not a "minimum foot size. In
this section I will discuss some ways we might revise the
rules in order to derive words like those of (1).
One proposal that comes to mind is to mark the words of
(1) as [-Noun Extram~tricality]. Under this theory, the deri-
vation of persimmon would be as follows:
(2) persimmo(n)
persimm~(n)
s w
V
,
persimmon
wsw
'v'!
Consonant Extrametricality
English Stress Rule
other rules
This theory can be shown to be inadequate, since using it
we cannot derive words such as those of (3):
() I , ,3 a. 1eutenant
"b. "Ulysses
,
adolescent
.,
Achilles
~
inspissate
The stress in these words comes out wrong no matter how we
mark them for extrametricality:
(4)a. Achilles
-.-,L
Achi(lles)
:VW L
, ,
*Achilles
S W I
~--L
s w
V
adole(scent)
s w
V
,
*adolescent
wsw w
'J~
s
Long Vowel Stressing
Noun Extrametricality
Adjective Extrmmetri-
cality
English Stress Rule
other rules
b. Achille(s) adolescen(t)
-----L
Long Vowel Stressing
Consonant Extrametri-
cality
Achille(s)
-----L
, ,
«-Achilles
SVW L
s w
V
adolescen(t)
_____J~_
Adjective,
Noun Extrametricality
English Stress Rule
strong Retraction
other rules
Th~ failure of this theory is in fact welcome, since it
reinforces the proposal made in the previous section to the
effect that Noun Extrametricality is virtually exceptionless.
It should be noted in passing that examples like (3)b are
exceptions to the theory of Selkirk (1980), in which feet
of the form CoV are held to be restricted to initial position.
I
I
ij
I
I,
~
Given the failure of the extrametricality theory, we
must consider other theories to derive the stress of
Mi9Sissi~ at ale The most reasonable solution appears to
be to introduce into English the diacritic [~H], which I~­
quires foot construction rules to analyze the rime bearing
it as dominant. Representations such as (5):
(5) Mississippi
r+H]
AchilJ.es
C-tH]
would theil be sufficietlt for obtaining penultimate stress.
7. Further Adjectival Suffixes
A few suffixes have yet to be accounted for. -ory and
-ary di;play Weak Retraction, despite being bisyl1abic:
(1) .,traJectory
(
advl.sory
d " ,se J.mentary
. ,
ann1versary
, .
promJ.ssory
, .
aJ.legory
, .
.Lmagl..nary
,
syllabary
We can account frr this by marking them as extrarnetrical,
an~ assigning tham the monosyllabic underlying ~epresenta­
tions /:J ~ .I:y/. I. 8e ry/, alol1g the lines of Liberman and
Prince (19j'7) ~ ~.rheir bisyl.labic surface forms result from
the appl.icd.tion of the exceptionless rule (.2):
(2) Sonorant S~·11ab~fication
[+30nl ~ [+syl]/C #
If (2) is ordeled after the labeling of ,the word tree, we can
account for why -ar~ and -ory do not receive primary stress,
since when labeling occurs they constitute non-branching
feet:
(3) syllabary
__.._L
8y11a (b a:ry )
--L
sylla(ba:ry)
~
s w
V
I ,
syllabari
s wsw
V ':J
s w
V
Long Vowel Stressing
Noun Extrametricality
English stress Rule
Word Tree Construction
Sonorant Syllabification
stray Syllable Adjunction
.A similar approach yields the stress patterrl of words like
, , "
alliga-tor, axolotl from underlying /~ lig -:;re.e. tr/,
/~ ksolotl/. The destressed variants of -ary and -ary,
, 0 ~ 0
as in trajectory and anniversary, result from the rule of
Post-stress Destressing, to be discussed in Section 8.
The waywa1d child~en of the English stress system are
the suffixes -ative and -atory, both of which are Weak
Retractors:
(4) cont~mplative
, .
accusatJ.ve
~, .J.nterpretatJ.ve
. '. .l.mag~nat~ve
,
compensatory
(COnf1.3catory
,
manipulatory
,
undulatory
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Words suell as these are the only cases in English where the
weak retraction pattern appears more than one syllable from
the end of a word. Historically, they derive from the time
when -ate was a Weak Retractor, so that the stressing of
words like contemplative and compensatory was simply the
result of the phonological cycle. To fit them into the syn-
chronic system proposed here we need a special rule of the
form (5):
(5)
(
-ative} ~
-----, [+ex] / ]
--
-atory
Notice that although (5) will make two consecutive rimes
[+ex], it $till obeys our proposed constraint that extra-
met~icality rules may apply only to constituents, the con-
stituent here being a suffix. The rule (5) might plausibly
be viewed as a generalization of the rule of Adjective
. Extrametricality: rather then marking the final rime of
words ending in adjectival suffixes as extrametrical, (5)
simply makes the adjectival suffixes themselves
extrametricalo
The suffix -ative has the additional peculiarity' of
be~ring secondary stress even though it constitutes a branch-
ing final foot. It must therefore be marked diacritically
. " , ...in the same way that words l1ke Ladefoged, rutabaga, and
~ ,po~granate are. The destressed versions of -ative result
from Post-Stress Destressing (see section 8), and a minor
destressing rule discussed in Nanni (1977).
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The greatest peculiarity of -atory is that it isn't
,
pronounced -atory: normally long vowels appearing before
, ,
~ory bear main stress, as in advisor~1 illusor~. As far as
I can tell, this is simply an unexplainable quirk under any-
body's theory. Under the present framework the best solution
would Le to say that the underlying form of the suffix is
-atory, with a short initial vowel. When -~tory is added
to verbs ending in -ate, the latter suffix deletes, by the
same rule as that deleting -ate before -ee, -ant, and other
suffixes, as in nominee, negociant (see Aronoff 1976),. We
will then have stress derivations such as the following:
(6)
[anticipl atory
U_--._
w s
V
texplor]atory first cycle
.Ll-
w s
V
second cycle
"'ate ..... ~
I__-atory
antici(patory)
• s w LL'>L
w s
V
anticipatory
J ~,;;wL
w s
V
explo(ratory)
! I L
w s
V
exploratory
J \iL
w s
V
Long Vowel
Stressing
-atory ~ [+ex]
1---1
English Stress Rule
stray Syllable
Adjunction
anticipatory
J ~([ L
wsw
's(/
,~ ,
anticipatori
J s~JV
wsw
'8(/
, --.
exploratori
wsw S \~
V V_
a w
'Is
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Word Tl'ee Construction
Sonorant Syllabifi- .
. ca.tion
stray Syllable
Aujunction
Pre-8tress Destress-
ing
8. Cases of the Type Winnepesaukee
As I have pointed out above, long monomorphemic words
in English often contain ternary feet in weak stressed posi-
, " ..... #'
tion, as in Winnepesaukee, Tatamagouchi. As the present
theory appears to predict the pronunciations *~iinn~Eesa'ukee,
*Tat\mag6uchi for them (by virtue of Strong Retraction
applying everywhere but in the fi.nal foot) t we have a problem
that needs discussion.
Notice first the pattern displayed by the following list
of words:
, ,
(l)a. abracadabra
". ~ 1Lux~pall.l a
, ,
Pemigewassett
, ,
Okefenokee
, ,
Nebuchadnezzar
, , .
paraphernal~a
'.. .'K111man]aro
, ,
b. Mamaroneck
, ,
Escurninac
, ,
Saskatchewan
, ,
Assiniboine
, .~
Oktibbeha
, ,
Ashurbanipal
, ,
Genadenhutten
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, ,
c. Kalamazoo
, ,
Hard~canute
" ,Allamakee
Illilou~tt~
, ,
Mattamuskeet
, ,
Antigonish
, ,
Gallipolis
which i~ apparently the norm among long monom~rphemic words
in ,English. If the "rightmost foot of the word is the
strongest, as in a, then the foot that preceeds it is ter-·
nary. If the rightmost foot is weak, the foot that precedes
it is binary. The contrast is illustrated in (2):
'" ,
abrac adabra
s w wsw
's'
, ,
Saskatchewan
Note that the relevan~ factor has to be the labeling of the
final foot, rather than its syllable count, since in the
words cf column c, we find that monosyllabic final feet
that are idiosyncratically strong occur preceded by ternary
feet just like polysyllabic strong final feet.
This relationship initially seems to pose an ordering
paradox: the word tree, which establishes the rela~ive
prominence of the feet, must stirely be drawn ~fter the feet
are constructed. But the configuration of the feet seems to
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depend here all the labeling of the word tree. Even if the
word tree is constructed by ~dding one foot at a time, along
the lines of LiLarman and Prince (1977), the paradox persists:
since the labeling s w has only a relative meaning, the
labeling of the final foot can be accomplished only when the
preceding foot with which it is paired has already been con-
structed.
The theory proposed here offers a way around the para-
dox. We have assumed that all feet in·a word" to the left of
that assigned by the" English Stress Rule are constructed by
Strong Re~Laction, so that at some stage of its derivation
a word like abracadabra has the following metrical structure:
(3) abracadabra
J S WsW. y V
In (3), the righonost foot has been constructed by the English
Stress Rule, the middle one by Strong Retraction, and the
leftmost again by Strong Retraction, which may construct non-
branching feet when only one syllable is available, by virtue
of. the Maximal Foot Construction Principle. (3) may be con-
verted to the correct ~utput if we apply a rule that looks
like (4):
<4> w
I
F -+ fJ/F
IA
R
~
V(V)
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That is, delete a binary foot which is in Inetrically weak
position, which is preceded by a non-branching foot, and
whose first syllable is open.
bra as follows:
(4) would apply to abracada-
(5) abrac adabra
J s wsw. V "l-
w w sV/
abrac adabraJ S W
,/
w s
~
, ,
abrac adabra
s's(jw \Jw
w s
V
stress rules
Rule <4>
Stray Syllable Adjunction
In words like Saskatchewan, however, rule (4) could not appl~
since the foot to be removed is in metrically strong position.
Thus the analysis captures the distinction between the two
classes of words without encountering an ordering paradox.
Interestingly, the rule (4) needed to implement the
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solutj~on is already motivated elsewhere: it is the Post-
Stress Destressing rule need~d to account for the destressed
alternants of suffixes like -or~, -ary, and -ative following
, 0 , ~ , 0
stressed syllables--cf. adv1sory vs. admonitory, infirmary
" , 0 "VB. corollary" alternative vs. imitative etc. The derivation
of a typical case, cursory, is quite parallel to that of
abracadabra:
(6) cursory
.LL
s w
V
cursor!
.l\L
s w
'v'
cursoriJ___
, .
cursor~
s w w
's;;
foot construction rules
Word Tree Construction
Sonorant Syllabification
Post-Stress Destressing
stray Syllable AdjuncJcion
Just as before, a foot must be rnet~ically weak in order to
, , , .
be reduced: cf. McGrory, canary, creat1ve.
The analysis depends on the assl~ption tha~despite the
claims of Liberman and Prince (1977), Post-Stress Destressing
is in fact a separate rule from Pre-Stress Destressing, which
is formulated on p.260. This seem~ to bf a reasonable claim.
First of a~.. l, in order to unite the two destressing rl11es
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Liberman and Prince must assume a convention for Stray Syl-
lable Adjunction that doesn't appear to be appropriate for
use in other languages: in our framework, it adjoins stray
syllables sometimes to a foot, sometimes to the word tree.
They also must posit an extra rule of Foot Formation in order
to prevent -ory et ~lv from destressing when occurring after
a stress~ess syllable. Finally, there is at least one mor-
pheme which.is an exception to Post-Stress Destressing, but
, "
not to Pre-Stress D~stressing: many speakers say Hanover
" . ,but Hanoverian.
The analysis accounts nicely for an unexplained observa-
tion made in Liberman and Prince (1977, p. 276). Whenever
stress retraction occurs across a domain of four syllables,
the normal case is for two binary feet to be created, rather
tii.3n a non-branching and a ternary one:
(7)
.... , ,
Popocatepetl
, , ,
Apalachicola
~ , ,
l.pecacuana
, , , .
onomatopoe~a
~ , ,
Okaloacoochee
" '. ,Hanaman10a
, "'. ,hamame11anthemum
Under our analysis, these cases are completely expected,
since it is Stron~ Retraction, a binary foot construction
rule, that erects the non-final feet in the words of (7).
The medial feet of these words don't delete, since the feet
that prebede them branch. The examples of (7) are thlJS
, "parallel in their behavior to words like promissory,
" "ap~thecary, and imitative.
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Allother bit of evidence that j.t is tIle same rule apply-
ing in both contexts is that in both cases, destressing is
blocked if the first syllable of the foot to be removed
is closed, as in (8):
(8)
, ,
" ,Monongahela carbuncle
, , , ,
~tascadero ancestor
"'- , , ,
"Ticonderoga autopsy
,
...
, , ,
Ornpompanoosuc necropsy
There are a few words that might suggest that Post-Stress
Destressing should be formuiated to remove feet whose first
syllables are closed as well:
(9)
,
galaxy .
, .
cyll.nder
,
J.iberty
,
provender
,
chivalry
,
industry
However, it isn't necessary for Post-Stress Destressing to
apply to these words at all in order to get the correct Qut-
put. We can just as well say that their final syllables,
including the final /y/ or /r/, are extrametrical, which is
the regular case for nouns:
(10) g a (1 aksy )
ga(laksy)
J...-...--.
galakay
s w
V
Noun Extrgmetricality
English Str"c)ss Rule
stray Syllable Adjunction
galaksi
:iL
Sonorant Syllabification
Stray Syllable Adjunction
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Notice that there a~e cases where this solution is t~e only
one that will work: words like pr~sidency, r~levancy can
be derived only with extrametricality, not by Post-Stress
I 1 1 k I , I bi · d' I bl ~Destress1ng. Cases 1 e ~nterm~na e, 1n om1ta e, vege-
~
table (for those ~ho say [v£j.Oabel]) similarly show that
underlying non-syllabic sonorants that are later syllabified
must be counted as part of a preceding extrametrical syllable.
I have mentioned Kiparsky's claim that word trees may
. be freely constructed as right or left branching, insofar
as their shape isn't dictated by the cycle. This proposal
is intended to account for the two possible stressings of
words like Ticonderoga, Ompompanoosuc, as in (11):
(11) 2 3 1
Tioonderoga
! s~ wsw
~I V
w w S\)8/
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The proposal raises a problem for the present analysis,
because if it is true, we would predict stress doublets in
words like abracadabra as well:
(12)a. abracadabra
I s WsW
L...V 'vi
w w sys/
.. ,
abrac adabra
s w wsw
."J" \L
w s
V
b. abracadabra
J s wsw. V 'i.
l-l S S
'V
, ,
*abl'BCadabra
wsw s w
\I "l
w s
'8/
Post~St~ess Destressing
stray Syllable Adjunction
Pre-8tress Destressing
In. (12)b, the foot braca would be immune from Post Stress
Destressing since it is metrically strong, with the phonetic
output *abracad~bra derived by Pre-Stress Destressing. For-
tunately for the analysis, it appears that Kiparsky's pro-
pasal is wrong, as it makes an incorrect prediction for words
that have two final monosyllabic feet, such as Adirondacks,
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Massapequod. The left branching word level bracketing:
(13) Adirondacks
~
s w w
'</
, , ,
would produce the incorrect stressing *Adirondacks. Thus it
appears that word level bracketing in English must always be
right branching when it is not determined by the morphology.
As for the two possible stressings of Ticonderoga, Ornpom-
panoosuc, there are a number of accounts that one could sug-
gest. As none of them has any great advantage over any
other, I will leave the question open here.
Our analysis does provide support for Kiparsky's claim
that word tree bracketing is retained throughout the cycle,
insofar as it is not altered by foot construction. Notice
that morphologically derived long words typically do not
display the pattern of secondary stress found in monomor-
" "phemic long words; cf. subliminality vs. Okefenokee,
d ' .'. '1'·'1 ,., , 1"· ~ !emocrat1zat1on vs. Apa ach1co a, Macassarese vs. Ga L1pOi1S.
This follows from our formulation of Post-Stress Destressing
to apply only to feet in weak position. Compare, for example,
the derivations of subliminality and Okefenokee:
(14) [subliminal]ityJ S\{jW
W S
V
first cycle
subliminali(ty)J SWW
· 'SV
w s
V
8ubliminalityJ swswwV 'S\/
w S'
V
subliminalityJ swswwv 'S~.
w s s
'V
, ,
sUbliminality
w y S"J:
w s,/
s
Okefeno(kee)
Okefenokee
s w
\I
Okefenokee
s wsw
\I V
OkefenokeeJ S WSWV V
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Noun Extr~etricality
F~glish Stress Rule
Stray Syllable
Adjunction
strong Retraction
Word Tree Construction
Post-Stress Destressing
stray Syllable Adjunction
Pre-8tress Destressing
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The word !t\iscegenation is an interestin.g example of this
phenomenon. Although its hypothetical embedded verb rnis-
cegenate isn't found in the dictionary, it strikes me as a
'very plausible word. As a look at the entries in Walker
(1791) will show, the back formation of verbs in -ate from
nouns in -ation has been a highly productive process over the
past two centuries. By now, in fact, there are rather few
-ation nouns left that lack a corresponding verb. It there-
fore isn't surprising that we find two possible pronuncia-
tions for ~iscegenation: • " , Irn1scegenat10n, presumably from
speakers who have mentally back-formed the verb rrlisc~gen~te:
. and miscegen~tion, from speakers for whom the noun is deri\Ted
in a single cycle.
Our analysis lends support to the proposal that Stray
Syllable Adjunction adjoins a stray rime to an adjacent foot
only if it will be recessive. Notice that in an internlediate
. representation such as (15):
(15) Winnepesaukee
J S wsw. vy
there are two destressing rules that can apply: Post-Stress
Destressing and Pre-stress Destressing. It is obvious that
the former rule must apply first, since otherwise we would
get the output *Winn~pes{ukee. However, even if Post-Stress
Destressing applies first, we need some means of preventing
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Pre-Stress Destressing from applying as well, since the
" • &» G ~
proper output is Winnepesaukee, not *Winnepesaukee. Our
formulation of Stray Syllable Adjunction guarantees this:
the rimes liberated by Post-Stress De'stressing are auto-
matically adjoined to the preceding foot, since 1£ they were
adjoi~ned to th~ following foot 1:hey would not be recessive.
The non-branching foot Wi is thereby changed into the
branching foot Winnepe, and is rendered immune from Pre-
Stress Destressing.
words must be marked as exceptiollS to Post Stress Destressing,
, , ,,,
and are thus similar to words like Hoboken, Rasrnus~en,
, , ,,,
primary, library. In the other direction we find words like
those of (16):
, ,
(16) rigamarole
, ,
catamaran
~ ,
hullabaloo
'. ,Manl.towoc
A plethora of solutions are available to stress these words,
all of which are ad hoc. For example, we might provide a
marlced minor rule to assign a ternary foot in these ·words,
or exceptionally allow for two word final extrarnetrical
syllables, or allow for some sort of metrical resolution by
which tIle first t\\ro syllables are bracketed toge"ther into a
constituent that counts as terminal for the purposes of the
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stress rules, as in (17):
(17) rigamarole
s w
'"
rigamarole
s"'w .L
rigama(rola)
sww L
'Ji
s w
V
underlying form
Long Vowel Stressing'
Noun Extrmnetricality
English Stress Rule
Word Tree Construction
The point is that the means of stressing these words should
be somewhat ad hoc, since they are exceptions to the more
" ~,general pattern exemplified by Mamaroneck, Saskatchewan,
etc. It is interesting that many of the words typified by
(16) derive historically from words that were more regularly
stressed: for exampJ.e hullaba.loo and catamaran appear in the
Oxford English Dictionary with final main stress, so that
their secondary stresses could be derived normally. Similar-
,/ , " ,
ly, riga~arole is a recently introduced variant of rigmarole,
. , , "
wh11e razzamatazz and tacamahac alternate in current speech
" "with razzmatazz and tacmahack.
Aside from these examples, however, the analysis here
constitutes a fairly good argument in favor of avoiding rules
of ternary foot construction: notice that if we did stress
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words like w!nneEes/ukee using such a rule, some ad hoc
principle would be required to rule out ternary foot con-
· · d 1·k' l' · ~struct10n 1n war S 1 e Apa a~h1col~. By contrast, the
analysis presented here requires no rules to derive the
regular cases that are not motivated elsewhe~e.
With this much of the analysis in hand, we can again
pose the question of whether Strong Retraction is adequate
to derive all of the stresses lying to the left of the stress
assigned by the English Stress Rule. With regard to stresses
that on the surface appear to the left of the stress pr~dic-~
.
ted by Strong Retraction, this appears to be true: as we
have just seen, the great majority of these surface excep-
tions are only apparent ones. The other question that must
be asked is if there are cases in which stress falls to the
right of what would be predicted by Strong Retraction. As
, , ,
far as I know, there is only one such word: Halicarnassus,
. which we would predict to be stressed in the same way as
" h '.parap ernalJ.a. We can handle the stressing of Halicarnassus
by listing it in underlying representa tion with a non··
branching foot over the syllable car, at the same time
marking its penultimate rime [+H] in order to get penulti-
mate main stress:
(18) F
IHelic arnassus
[ ...H]
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Its stress derivation would then be
(19) Halie arna( ssus)
. 1_[+_Hl ___
He.lic arnassus
s w
:v
:~ , ,
Ealic arn~.ssus
8 'W L 8 W
',I "l
w w S\)8/
Noun Extrame·tl'ic ality
English Stress Rule
Stl'ay Syllable Adjunction
Strong Retraction (N.B.
structure assigned ear~
liar is preserved.)
Word Tree Construction
The important point about this word, however, is its unique-
ness: the fact that examples of this kind should be so
rare suggests that we are correct in assuming that stresses
to the left of the foot assigned by the English Stress Rule
are in general constructed by Strong Retraction. It should
--.. " , , " ,be noted that words like chimpanzee, rodomontade are not
exceptions to this claim: their penultimate feet can be
derived by the English Stress Rule, as follows:
( 20 ) chimp anzee
-..---cL
Long Vowe]. Stressing
cM.mpan( zee)
, , ,
chimpanzee
-LLL
w w sVI
Noun Extrmnetricality
English stress Rule
Strong Retraction
Word Tree Construction
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, Their exceptionality lies in the labeling of their word
t]~ees, not in the con.struction of their feet.
9. A Constraint on Destressing Rules
By now, we have presented four destressing rule~ in
English: Pre-Stress' Destressing, Post-Stress Destressing,
the Arab Rule, and Sonorant Destressing. The first three
all share as part of their environments the expression
w
I
The remaining rule, Sonorant Destressing, requires
the condition that the foot to be destressed not be in strong
position. It would obviously be a good idea to factor this
common rest~iction out of the individual rules, phrasing it
as a more general constraint:
(1) Destressing rules may not remove feet in strong
position.
(1) is simply a generalization of the constraint o~ Sonorant
Destressing, but it will appropriately constrain the other
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destressing rules as well. Because these ru~es apply after
Word Tree Construction in th~ cycle, (1) is equivalent to
W
I
adding to their environments.
It is reasonable to suppose that (1) is not confined to
English, but is a universal constraint: there are no excep-
tions to it in this thesis, aIld it allows us to simplify
the destressing rule of Tiberian Hebrew (p. 157) as well as
the E~glish rules.
10. Prefix-Stem Words and the Strict Cycle
The stressing of Greek-derived words consisting of a
prefix and a stem, such as in (1):
(1 ) h~licograph ~ ,electrograph
( , , ,
sJ.deroscope laryngoscope
, ,
kaleidoscopeheteronym
1/· "
,
"p at1notype honlonym
poses two problems for the proposals I have advanced here.
First, when the phonological requirements are met, these
words contain ternary feet which are neither at the right
edge of a word nor in metrically weak position, hence not
derivable by the rules I have presented so far. Second,
words of this sort regularly display stress on their final
syllables, even though on purely phonological grounds we
would often expect stress on a syllable lying further to the
left. The situation is complicated by the fact that when
suffixes are added to words like those of (1), the final
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stems lose their stress, as in (2):
(2)
,
heteronymous
,
pentagonal
helic~graphy6
We therefore cannot account for the stressings in (1) with
a simple principle saying that stress may not retract beyond
the left boundary of a stern.
The best solution seems ~o be a return t6 the proposal
made in Chomsky and Halle (1968): that in words like (1),
both the prefix and the stem constitute cyclic domains for
stress assignment. If we assume that prefixes behave like
nouns in the assignment of extrametricality, then we.will
get stresses assigned in the right places:
(3) [hete(ro») [(nym)]
(hetaera)] [(nym)]
s w
\!
[hetera] [nym]
S ww 1
..JL
.first cycle
Extrametricality
English Stress Rule
Stray Syllable Adjunction
Word Tree Construction
It is in the second cycle that the analysis may initially
seem inadequate: why shouldn't the English Stress Rule
apply again to produce *het~rOn~? The answer to this ques-
tion comes from the Strict Cycle (see Mascaro 1978), which
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I formulate as follows:
(4) A cyclic rule may apply on a cycle j only if it
crucially refers to
a. A string X such that j is the earliest cycle
containing it1
b. Two strings Y,'Z such that j is the earliest
cycle tha.t contains both Of them;
c. A string W which has been modified by a rule
applying earlier on cycle j.
The rather wordy formulation of (4) is provided for explicit-
ness; more intuitively we can say that a cyclic rule may
apply on cycle j only if it crucially refers to info~mation
about the string that is first made available on cycle j.
My formulation of the Strict Cycle disagrees with Mascaro's
in that it allows rules to apply on the first cycle, which
seems to be crucial in handling English stress. It may be
a special characteristic of metrical rules to apply on the
first cycle; see for example Nash (1980), in which stress in
Warlpiri is accounted for by metrical rules that apply first
within morphemes, then within words.
Now if (4) is right, let us see what rules could apply
to a representation such as (3)c. Under the interpretation
of the Strict Cycle that seems most reasonable, the English
Stress Rule itself should be able to apply, since in princi-
ple it could construct a foot dominating material in both
the prefix and the stem, thus satisfying condition b.
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However, the extrametricality ruJ.es, for both consonants and
rimes, would be blocked: th~ final consonant and the final
rime in (3)c lie at the rig!lt edge of their stress domain
in both the first cycle and the second. The extrametricality
rules clearly do not refer crucially to material uniquely in
the second cycle. Thus when the English stress Rule applies
to (3)0, it may only restress the final foot vacuously. The
representation for heteronym will remain the same.
The word tree rule will of course be free to apply on
the second cycle, as it joins together two feet that lie in
two different cyclic subdomains. By the normal application
of the rule, we get
(5) , '"heteronym
s w w L"~
s w
V
Now if we add a suffix to a prefix-stem word, thus adding a
cycle to its derivation, the extrametricality rule will be
able to refer to material uniquely in the current cycle:
(6) fheteronym]ous
s.w w L
's.J .
s w
'V
[pentagon1a1
s w L\/
s w
V
first two cycles
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heterony(mous) pentago(nal) Adjective Extrame-
s w w l Sv I tricality
'al- a w
s w VV
heterony(mous) pentago(nal) English Stress Rule
s wsw J s wV V Y
"
, , ~heteronymous pentagonal Stray SyllaLlle
s wsw w LSWW AdjunctionV '8,/ :L Word Tree Construc-tion
w s w s
V· V
The theory thus accounts for why Greek stems receive stress
on the surface only when they are not followed by a suffix.
Notice that all we had to stipulate arbitrarily was that
prefixes and stems constitute cycli~ domains. The other
ingredients--i.e. t~e strict cycle, and the formulation of
the stress rules--are motivated elsewhere, or are stipulated
. in universal grammar.
The rather unusual stress behavior of the Greek nominali-
zing suffix =y should be mentioned here. Descriptively
speaking, this suffix is a weak retractor:
, ''''' ,heteronym-heteronymy
" ,telegraph-telegraphy
, , , ,
b. allomorph-al1omorphy
, " ,
orthodox-orthodoxy
but with a glitch. When it occurs in a final binary foot,
that foot receives secondary stress, as (7}b shows. This can
be handled if we make two assumptions: Ca) =y is underlying
syllabic IiI; (b) it is marked as extrametrical for purposes
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of word tree labeling. These assumptions will cause heter-
onymy and allomorphy to be c9rrectly stressed as follows:
(8) [heteronym]i
s w w L
"J .
s w
V
heterony(mi)
swwl\s'J .,__
s w
V
heteronymi
s wsw w\I '\1_
[allomorph]i
~
s w
V
allomor(phi )
8V W 1.... _
s w
V
allomot'phi
s wsw
V'V
first two cycles
Noun Extr~atricality
English stress Rule
stray Syllable Adjunc-
tion
heterony(mi)
s wsw wY.. ... , ..
.. s.\,.
, ,
heterony(mi)
s wsw wV "'s' .'\/
w s
V
allomor(phi) -1 ~ [+ex]/ J
s wswV"..···
, ,
allomor(phi) Word Tree Construction
S wswV :>v....
s w
V
Note that Stray Syllable Adjunction need not and does not
apply when ~ is made extrametrical late in the derivation--
it is already part of a foot. The extrametricality rule
simply specifies that ~ should be ignored for purposes of
labeling the word tree. In this respect =y extrarnetricality
resembles the rule of Consonant Extrametricality, which
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simply excludes a consonant from the domain of the English
Stress Rule, rather than actually affecting its syllabifica-
tion.
The notion of word tree extrametricality propounded
here should probably be extended to include words like
L~def~~ed, pbmegr~nate and the adjectives in -ative, replacing
the diacritic which allowed final branching feet to be
labeled as weak. This is not due just to Occam's razor:
the extrarnetricality theory predicts that there are no weak
final ternary feet, since a final ternary foot will be
labeled as strong even when its final syllable is extra-
metrical. This prediction is exceptionlessly true, which
would be a complete accident under the diacritic analysis.
The main potential defect of this account of the Strict
Cycle is the follow~ng: if the stress rules must refer to
the labeled bracket to the right of the material being stressed,
should not the new labeled bracket referred to in each
cycle constitute a derived environment, so that the stress
rules could apply on all cycles? To be sure, as Mascaro
formulated the Strict Cycle only segmental material may con-
stitute a derived environment, but since the two possible
in~erpretations of the Strict Cycle seem equally plausible
~ priori, we must argue in favor of the one needed here. The
only possible counterexample to the claim that I can think
of is the case of the Finnish rule e ~ i / i, which must
precede the demonstrably c¥clic rule t ~ s / i in deriva-
tions such as (9) (Kiparsky 1973a):
(9) #vete#
#veti#
#vesi#
e -4 i / __i
t ---. s / __i
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-In many current theories, word boundaries are represented not
as terminal symbols in the phonological striI1~g, but as
labeled brackets, as in I d (see Selkirk (ros. b), Roten-
. war
berg 1978). However, it is important to see that (9) does
not prove the rule e ~ i / # to be cyclic-~it only shows
that it can feed a cyclic rule, t ~ s / i. If we assume
that the word level is one of the domains in which cyclic
rules may apply, then (9) is not a counterexample to the
claim maGe here. The cyclic rule t ~ s / i may apply on
the word level cycle because it refers crucially to the Qut-
put of a rule applying earlier in the cycle--even though that
rule is not cyclic.
However, we need evidence to show that labeled brackets
must not constitute environments for cyclic rules. The evi-
dence offered here is the fact that denominal verbs and de-
verbal nouns usually display the stress pattern of their
~
sources. For example, denominal verbs such as pattern,
:vidence, m~nitor, and discipline are stressed on the nominal
pattern of their sources, showing that they did not undergo
restressing on their outermost cycle based on the environment
, ,
Similarly, the deverbal nouns ~dvance, regard,
,
regret show that when a final stressed verb is converted to
a noun and receives another cycle in its stress derivation,
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none of the stress rules (extrametricality, foot construc-
tion, Word Tree Construction~ may reapply on the outer cycle.
The reader familiar with the facts of English stress
must now be wondering about familiar pairs such as (10):
,
(10) penni~
,
prog·J:·essV
,
transferv
, ,
permitN
, ,
progI.~es sN
, ,
transferN .
which suggest that at least the rule labeling'the word tree
must be allowed to apply on cycles in which no new phono-
logical material has appeared, thus violating my interpreta-
tion of the Strict Cycle. The proposed derivation would be
as in (11):
(11) rv [perl [mit]]
..L..L
rirst
cycle
•
second cycle
Word Tree Constructi.on
(labeling for verbs: N~
strong unless N1 ~branches, N2 doesn't)
third cycle
Word Tree Construction ·
(labeling for nouns: N
strong iff it brsnches1
N.B. violates Strict
Cycle
word level
Pre~Stress Destressing
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A closer look at the facts, how~ver, shows that this is
not the case. Virtually every verb-noun pair similar to
those of (10) is morpholo~ically composed of a prefix and a
stem. One can argue that the pairs of (1) consist not of
verbs with their related nouns, but simply verbs "and nouns
which are derived from the same prefix and stem.? Under
, , ~
this analysis, the derivations of permit and permit are as
under (12):
(12) [N[per] [mit]]
-1-l..
r "]N permit
LL
s w
V
(V [per] (mi t 11
-1-1-
[v permit 1
LL
w s
V
,
rv permit JW-1-
\;9
'i'irst cycle
second cycle
Word Tree Construc-
tion
obeys Strict Cycle
word level
Pre-stress
Destressing
What eyidence supports this view? First, th~re is a fair
, ,
number of nouns which display the x x stress pat·t.ern, which
"are not derived from verbs, and would not be expected to
receive final secondary stress anyway by virtue of the
phonetic composition of their final syllables:
, , , , , ,
(13) abscess egress income
, , ,
....
, ,
access excess ingress
, , , '- , ,
advent incest inquest
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These would be stressed correctly under my theory, which
, ,
claims that x x is the normal stress pattern for all prefix-
, ,
stem nouns. However, a theory that claimed that x x is
characteristi.c of deverbal nouns only would have to mark
them as exceptions, so that they could receive final second-
ary stress.
Another argument can be found by examining the noun-
verb pairs in which the stress doesn't alternate, as in con-
" " ,sentN,v' appealN,v' reformN,v. My theory would regard the
nouns of these pairs as actuc.lly deverbal, i. e. as having
the structure [N[v[pre Xl [stern y]]]~ If this is so, they
will be stressed correctly under the provisions of the
Strict Cycle:
blocked by Strict
Cyc).e
second cycle
Word Tree Construction
third cycle
Word Tree Construction
word level
Pre-8tress Destressing
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,J' ~
Pairs of the type consen'tv - consentN seem t.O be roughly as
, "
numerous as those of the type permitv-permitN, but there is
an important difference between the two groups: the cases
in which the semantic relation between the noun and the
verb is remote are far more common among the pairs with
stress shift, as (15) suggests:
#', ~
(IS)a. abstract-abstract
" '"affect-affect
, ,. ,
combine-combine
" ,compress-compress
, , ,
concert-concert (ed)
~ , ,
conserve (s)-conserve
, ,. ,
defect-defect
, , 'digest-digest
, ,. 1'·
explo1t-exp OJ.t
." .'1nCenSe-l.ncense
, , ,
proceeds-proceed
, ,
prodilce-produce
'." .'proJect-proJect
, , ,
refuse-refuse
b.
, ,
exhaustN-exhaustv
~ ,
reverseN-reversev
, ,
preserve (s)N-preserveN
This is entirely natural under the theory proposed here: if
a noun and a verb are related only by virtue of containing
the same prefix and stem, we would expect them to have a
looser semantic connection than if the noun is directly de-
rived from the verb, i.e. as [N[V[pre X] [Stem y]]]. The
question remains of what happens when a semantically cornposi-
, ~,
tional pair displays the stress pattern x xv' x xN' or when
a pair with the pattern x ~v' x ~N isn1t semantically composi-
tional: in dictating the morphological bracketing, does
semantics or phonology win out? I will leave this question
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open, pointing out only that the theory proposed here does
predict the right tendency. .A theory that claimed that
, ,
stress patterns of the type x xN are the result of deriva-
tion from verbs would if anything make the wrong prediction,
since the semantically deverbal nouns more often have the
~
x x stress pattern.
The J.ast argumerlt derives from the existence of a fair
namber of verbs which display the nominal stress pattern,
at least for some speakers:
, , , , , ... , --.(16) accent contact impact profile
, , , , , ... , ,
ally contour index program
, , .. , , , , ,
climax convoy process retail
~ , , ,
comment discount
since these all have a straightforward semantic relationship
with their associated nouns, it seems reasonable to derive
. them as denominal verbs--because of the strict cycle, they
retain the nominal stress pattern. Several of the verbs are
in fact historically derived from nouns. A nice example of
the phenomenon is the verb discount, which is pronounced by
many speakers as discotnt when it means "give little impor-
, ...
tance to" but as discount wi th the meaning n sell at a dis-
count." The latter instance, which is clearly denominal in
meaning, receives its stress correctly under the strict
cycle if it is bracketed as [V[N[P dis] [St count]]].re ern
In searching for counterexamples to the claims made
here, we would want to find noun-verb pairs which were
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, ,,,
morphologically simplex, but had the x xv' x xN stress alter-
nation. One possible case would be words which contain
recognizable Latinate prefixes, but whose stems occur nowhere
else in the English lexicon, so that it would be more diffi-
cult for the language learner to decompose them morphologi-
cally. My complete list of such words is as follows:
(17) , , ....alloy-alloy
, , .....
annex-annex
, , "'-
decoy-decoy
, , ,
exploit-explo~t
b ·' . , b~ · ( .' ~com 1ne-com 1ne 1Dv1te-1nv1te
, ,,, ~, ,
contrast-contrast perfume-perfume
conc~rt(ed)-c~nc~rt recrriit-r~cr~it
Even if we grant that these words are morphologically uni-
tary (which seems debatabJ.e to me), t~ey offer very little
, "support fop the theory that x xv-x xN alternations are the
result of deverbal derivation. For one thing, three of the
nouns of (17), combine, concert, and exploit, have meanings
which are not predictable from their ostensibly related
verbs. Furtllermore, all the nouns of (17) except concert
. ", .
and contrast l:lould be expected to recel.ve x x stressl.ngs as
nouns even if they weren't derived from verbs: their final
syllables attract stress by virtue of having long vowels or
t}~pical1y stress-attracting fi.nal clusters (in annex). We
would thus derive the right stressings from the lexical
representations [vinviitl, [Ninviitl, without any deverbal
d · t· 8er~v·a 10n.
Aside from the cases with unique stems, very few
, " ~ ~,
examples remain. The pairs escortv-escortN and essayv-essa¥N
would be coun'terexamples if es- is considered not to be a
, ,
prefi~, but once again we would expect x x stress i.n the
nouns purely on phonological grounds. The words torment,
augment, and ferment might constitute better counterexamples~
h · f ' f"· · 1Howe~"er I t e pa1r -!L.rmentv- ermentN 1.S semant1ca ly ncri-
composi.. tional, and th.e verbs torm~nt and augment. are pro-
, , , ,
nounced as torment and augment by many speakers. Given the
rarity of these ca~es, it would seem better simply to mark
words such as ferment as exceptions, rather than making them
the basis of the general theory. This could be done by
assigning them final monosyllabic feet in the representations
prior to the application of the stress rules.
To sum up, we have made two assumptions in this section:
that prefixes and stems constitute cyclic domains of stress
assignment, and that labeled bracketings do not constitute
derived environments for the purposes of cyclic rules. These
assumptions, coupled with the stress rules proposed heI'e,
account for a fair number of the stress properties of prefix-
stem words,' in both the Greek and Latin derived portions of
the lexicon. Despite the prevalence of ternary feet on the
surface in Greek prefix-stem words, we found that the re-
stricted foot inventory proposed in Chapter 3 is adequate to
account for the facts.
11. Ternary Feet Across Wand the i-y R\lle
We turn now to the remaining case in which ternary feet
occur systematically on the surface in English. In Liberman
and Prince (1977), it is claimed that whenever stress is
retracted across a sequence 9£ two adjacent short vowels,'
the Long mode of stress retraction is selected, no matter
what type of stress retraction would be indicated by the
morphological environment. For example, v~rieg~te and
det6rior~te exhibit Long Retraction, despite the status of
~ , . "
-ate as a Strong Retractor; while in meteoro~d and Ebionite,
the Weak Retraction ch~racteristic of -aid and -ite is
.., .",
overridden by the presence of VV.
A closer look at the relevant cases shows that they
""'-'
all fit a pattern much more specific ,than VV: in each case
the first short vowel is
(l) ~ --.alienate
,. ""amelJ.orate
, ,
deteriorate
,
...
variegate
Iii.
, "
meteoroid
v~riol~id
'. ~vesu·.,l.an1te
~ "Ebionite
, ,
propionate
, ,
etiolate
, . ,
ganglionary
, ...
toreador
Liberman and Prince list more cases, but these can be handled
by devices already presented. Their etoilate is apparently
a ~isprint for etiolate. Chomsl(.y and IIal1e (1968, here-
after SPE) point out that the appearance of Iii or /y/ in
the environment Ie v is to a large extent predictable
--
by rule, although some degree of dialectal and lexical
.,
idiosyncracy is present. This sllggests a means (proposed
tentatively in SPE) of accounting for words like deteriorate
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and meteoroid, without directly assigning ternary feet. If
we assume that when the stre~s rules apply the surfac~ /i/'s
of these words appear as /y/, the correct strt!ssings will
result from the ordinary application of the English Stress
Rule or Strong Retraction. A later rule is needed to take
the Iy/'s to Ii/'s.
(2) deter[ylorate
------__L
deter[y)orate
8'v<W L
deter[y1orate
s w
, ,
deter[ilorate
wsw W
's/
English stress Rule
Strong Retraction
Strong Retraction (second
iteration)
Word Tree Construction
Y -I- i
Stray Syllable Adjunction
Pre-Stress Destressing
The theory is made plausible by cases in which' the /y/
optionally show~ up on the surface: ameliorate
(am~l[i,Ylor~te), alienate (~l[i,Ylen~te). In addition,
,
there is one case, meridional, i~ which a quaternary foot
is found. This stressing is not d~rivable at all under
Liberman and Prince's theory, but follows nicely from the
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underlying representation rnerid [y] anal under the s\lggested
analysis.
In order to make our solution work, we must (a) Assume
that all Iii's in the relevant positions are underlyingly
/Y/i (b) Show that the later rule which governs the surface
distribution of Iii and /yl goes in the direction y to i
rather than i to y. The latter task is especially important,
since in SPE it was proposed that the rule goes in the
opposite direction.
The reason why SPE assumed an Iii to Iy/ rule was to
account for the behavj.or of suffixes like -ion. and -ious,
which always assign stress to the immediately preceding
syllable. Under SPE's theoretical framework, this would fo1-·
low only if these suffixes had underlyingly bisyl1abic forms'
such as /iVn/ and lias/, so that two syllables would be
available for the stress rule to skip across. However, under
the theory assumed he:r"e, stress rules are based on syllable
quantity, so that representations like /yvn/ and /yos/ will
do just as well. At the relevant stage of the derivation,
no syllable-initial Cy clusters exist in English, so that
any C VC sequence preceding /yvn/ or /yos/ will count as a
closea syllable, and will thus receive stress just like any
otber heavy penult. Because of this, the behavior of suf-
fixes like -ion and -ions can't be taken as an argument
against assuming a /y/ to li/ rule.
In fact one can argue that the rule must have the form
y -7 i. Notice first that t:.i-;.~re are a fair number of envi:ron-
ments in which Iii always appears. These are listed under (3):
(3) i /[d,t,r,8] v
--
i / n+ +V
--
i /+__UIn
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invidious, Poinsettia,
imperial, Cynthia
centennial, felonious,
colonial
gallium, titanium, ammonium
Vesuvianite, champion,
Kentuckian
delineate, pe9uniary,
'teleology
The last environment of (3) would in more traditional terms
be expressed as / [V ] We also find that in the
+stress •
enviror~ent IVI , Iii and /y/ are in free variation:
--
Ame[i]a-Amel[y]a, al[i]enate-al[y]enate, paraphernal[i]a-
paraphernal [y]a, etc. Elsewhere, the distinction is usually
not predictable, as (4) shows:
(4 ) California Lithuania
petunia schizophrenia
rebellious filial
familiar cilia
Norwegian Glaswegian
contagious vestigial
There is one environment, however, .where /yl seems to be the
norm:
(5) tJY I _Vn# onion, batal1ion, million,
rebellion
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From the evidence presented so far, one might imagine
that these regularities would best be captured b~ lexical
redundancy rules. But there i~ good evidence that the rules
must be ordered, in that they override one another in a
syst~rnatic fashion. For example, the three relevant Iii
environments of (3) always override the /y! environment of
(5) :
(6) i / [d,·t,r,Il V
--
i / n+ +\'
--
Kantian, accordion,
criterion, Pythian
Newtonian, Oxonian,
Darwinian
champion, Vivian,' Parseghian
The other two environments of (3) override the systematic
optionality characteristic of / Vl :
(7) i / + urn
--
The enviromaent / VI
---
helium, endothelium, scholium
foliation, polio, oleander
in turn overrides the environment
/ __vn# in chameleo~ (=chaffiel[y]~n, ch~~el[ilon). Assuming
that lexical redundancy rules cannot be ordered, the only way
we can account for these facts is by assuming that at least
(8)a and b are phonological rules, going in the direction
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y to i.
(a)a. y ~ i / VI v (optional)
b. [d,t,r,8] V
--
+ urn
9
n+ +v
(a)a must be ordered before (a)b to account for the facts
of (7). Both rules follow (9):
(9) -cons
+high.
-back
[-syll / tTn#
which may be regarded as a lexical redundancy rule, as no
phonological rule needs to precede it. Notice that this
solution will only work if the rules go in the direction
y to i.
Another argument can be based on words like beneficiary,
auxiliary. These words have two possible pron.unciations,
one with Iii and a full, stressed vowel in -ary, the other
·with /y/ and a reduced vowel in -arye (In ?eneficiary /y/
is deleted by a later rule.) In SPE, these variants are
generated by varying the conditions on the i to y rule, which
is formulated in essence as follows:
(10) i -+ y / [+c~r] __ [£ss~ressJ
Conditions: "= , or ~ ~ 1
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,
When ce, is specified as ~ 1, we derive auxil [yal ry and
# ."benefi[se]ry as follows:
(11 ) 1 2'auxil[i]ary
.12
auxil[y]ary
1 0
auxil[y]ary
1
auxil[ya]ry
l- . 2benefl.c[l.]ary
1 2
benefic [y]ary
1 0
benefic [y]ary
1
benefi[sf]ry
i ~y
Post-Stress
Destressing
Other Rules
But when ~ is set at -, the i ~ y rule will 'be unable to
apply. Since the Iii remains syllabic, Post-Stress Destres-
, "
sing will also be blocked, with the surface forms auxil[i]aEY
, ,
and benefic[i]ary resulting.
Forms like emaci.ate, however, always contain Iii, a
problem which is solved ingeniously in SPE. Under the SPE
system, the suffixes -ary and -ate are both assigned main
stress early in the derivation. Stress is then retracted to
the left, by the Stressed Syllable Rule in the case of -ary
and by the Alternating Stress Rule in the case of -ate. The
i ~ y rule 'is in fact ordered between the Stressed Syllable
Rule and the Alternating Stress Rule, so that when it applies
-ary has secondary stress and -ate has primary stress. It
thus follows from the formulation of the rules that in both
dialects only Iii can appear before -ate, whereas both Iii
and /y/ can appear before -ary in different dialects.
The SPE analysis is ingenious, but can be shown to be
wrong OIl two counts. A minor poin't is that there are prob-
. ably not two separate "dialects" with regard to the
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[yeri] ~ fieri] alternation, as SPE claims. Instead, we
often find variation in the ~ronunciation of different
-iary words by a given speaker, or even in the pronunciation
of a single word by a single speaker. The pronunciation with
[ieril always seems to be plausible even if it isn't pre-
f~rred, and there are some words, such as pecuniary, for
which [ieri] is the only possible pronunciation. The SPE
rule is thus better stated as being optional, with the
absolut'e constraint that ex, ~ 1.
A much more serious problem is the prediction the SPE
rule makes for fyi's occurring to the left of monosyllabic
Weak Retractors such as ~oid, -ose, and -i. In the SPE sys-·
tern these are stI-essed by the Tense Suffix Rule:
(12)
[+tevnse] ~ [lstress] / +__co #
Stress is then retracted off of them by the Stressed Syl-
lable Rule in the same way that it is retracted off of -ary.
-aid, -ose, .and -i accordingly bear secondary stress wh~n the
i to y rule applies to them, so that we would expect that in
some cases an underJ.. ying Iii to the left of them would be
pronounced as Iy/. This prediction is false; in all of the
relevant cases we get Iii:
(13) taenioid religiose
spcngiose
otiose
folj.ose
genii
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The examples above ending in -ose are particularly illurnina-
tinge Although after palata~ consonants /y/ is by far the
more conunon pllonetic output, the first three examples show
Iii. The fourth example fails to show the optional variant
/y/ characteristic of the context / VI These words are
rare, but the argument they provide is stl:ong, sin.ce the
pronunciations that are predicted to be possible by the SPE
, , .., , \
theory ([riylI]owsl, [owsows], [jiynyayl, etc.) are totally
implausible. The prevalence of Iii over !y/ before stressed
vowels in English is virtually exceptionless, a fact which
the SPE analysis fails to account for in claiming that Weak
Retractors are systematically allowed to have Iy/.
It seems likely that what distinguishes -ary frqrn other
tense suffixes in its ability to be preceded by Iy/ is the
fact that it has a stressless alternant derived by Post-
Stress Destressing. Notice, for example, that the suffix
-ative f which may also be destressed by Post-Stress Destres-
sing, appears to take part in parallel alternations:
ini[~ia]tive-ini[~a]tiveand appre[~ia]tive-appre[~~]tiv~
" ,derive from earlier ini[si]ative-ini[sya]tive and
;f' ,
appre[si]ative-appre[sy;]tive by the rule destressing ~ative
in. the environment / V [+son]o (Nanni 1977) and the rule
deleting Iyl after palatals. This property of -ary and -ative
can be exploited in our analysis by ordering the vocalization
rule (alb freely with respect to Post-Stress Destressing~
The two versions of auxiliary, for'example, will then be de-
rived as follows:
(14) auxilyary
LLL
wsw\/sl
auxilyari
~
wsw\)s/
, \
a. auxiliari
j \l\tw
wsw
V'
,
b. auxilyari
J
s w w
, 's;J
w s
V
stress rules
Sonorant Syllabification
stray Syllable Adjunction
Vocaliza·tion
Stray Syllable Ad.1unction
Post-Stress Destressing
Post-Stress Destressing
stray Syllable Adjunction
Vocalization
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The two rules bleed each other, producing the correct results.
In words like emaciate, genii, the final syllable can never
be destressed (since it is in a non-branching foot), so tlla.t
/y/ always vocalizes. Note that a comparable analysis USiIlg
an Iii to Iy/ rule would be impossible: ther~ is no way that
-ary could be made to destress after stressless. syllabic Iii;
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nor is there a principled means of converting /il to /y/ in
the environment / [F only.hefore affixes which happen
later to undergo Post Stress Destressing. An Iii to /y/
~ ,
analysis would thus predict auxil[i]ary as the only possible
pronunciation.
The theory advocated here provides a simple account of
words that always display Iii, such as pecuniary. These
. need merely be listea in the lexicon with Iii underlying.
With this representation, Post-Stress Destres~ing will never·
be able to apply, even in the ordering where it p~ecedes
Vocalization. Notice that it would be impossible for the
theory to describe a word which always had /y/, since the
Vocalization, Post-Stress Destressing ordering will always
produce the Iii variant at least as an option. As noted
above, this seems to be in accord with the facts. Some
speakers profess a definite preference for /yj in certain
. words. The theory would claim that for these speakers the
ordering Post-Stress Destressing, Vocalization is strongly
preferred, and that their particular pronunciations of
-iary words have crystallized by being encoded in the lexi-
con with underlying Iii or Iy/.
We see, then, that there is good evidence that the
regularity in the distribution of Iy/ and /i/ is due to a
rule of vocalization, not devocalization. Because of this,
we don'·t need an ad hoc rule of ternary foot construction
for words like meteoroid and deteriorate--the stressing
of these words is the consequence of independently motivated
rules, given the underlying representations met[y]oroid,
deter [y]orate.
12. Conclusion
I infer from the preceding sections that the effort to
remove rules of ternary foot construction from English has
by and large been a success. Most of the new theories that
were proposed to eljminate a rule of ternary foot construc-
tion turned out to have favorable consequences elsewhere in
the phonology. The partition of the stress rules into Extra'·
metricality, the English Stress Rule, IJong Vowel Stressing,
and Strong Retraction, which was originally proposed to
account for word flnal ternary feet, allowed UE to avoid
marking suffixes for the mode of retraction they trigger,
. .
and provided a better theory of how the stress rules apply
in the cycle. The extension of Post-Stress Destressing to
, ,
aCCGunt for words like Winnepesdukee provided an explanation
, , ,
for stress assignment in forms like Apalachicola. The use
of the Strict Cycle to account for ternary feet in Greek
prefih-stem words had useful consequences in the stressing
of cteverbal nouns and denominal verbs. Finally, the use of
a y to i rule to form the ternary feet of words like
deteriorate led to a better understanding of the i-y alter-
nation and of the derivation of words like auxilia~.
These improvements Euggest that trying to eliminate rules
of ternary foot construction may be a fruitful strategy in
other l~,nguages, and that the facts of English in general
support the model of tree geometry proposed here.
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Footnotes to Chapter 5
lThe word tree labeling rules of English are such that
the fourth possible case, a strollg ternary foot ill final
position, is excluded.
2The surface exceptions to this generalization have been
,
explained elsewhere in the literature. Words like fervidness,
Michelson contain an internal word boundary. Words like
, ,
galaxy, chivalry en~ in an underlying /y/ glide which is
later syllabified, so that when the stress rule applies they
are bisyllabic. Finally, cases like ~djective, d~signateN
illustrate the application of a late rule shortening the
vowel of the suffixes -ive and -ateN before word boundary
, I ~"(compare adjectival, designatev.)
31 have assumed arbitrarily that the syllable rimes of
English are left branching.
4Elephantine will actually have a" cyclic derivation, as
discussed below. The effects of the earlier cycle will not
be relevant to the argument made heze.
51 assume that the suffix spelled as -ion is phonologi-
.,
cally /yVn/. This assumption in justified in Section 11.
6 , , "Stress shifts such as microscope-microscopy,
, \., ,
ichthyopha~~-ichthyophagy seem to violate the phonological
requirements on stress placement. For these words we must
posit an allomorphy rule shortening the vowel of a stem
before a suffix. This r~le is fairly well attesteJ elsewhere!
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~, "in alternations such as preside-president, precede-precedent,
, . \ ~
carn1vore-carn1vorous~
'A proposal roughly along these lines appears in Lieber
(forthcoming) • Lieber goes further, however, ill claiming
that even tho~e noun-verb pairs which do not display a stress
alternation, such as dem:n~V,N' are derived separately rather
than the noun from the verb.
8The words annex and allol would in fact normally be
, ,
st~essed as annex, alloy, since their initial rimes don't
branch (see p. 234). Thus they are exceptional under either
theory.
9Contrary to SPE, I have assumed that the presence of a
morpheme boundary in the left environment is not necessary in
order for /y/ to appear in the output; cf. cases like Califor-
nia, Patricia. SPE also assumes that Iy/ is possible after
/d,t/, but in every such case, Spirantization (p. 229) applies
to the output, as in division, contrition~ When i to y fails
to apply, we get words like Poinsettia, quotidian, since
Spirantization applies only in the environment / yV, not
/ iV. I have assumed that Spirantization is in fact ordered
before the rule governing the distribution of Iii and /Y/,
and tllat words like Poinsettia, quotidian are marked as
exceptions to Spirantization, not to a putative i to y rule.
This has empirical support: under the SPE system we would
expect words like quotidian to undergo i to y in tIle regular
environment / __"ni, thus surfacing as *Suotidi[z8]n by
Spirantization and other rules.
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